Practical projects to build at home
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THE 'NUTS & BOLTS' OF THOSE PROJECTS
TRANSFORMERS

NUTS & BOLTS
BA BOLTS -packs of B.A. Threaded

MINIATURE MAINS Pri 240v

with two independent secondary windings
No.
Price
Type
2024
£1.30'
MT280 0-6v, 0-6v RMS
2025
MT150 0-12v, 0-12v RMS
£1 30'

MINIATURE MAINS Pri 240v

No.

Secondary

2021

6v -0-6v 100mA
9v -0-9v 100mA
12v -0-12v 100mA

2022
2023

Price
£1 30'

85

Secondary

2026
2027
2028
2029
2030

6v -0-6v lamp
9v -0-9v lamp
12v -0-12v lamp
15v -0-15v lamp
30v -0-30v lamp

£2 90. p&p 30p
£3 80' p&p 30p

are 0-19-25-33-40-50v

4, 7, 8, 10, 14, 15, 17, 19, 25, 31, 33, 40, 50, 25-0-25volts

Price

Rating
lamp
lamp

£3.42. p&p 30p
£4.40. p&p 50p
£5.45. p&p 85p

2amp

AUDIO OUTPUT Pri 1.2k Secondary
5ohms

1" 2BA

i" 2BA
1" 2BA

1"6BA

Type

No
845
846

1" 4BA
1" 4BA
8" 4BA
1" 6BA

Price
£0.51

£0.38
£0 33
£0 50
£0 30

847

848
849

." 6BA

Type

No

OBA

855
856

2BA

Price
£0.90
£0 60

Type
4BA
6BA

Price
£0.19
£0.15

No
859
860

2BA

Price
£0.42
£0.36

No
852

Type
4BA
6BA

861

862

156

LT710 MIN INPUT

Price
£1 40'

51,"

3"

11"
6"

157
158

Height

£1.800

£1.25'
£1.60.

11"
2k"

41"
51"

9"

ALUMINIUM BOXES. Made from

Pri 100k Secondary 1k 15 x13 x 13mm
Order no. 3051 £0.42.

LT711 MIN DRIVER
Pri 10k Secondary 2K-C.T. 15 x13 x 13mm
Order no. 2040 £0.35.

LT712 MIN OUTPUT
Pri 500ohm Secondary 8ohms 100mW 15 x 13 xl3rnm

£0'28'

LT717 MIN INPUT

Bright Ali.,
Folded Construction. Each Box Complete with half
inch deep lid and screws.
No.
Length
Width
Height
Price
159
5k"
2k"
11"
62p'

160

62p'

161

2k"

74p
64p
44p

11"

51"

162
163
164
165
166

62p'

11

2"
1"

2k"

£1.04'
£1.32.

21"

6"

Order no. 2042 £0.52.

Type
50vRMS

£0.32'

LT722 MIN DRIVER
Pri 10k Secondary 2k-C.T. 20 x 15 x 15mm
Order no. 2044 £0 32'

Pri 1. 2-C.T. Secondary 3 2 & Bohm 200mW Dimen-

sions 20x 15 x 15mm
Order no. 2045 £0.38'

Pri 500ohm Secondary 3.2 & Bohm 200mW Dimensions
20x 15x 15mm
Order no. 2046 £0 38'

LT728 MIN DRIVER
Pri 1k C.T. Secondary 500ohm C.T. Dimensions 25x

£0.43'

Pri 200ohm C.T. Secondary 3.2 & 8ohms 400rnW
Dimensions 25x 20x 20mm
Order no. 2048 £0.39'

Pri 500ohms C.T. Secondary 3.2 & 8ohms 500mW
Dimensions 25 x 20x 20rnm
Order no. 2049 £0.42'

T I L209

TIL211
TIL213
FLV115
FLV310
FLV410

Order No

Colour

Price

1501

RED
GREEN

12p
25p
25p
12p
25p
25p

1502
1503
1504
1505
1506

BR21100

BR2/200
BR2/400
BR2,1000

FUSE HOLDERS & FUSES

Description

Order No

15" car inline type

506
507
508
509
510

20mm x 5mm chassis mounting
11" x 1" chassis mounting
Panel mounting 20mm
Panel mounting 11"
Type
150mA
250mA
500mA
800mA

No
611

612
613
614

Type
1A

YELLOW
RED

GREEN

YELLOW

2nd Grade L.E.D.'s

1.5A
2A

2' 5A

No

Type

3A

Type
100mA
250mA
500mA

No
622
623
624

Type
1A
2A

4A
5A

No
619
620

1.6A

Type
250mA

No

5A

628
629
630

2-5A
3-15A

ALL 7p EACH

Type
1A

1.6A
2A

Type
800mA

No.

632

No.

Type

Type

638
639

4A
5A

No.

635
636
637

2-5A

No.

631

No.

ALL 7p EACH

3A

ALL 6p EACH
Just a selection from
our huge stocks!

Order no. 1507 £0.90

126 pages packed with

are Ideal for experiments

valuable information

L.E.D. CLIPS
Order No
1508/125
1508/2

Type

Type
500mA

No.

Price
15p
30p

ORDER NOW
ONLY 50p
plus 15p p & p

apparatus

1982
1983
1984
1985

Price
£0 22'
£0 22'
£0 22'
£0 22'
£0 22'
£0 22'

No

Price

1980

LUMINOUS

1958 £0.50'

250v AC

1959 £0 55'

250v AC

1960 £0 65'

2amp 250v AC

1961

£0 85.

1962
1963
1964

£0.68.
£0 80'

Miniature D.P.D.T. toggle centre offPush button S.P.S.T. 2amp 250v AC
Push button S.P.S.T. 2amp 250v AC
Push button D.P.D.T. 2amp 250v AC

MIDGET WAFER SWITCHES

Single -bank wafer type -suitable for switching at
250v AC 100mA or 150v DC in non-reactiver loads
make -before -break contacts. These switches have a
spindle 0'25" DIA and 30° indexing.

DESCRIPTION

Order No

pole 12 way
2 pole 6 way
3 pole 4 way
4 pole 3 way

1965
1966
1967
1968

1

Order

MICRO SWITCHES

Price
£0 48'
£0 48'
£0 48'
£0 48.

No

Price

Rating 10 amp 250v AC
Button gives 1 pole change over

1969

£0 20

Rating 10amp 250v AC

1970

£0 25

Plastic button gives simple on -off
action

action

OrderNo

LED TYPE

Price

BDL707 .3" single
BDL747 .6" single
BDL727 .5" double

£0-80

1510
1511

£1 50

1512

£1-80

COLD CATHODE ITT 5087 ST

Side viewing indicator tubes. Displays 0-9 and decimal
points. Wide viewing angle -operates from 180v with
16k series anode resistors -character height 16- 5rnm
pin connections supplied.
Order no. 1513
Price £0.-0..
11

VOLTAGE REGULATORS

Positive Regulators TO220 case
MVR7805 5v
MVR7812 12v

£1 -35

MVR71315 15v

£1.35
MVR7824 24v
Negative Regulators TO220 case
M VR7905 5v
£2'00
MVR7915 15v
MVR7912 12v
£2.00
MVR7924 24v

£1 25
£1 25

£2'00
£2.00

621

ALL 5p EACH

No
625
626
627

SEE OUR
1977 CATALOGUE

Pack of 5
Pack of 5

£0 22
£0 24

615
616
617
618

A pack of standard sizes and colours which fail to
Perform to their very rigid specification, but which

Size
.125"

Price
£0 07.
£0 10'
£0 20'

QUICK BLOW lfin

L.E.D.'s

-125"
.125"
-125"

Price
£0 40
£0'45
£0.50
£0.55
£0 65

BR2/50

ANTI -SURGE 20mm

LT730 MIN OUTPUT

Size

Order No

50v
100v
200v
400v

QUICK BLOW 20mm

LT729 MIN OUTPUT

Type

£0 35

SILICON 2AMP

1000v

LT726 MIN OUTPUT

Price
£0 25
£0.28
£0.30

BR1/50
BR1/100
BR1/200
BR1/400

Type

LT724 MIN OUTPUT

Order no. 2047

Order No

100vRMS
200vRMS
400vRMS

1981

DISPLAYS

BRIDGE RECTIFIERS
SILICON LAMP

Pri 20k Secondary 1k 20 x 15 x 15mm

No

86p

Pri 150k Secondary 1k 20 x 15 x 15mrn

LT719 MIN INPUT

£0 42.
£0-13'
£0 18'

ROCKER SWITCH Colour

Miniature D.P.D.T. toggle 2amp

Price
£0.30
£0.30

No
853
854

£0 12'

SPST-moulded in high BLACK

Miniature S.P.S.T. toggle 2amp

Price
£0.15
£0.12

No

Type
4BA
6BA

Width

£0 -36"

250v AC

multiples of 100
851

£0 33'

1976
1977
1978
1977

Miniature S.P.S.T. toggle 2amp

SOLDER TAGS -hot tinned supplied in
Type
OBA
2BA

£(1-10'

1975

DESCRIPTION

ples of 100
Type

Price

1973
1974

insulation. Material avail- WHITE
able in a choice of BLUE
colours ideal for small YELLOW

Price
£0.42
£0.36

No
857
858

No

A range of rocker switches RED

BA WASHERS -flat cadmium plated

and back.
No.
Length
155
8"

Pri 20k Secondary lk Ratio 5:1
Order no. 2038 £0 23'

20x 20mm

Push switch -Push to break

£0.33

850

In two sections Vinyl
Covered Top and Sides, Aluminimum bottom, front

MINIATURE INTER/DRIVER

Order no. 2043

Rotary ON -OFF mains switch
Push switch -Push to make

nuts in multiples of 100

INSTRUMENT CASES.

200mW Dimensions 20x 16x 15
Order no. 2037 £0.25'

Order no. 2041

Price
£1 12
£0.83
£0.69
£0 54
£0.63

839
840
842
843
844

OBA

Voltages available by use of taps:
2032
2033

No

plain stamped washers supplied in multi-

Multi -tapped secondary mains transformers available
in Onto, lamp, & 2amp current rating. Secondary taps

2031

Type
1" OBA
1" OBA

BA NUTS -packs o cadmium plated full
Price
£2.70' p&p 30p
£2.20' p&p 30p
£2.60' p&p 30p

STANDARD MAINS Pri 240v

No.

D.P.D.T. miniature slide
D.P.D.T. standard slide
Toggle switch S.P.S.T.
liamp 250v AC
Toggle switch D.P.D.T.
lamp 250v AC

head. Supplied in multiples of 100

£1.30'

1 amp MAINS Pri 240v
No.

SWITCHES

DESCRIPTION

cadmium Plated screws, slotted cheese

634

641

642

ORDERING
PLEASE WORD YOUR ORDERS
EXACTLY AS PRINTED, NOT
FORGETTING TO INCLUDE
OUR PART NUMBER.

V.A.T.
ADD 121% TO PRICES MARKED*
ADD 8% TO OTHERS EXCEPTING
THOSE MARKED t. THESE ARE ZERO

1111 -PAN
Dept. E.E.5, P.O. Box 6, Ware, Herts.
SHOP
AT

18, BALDOCK STREET, WARE, HERTS

OPEN 9 to 5.30 Monday to Saturday

Unique full -function
8 -digit wrist calculator...
available only as a kit.
A wrist calculator is the ultimate in common-sense portable
calculating power. Even a pocket calculator goes where your
pocket goes -take your jacket off, and you're lost!
But a wrist -calculator is only worth having if it offers a
genuinely comprehensive range of functions, with a full-size
8 -digit display.
This one does. What's more, because it is a kit, supplied direct
from the manufacturer, it costs only a very reasonable £9.95
(plus 8% VAT, P&P). And for that, you get not only a high calibre calculator, but the fascination of building it yourself.

How to make 10 keys do the work of 27
The Sinclair Instrument wrist calculator offers the full range of
arithmetic functions. It uses normal algebraic logic ('enter it as
you write it'). But in addition, it offers a % key; plus the
convenience functions VT, 1/x, x2; plus a full 5 -function memory.
All this, from just 10 keys! The secret? An ingenious, simple
three -position switch. It works like this.
1. The switch in its normal, central
position. With the switch centred,
numbers -which make up the vast
majority of key -strokes - are
tapped in the normal way
2. Hold the switch to the
left to use the functions to
the left above the keys...
3. and hold it to the right to
use the functions to the
right above the keys.
The display uses 8 full-size
red LED digits, and the
calculator runs on readily available hearing -aid
batteries to give weeks
of normal use.

Assembling the Sinclair Instrument
wrist calculator
The wrist calculator kit comes to you
complete and ready for assembly. All
you need is a reasonable degree of
skill with a fine -point soldering iron.
It takes about three hours to
assemble. If anything goes
wrong, Sinclair Instrument
will replace any damaged
components free: we
want you to enjoy
assembling the kit,
and to end up with a
valuable and useful
calculator.

Contents
Case and display

window.
Strap.

Printed circuit board.
Switches.
Special direct -drive chip
(no interface chip needed).
Display.
Batteries.
Everything is packaged in a neat plastic
box, and is accompanied by full instructions.
The only thing you need is a fine -point soldering iron.
All components are fully guaranteed, and any which are
damaged during assembly will be replaced free.

The wrist -calculator kit is available only direct from
Sinclair Instrument. Take advantage of this 10 -day money back undertaking.
Send the coupon today.

[-To: Sinclair Instrument Ltd,

6 Kings Parade, Cambridge, Cambs., CB2 1SN.
Please send me... (qty) Sinclair Instrument wrist -calculator
kits at £9.95 plus 80p VAT plus 25p P&P (Total £11).

Dimensions:

I enclose cheque/PO/money order for £

113/4'(4.8 mm) wide,
11y6 (37mm) deep.

Complete as applicable.

Weight:
less than 1oz (28 g).

Name

Address

Sinclair Instrument Ltd,
6 Kings Parade, Cambridge,
Cambs., CB2 1SN.

Tel: Cambridge (0223) 311488.

Everyday Electronics, May 1977

(Please print)
I understand that you will refund my money in full if I return the
EE/ 5I
undamaged within 10 days of receipt.

Lk it
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Dept. EE, 5 STATION ROAD, LITTLEPORT, CAMBS., CB6 1QE

B. BAMBER ELECTRONICS

Telephone: ELY (0353) 860185 (2 lines) Tuesday to Saturday

PLEASE ADD 8% VAT UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

PLEASE ADD 8% VAT UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

SPECIAL OFFER...
MAINS ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS. Tapped
STARPHONE HIGH BAND RF PC BOARDS, mains input. 240V at 3A + 12V et 500mA output.
with conversion data for making into a good 2M New. boxed. made by Gardners, £12.
that is needed:
oral, 7 caps
2 resistors, and 9V DC.) PCB contains 2 Dual fate
Converter. (All

MIXED COMPONENT PACKS,

containing
resistors. capacitors, pots, etc. All new. Hundreds
of items. E2 per pack, while stocks last.

A LARGE RANGE OF CAPACITORS AVAILABLE AT BARGAIN PRICES, SA.E. FOR LIST.

1

Mos Fet RF stages 13N1401, Diode ring mixer,
3 stage Osc/Multiplier. All on one PCB. approx. size

4M Ha XTAL PACKS 110 angered atals between
4MHz and 5MHe), our selection only. El Pack.

6" a 14", ext. connections, 9V DC supply. AGC madeI jAn TuUSRA!E £:
ra a i ty "Crescent".
(can be left fixed bias, or RF gain control) Ant.
input, IF output (works from a few MHz to over
30MHz). All Brand New. £6.50 each, while SIDE CUTTERS. High quality. £3.70 + VAT 30p.
stocks last.

ALU-SOL ALUMINIUM SOLDER (made by Multi core). Solders aluminium to itself or copper.

PLUGS AND SOCKETS

brass, steel,

N -Type Plugs 50 ohm, ElOp each. 3 for £1.50.

coil 40p pack. Large reel £2.75.

reducers, 85p or 5 for £3.

nickel or tinplate. 16 s.w.g. with
multicore flu, with instructions. Approx. 1 metre

VARICAP TUNERS Mullard Type ELC1043/05.

PL259 Plugs IPTFEI. brand new. packed with
S0239 Sockets WIFE), brand new (4 -hole fixing
typal, 50p each or 5 for £2.25.

Brand New, £4.40 + 12496 VAT.

SPERRY 7 -SEGMENT P.G.D. DISPLAYS, digit
OF
PACK
LOW
VOLTAGE SOLDER SUCKERS (Plunger Type). Standard
TELEPHONE HANDSETS with "PRESS -TO - height 0.3in. red, with decimal points. 150V to BARGAIN
TALK" buttons, on curly lead, brand new, f3.50 200V (nominal 180V) operation, These are high - ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS. Up to 50V Model. E4.50. Skirted Model, £4.95. Spare
(few only).
volt industrial type and therefore brighter than working. Sestronic Manufacture. Approx. 100. £1.30 Nozzles 60p each.

New. 613p sad. or 2 for C1.

SILICON HIGH VOLTAGE RECTIFIER STICKS,
5Y185 (new) 35kV 2 5mA El each, BY140
lex-equip) 12kV 2 StnA 45p each.

VARIABLE STABILISED POWER SUPPLY,
mains input. 0-24V output, stabilised and current
limiting at 500mA + 32V at 50mA. Brand new by
British manufacturer. Sqe approx. 74 24 x 4in.
complete with external 5k0 3 -turn pot for voltage
control. Connection date supplied. C7.

14 OIL REED RELAYS, 5 to 12V DC, 450 ohm
coil. Designed to work directly from TTL Logic.
Single Pole Change over. Contact ratings 28V IA
3W. £1.75 each.
PlA0.13,TnIgC

per pack

available.) Data supplied.

Mobile Converters, 24V DC input 13 8V at
approx. 3.4A DC output, fully stabilised. £3.50 each

sop each.

typal with

(ideal for running 12V car radio from 24V lorry

BSX20 (VHF Osc/Mult), 3 for 50p.
BC108 (metal can), 4 for 50p.
PBC108 (plastic BC1081. 5 for SOp.
BEY51 Transistors, 4 for 60p.
8CY72 Transistors, 4 for 50p.
PNP audio type T05 Transistors. 12 for 26p.
BF1521U HE amp/mixer), 3 for 50p.

battery).

We now stock Spiralux Tools for the electronic
enthusiast. Screwdrivers. Nut Spanners. BA and

2N38I9 Fez, 3 for 60p.

BC148 NPN SILICON. 4 for 50p.
BC I 58 PNP SILICON. 4 for 50p.
BAY31 Signal Diodes, 10 for 35p.
BAt 21 Varicap Diodes, 4 for 50p.

2N3055 type Transistors. O.K.. but unmarked
5 for Cl.
110V NEONS, SCREW -IN -TYPE, 4 for 50p

PROGRAMMERS (magnetic devices). Contain
9 microswitches (suitable for mains operation)
with 9 rotating cams, all individually adjustable.
Ideal for switching disco lights. displays. etc.,
or industrial machine programming. (Need slow
motion motor to drive cams, not supplied.) 9 switch
version E1.50.

tuners) marked 88-108MHz and Channels 0-70,
clear numbers, rest blacked out, smart modern
appearance, size approx. 84in. x 14in., 2 for 35p.

Lead suppressors (10kohm) for mobile plug leads,
4 for 60p.

HEAVY DUTY RELAYS, 24V d.c. operated (will
work on 18V) 3 heavy duty make contacts (around
10A rating) 4- 4 change over contacts + 1 break

contact. New, complete with mounting bracket.
(Ideal for switchinf HT on Unears.) Many uses for
this high quality unit. E1.50 each.

T03 transistor insulator sets, 10 for 50p.

grip with fingertip trigger. High efficiency copper
soldering tip.

EXPERT SOLDER GUN. 01.613 + VAT (540.

EXPERT SOLDER GUN KIT (spare bits case,
etc.). f980 +VAT 178p).
SPARE BITS, PAIR. 30p + VAT (21.)

SP1 ED 15W E3 + VAT 1240.
SP25D 25W E3 + VAT 124p1.
SP25DK 25W + tilts. etc.. kit £3.83 + VAT 131p).

1 can, intemally screened, 5 for SOp u. 124% VAT.

PERSPEX TUNER PANELS (for FM Band 2

EXPERT. Built -in -spotlight illuminates work. Pistol

Miniature earphones with min, jack plug, 2 for 50p

TWIN I.F. CANS, app x. tin. x }in. tin. high,
around 3 5-5MHz. 2 separate transformers in

SMALL MAINS SUPPRESSORS (small chokes.
ideal for radio, Hi-Fi inputs, etc.). approx. fin. a

WELLER SOLDERING IRONS

Metric sizes, pop rivet guns, etc. S.A.E. for list.
.1- 124% VAT.

14in.. 3 for 50p.
354p"i ns qdi,?na rpel.ugl fc:n tpoenti,

124% VAT.

normal displays. All brand new. AT THE BARGAIN

GARRARD 9V DC MINIATURE MOTORS, PRICE OF 50p PER DIGIT. TYPE 332 (two digits
in one mount) Cl each. (Sorry, no single digit

Type 318M, 3200 RPM governed, size approx.
14.M. dia. x 14in. high. with 2mm spindle. Brand

MARKSMAN SOLDERING IRONS

SP400 40W £3.44 + VAT 1280.

BENCH STAND with spring Marksman Irons,
E2.22 + VAT 118p).
SPARE BITS

Dubilier Electrolytics, 50pF, 450V, 2 for 50p.
Dubilier Electrolytics. 100pF, 275V, 2 for 50p.
Plessey Electrolytics, 470pF, 63V, 3 for 50p.
TCC Electrolytics, 1000pF, 30V, 3 for 60p.
Plessey Electrolytics, t000pF, 180V, 40p each

MT4 for 25W, 38p + VAT 13p).
MTIO for 40W, 42p VAT 13p).
TCP2 TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED IRON.

13 for £1 1.

1C2.161.

Dubilier Electrolytics, 5000pF, 35V, 50p each.
Dubilier Electrolytics, 5000pF, 50V, 60p each.
ITT Electrolytics, 6800pF, 25V, high grade, screw
terminals, with mounting clips, SOp each.
Plessey Electrolytics, I 0,000pF at 63V, 75p each.
Plessey Cathodray Capacitors. 0-0 4pF at 12 5kV
DC. Screw terminals. E1.50 each.
PLEASE ADD 121% VAT TO ALL CAPACITORS.

TV PLUGS AND SOCKETS

TV Plugs (mewl type), 5 for 50p.
TV Sockets (metal typal, 4 for 50p.
TV Line Connectors (beck -to -back socaets). 4 for 50p.

Please add 123% VAT.

MT8 for 15W, 48p VAT lap).

Tempenture controlled iron and PSU. £27 VAT
SPARE TIPS
Type CCsngle flat, Type K double Rat fine
Type P, very fine tip. £1 each + VAT 18p1.

tip,

MOST SPARES AVAILABLE.

MULTICO RE SOLDER

Size 5 Savbit 18 s.w.g. in alloy dispenser, 32p
VAT (30.
Size CI SAV18 Savbit 18 s.w.g., 58p VAT (4p).
Size 12 Savbit 18 s.w.g. on plastic reel C1.1313
+ VAT 115p1.

Kg. (1 -1Ib) 60040. 20 s.w.g. on plastic reel £3.

Terms of Business: CASH WITH ORDER. MINIMUM ORDER f2. ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST & PACKING /UK ONLY) SAE with ALL ENQUIRIES Please
PLEASE ADD VAT AS SHOWN. ALL GOODS IN STOCK DESPATCHED BY RETURN. CALLERS WELCOME BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Forgive the terrible puns. If you don't quite twig 'em just have a word
with your opera -going friends and they will reveal all! Frankly, we've
used the characters above simply to catch your attention and to lead
you on to the more interesting point that Home Radio Components
Ltd. are the people to deal with when you need components for the
projects in this magazine, or for any other electronic gadget you may

be creating. Thousands of constructors have proved that they get
good advice, good components, good value, good service from Home

Radio. Many buy over the counter at Mitcham, many purchase by
Mail Order sending a cheque or P.O. each time they need something,
and a growing number of customers are proving the advantages of
joining the Home Radio Credit Account Scheme. Whichever method
you opt for you'll need a Home Radio catalogue. Read all about it in
the paragraph below.
The famous Home Radio Components Catalogue comprises
200 pages, listing about 5,000 items, nearly 2,000 of them

illustrated. Everything is set out so clearly and concisely
that the catalogue is a pleasure to use. When you buy
one we also send you a free mini catalogue filled with
extra special bargains. The saving on some purchases

rPlease write your Name and Address in block capitals
NAME

ADDRESS

from this bargain list alone can more than pay for the

catalogue, which costs £1 plus 40p for post and packing.
Send off the coupon with your cheque or P.O. for £1 -40 now.

The catalogue and. bargain list will come to you by return
post.

Dept. EE
234240 London Road. Mitcham. Surtty CPe

I HOME RADIO (Components) LTD..

London 912966)i

HOME RADIO (Components) LTD. Dept. E.E. ,234-240 London Road. Mitcham CR4 3H0 Phone 01-648 8422
202
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DRILL CONTROLLER

INFRA RED BINOCULARS

S TRANSISTOR PACK

Hale for military purposes during and
immediately after the last war to
enable snipers, vehicle drivers, etc. to
see iu the dark. The binoculars have to
be fed from a high voltage source (5KV
approx.) and providing the objects are
in the rays of an infra red beam then the
binoculars will enable these objects to
be seen. Each binocular eye tube
contains a complete optical lens system
as well as the infra red cell, technical data on which is available. The binoculars

Adjustable output 6v., 9v., 12 volts for up to

they were made a long time ago they can hardly be called new. Sold without
guarantee. Price 117.50 per set. Post & VAT £2.50.

CONTROL
DRILL
SPEEDS

Electronically changes
speed from approxi-

mately 10 revs to
maximum. Full power at
.11 speeds by finger-tip control,
Kit includes all parts, case,
everything and full instructions.
13.45 including post & VAT.
Made up model LLOO extra.

Designed to operate transistor seta and amplifiers.

are unused, believed to be in good order. In fact they were never issued, but since

500mA (class B working). Takes the place of any
of the following batteries: PP1, PP3, PP4, PPS,

SMITHS CENTRAL HEATING CONTROLLER

PP7, PP9 and others. Kit comprises: main
transformer rectifier, smoothing and load resistor

condenser. and instructions. Real snip at only
1140 VAT A Postage 50p.

RADIO STETHOSCOPE

Easiest way to fault find, traces

signal from aerial to speaker, when
signal stops you've found the
fault. Use it on Radio, TV,

amplifier, anything. Complete kit
comprises two special transistors
and all parts including probe tube
and crystal earpiece, 12416, twin

etetho-set instead of
21.00

earpiece.

VAT and postage
incl.

MICRO SWITCH BARGAINS

of the finest performers in the stereo field this
would make a wonderful gift for almost any one in
eaarto-asaemble modular form and complete
the system complete at only 214.00 including
VAT and postage.

Model TIT -small but powerful
x 1tln., 11-00

MULLARD UNILEX

A mains operated 4 + 4 stereo system. Rated one

as an incentive for you to buy this month we offer

MAINS OPERATED SOLENOIDS
40014-11n.
22 02 x 141o. 11.50

time only (5) hot water all day but central heating only for
2 periods during the day (6) hot water and central heating
on for 2 periods during the day time only -then for summer
time use with central heating off (7) hot water continuous
(8) hot water day time only (9) hot water twice daily (10)
everything off.
A handsome looking unit with 24 -hour movement and the switches and other
parts necessary to select the desired programme of heating. Supplied complete
with wiring diagram. Originally sold we believe at over 115 -we offer these,
while stocks last at 57.50 each including VAT and postage.

at about 130 -but due to a special bulk buy and

for a calculator and for dozens
of other applications.
Parcel of 10 for 5100, VAT and post paid.
19 x 19

pull. Size

Model

tinuous central beating (2) continuous hot water but central heating off at
night (3) continuous hot water but central heating on only for 2 periods during
the day (4) hot water and central heating both on but day

with a pair of Goodmane speakers this should sell

Rated at 5 amps 250 volts,
ideal to make a switch panel

lin. pull-approx. size

Push button gives 10 variations as follows (1) continuous hot water and con-

Model TT10-1 fin. pull. Size
3 x29 x 2in. SII.50

Prices Include VAT & postage.

SOUND TO LIGHT UNIT
Add colour or white light to your

250 WATT TRANSFORMER

Heavy duty power transformer which can be used for many purposes. Rated
at 250 watts it is very well built with frames for upright mounting and is varnish
Impregnated. Its primary Is for 230/240 volts 50 cycles, it has four secondaries
each 10v very high current windings. Just a few of the circuits it can power are
10.0-10v at up to 12 amps, 20.0-20v at up to 6 amps; single 10v at 25 amps;
single 20v at 121 amps; single 30v at 9 amps, single 40v at 6.5 amps. The transformer can be used for power circuits (charging, etc.) or for amplifiers, there
being an earth screen between printery and secondaries. A transformer like this
today would cost at least 1115 from the makers, however, we are making a
special offer at 25.915. Post A VAT Paid. Grab some while you can. imr ,dock
may not last long.

SHORTWAVE CRYSTAL SET

amplifier. Will operate 1, 2 or 3
lamps (maximum 450W). Unit In
box all ready to work. 17.06 lilting VAT & Postage

Although this uses no battery it gives really amazing
results. You will receive an amazing assortment of

stations over the 19, 25, 31, 29 metre bands. Kit

RELAY BARGAIN

Type 600 relay with twin 500 ohm coils whim may

contains chassis front panel and all the parts 51 -90 crystal earphone 569 including VAT and postage.

be joined in series or parallel thus relay will

operate off voltages between 5 and 30 volts DC.
Price 44p each, 10 for 24 post and VAT paid.

42,

,,\
Its

8 POWERFUL BATTERY MOTORS
For models, Meccano'e, drills, remote
plane.. boats. etc., etc. 12.00.

MULTISPEED MOTORS

Six speeds are available 500, 850
and 1,100 r.p.m. and 7,000, 9,000

vat,

diameter

control

ROTARY PUMP

ft ls 91 In.r

Sell priming, portable fits drill or electric motor,
pumpe up to 200 gallons per hour depending upon

approximatelyha

long. 230/240v. Its speed may be
further controlled with the use of

revs. Virtually uncorrodable, use to suck water, oil,
petrol, fertilizer, chemicals, anything liquid. Hose

our Thyristor controller. Very
powerful and useful motor size
approx, 2 in. dla x 6 In. long.

connectors each end. 12.00 Post Paid.

Price 12.00 Including Post & VAT.

MOTORISED DISCO SWITCHES

SWITCH TRIGGER MATS
So thin Is undetectable under
carpet but will switch on

With six 10 amp changeover switches. Multi
adjustable switches are rated at 10 amp each

so a total of 2000w's can be controlled and

with slightest pressure. For
burglar alarms, shop doors,
etc. 24in x 18in WU. Post
A VAT 60p.
13in x 10111 11.1115. Post &

this would provide a magnificent display. For

mains operating 1426 poet A VAT Paid.
Ditto 9 switch 14 95 Poet & VAT Paid.
DITTO BUT 12 SWITCH 25.75 POST &
\

VAT 50p.

P.111).

MAINS RELAYS

SPIT MOTOR WITH CARTER
GEAR BOX

With triple 10 amp changeover contacts- op, rating
coil wound for 230 volts AC, chassis mounting. one

Probably one of the best spit
motors made. Origittally in-

screw fixing, ex unused equipment 111/0 each, 10 for 55
poet and VAT paid.

tended to be used in very high

OUTPUT POWER PACKS

priced cookers however this
ran be put to plenty of other

uses, for instance your garden
barbeque or to drive a tumbler

for stone polishing; In fact, there are no ends to
Its tam Normal mains operation. 53-25 including

These have two separately R.C. smoothed outputs
so can operate two battery radios or a stereo amp
without cross modulation (they will of course
operate one radio/tape cassette/calculator, In fact any

battery appliance, and will save their coat in a few

ROOM THERMOSTAT

months). Specs: Full wave rectification, double
Insulated mains transformer -total enclosed in a
hard P.V.C. case -three core mains lead -terminal
output -when ordering please state output voltage
49v, 8v, 79v, 9v, 12v or 24v.

covers the range 030°C. Special snip
this month 22.50, post and VAT paid.

CAR STARTER

POST & VAT.

Famous Satchwell, elegant design,
intended for wall mounting. Will
switch up to 20 amps at mains voltage,

Price 113.95. Post and VAT included.

MULLARD AUDIO AMPLIFIERS

All in module form, each ready built complete
with heat sinks and connection tags, data supplied
Model

1153

500mW

power output 5160 In-

cluding Post & VAT.
Model 1172 1W, power
output 11.135 Including
Poet & VAT.

Most drivers who use their car around town find that on a very cold morning
they have difficulty in starting because the battery has not any charge left in it.
This always seems to happen on the morning when you are in a particular hurry
so a charger/starter is well worth having. Our kit for this comprises: a heavy
duty 250w transformer and full wave rectifier which for short periods will
deliver 20 amps. Thia le usually enough to get the car started, directly it has
started of course it can be disconnected from the battery as the car's internal
charger will take over. Special offer price of this is 116.50p including poet and
VAT.

Model EP9000 4 watt
power output 12.90 including Post & VAT.

EP 9001 twin channel or
stereo pre -amp. 22.00 including Poet & VAT.

NEED A SPECIAL SWITCH

Double lead enntaef. Very slight pressure, closes
both contacts 125 each.
Plastic pushrod supplied
for operating. 10p each.
00
10 for Stip.
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TERMS: Where order ls under le please add 50p surcharge to offset peeking

Menem

J. BULL (ELECTRICAL) LTD.
(Dept. E.E.), 103 TAMWORTH ROAD,
CROYDON CR9 ISG.

ITS FREE!

Advertising
Our monthly Ad
ins List gives details of bargains
B
arriving or just arrived -often bargains
which sell out before our advertisement
ing list and
can appear -Its an
its free -just send S.A.E. Below Sr. a
few of the Bargains still available from
a recent list.
i

100 watt Mains Transformer. 240v 50hz primary
wound in separate halves, primary screen. This
has three secondries 24-0-24v, 0-49v and 0.88v
tapped to 80v. Any one of these secondries may
be loaded up to the 100 watts or the load can of
course be spread over to all the secondries.
Upright mounting, impregnated and varnished.

Size 4^ x 39^ x 3". Price 13.50 + 28p. Poet
80P + 6p.

Connector Strip for Push on tags. 7 pole, each pole

accepting 8 push on tags on strong plastic base
with fixing holes. Price 45p + 4p.

Stereo Flex twin screen fig. 8 type. PVC insulated
overall. 10 metres for 11 + Sp.

Latching Belay by Guardian Electric, mains
operated it is In fact two relays mounted on a
metal base plate. The relays being mounted in
such a way to ensure that when one closes the
other opens and vice versa thus when closed
relay A would remain locked until manually
released or electrically released by energising

relay B. Each relay has 2 seta of 10 amp changeover contacts. Ahould be ideal for burglar alarms
and similar applications. Price 61.95 + 15p.
Connecting Why. 7 Stranded PVC insulated on
500 metre drums, 8 different colour. available,

price 14 per 500 metres + 82p. Post £1 + 8p.
Please give alternative colours when ordering.
Mains Motar-double ended with normal mounting

feet, ideal for small fan heater, etc. Price 759 +
flp. Post 80p + 3p.
Magnetic Clutch xerox ref. nos. 121 504 and
PN 866-10. This is a two part device, the main

section with the coil fits to the spindle of the
machine and the break plate only has to be
mounted close to the main section. Price 13.00 +
24p. Post 90p + Sp.
Photo Multiplier Tube. American RCA, their
type no. 4555. These tubes have a gain of a
million or more, regular price over £20 but we

offer these brand new at 54.50 + Sip.
Push Batton Double Changeover Switch. Honeywell type No. 14 DMG. Contact rated at 10 amp.
260 volts, a tough spring return switch definitely
strong enough to be used as a foot switch. Price
50P + 4p.
Clockwork Time Switch for delaying switch for
up to 12 hours. Being clockwork this is independent of the mains and is therefore ideal for
remote places, worked by batteries. Front dial,
which is calibrated in hours, is turned through
the required degrees together with preset time
up to 12 hours. Double pole switch rated 15 amps
30 volts. Price 13.00 + 24p.
Delay Switch electrically operated -will give
delay of up to 2 houre-contact suitable for
2 x 10 amp appliances. Price 76p + Op.
Open Type Relay with 10 amp Changeover
contacta. Mains operated coil, ex -equipment but
perfect. Price 50p + 4p.
Portable Radio Case, size 11" x 8" x 3r, mounting studs for standard 5^ speaker and panel to
take the normal three controls. Price 2110 + 19p.
Post 11 + 12p.
Tuning Dial, fits normal slow motion type condenser suitable for above cabinet. Price 50p + Op.
Self adhesive scale L A M, price 25p + 3p.
Disco Black Light Lamp. We have just received
a new delivery of these 175w ultra violet lamps

but regret to say that the price has increased
and the new price is now 1e.75 + Sep. Poet

11.00 + 12p.
For the benefit of of our readers not knowing this
lamp we wish to point out that it Is probably the
most useful ultra violet lamp available especially
for disco work as It does not require choke or
starter. It can simply be plugged into the nearest

lamp holder. It is a true black light and has
proper "Woods" filter glass.

Ferric Chloride Crystals for etching copper,
making printed circuit boards, etc. Special

purchase enables us to offer this in lib bags at
50p + 41) + 20p + 2p.
7 Digit Counter. Another special purchase enable.
us to offer this mains operated counter for only
about a quarter of its proper price. It works off
240v 50hz mains and requires no step down.
There is only one point about this that is It
counts in even numbers only, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, etc.
If you want to count single you must divide the
final figure by 2. Price 50p + 4p. Poet 10p + 1p.
2kw Heater Assembly. Spiral elements In metal
frame, size 69" x 29" elements centre tapped so
can be used for 1kw or 2kw. Unusual shape,
looking at it sideways the frame looks rather like
a ship's ventilator. Probably made for some

well known fan heater. Price 61 + lb. Post
30p + 9p.
Memo= Cabinet. Long low modern teakx

veneered cabinet size approximately 4' 2"
15' x 5' probable cost to make today over 120.
We have a few of these, they are slightly second,
at prices ranging from £6 each, depending on
condition -sorry but these are for callers only.
Digital Display Unit (Dietetics!). A precision made
instrument which is basically a moving coil
voltmeter. Instead of having a pointer, however,
the scale le punched out with numerals, 0, 1, 2, 3,

4 and so on. When you apply a voltage for

instance 8 volta-fig. 8 comes In front of a lamp
and is focussed on to the screen. This device
which must have cost a small fortune to develop
and make can also be used for a variety of other
purposes. Voltage regulation by making beam of
light trigger a photocell, etc., etc. price la + 40p.
Valves -send for your requirements, most types
in stock.
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An exciting NEW sorics from

ION

NewneatehiditittiOb

Each of the books in this series is written by an expert in his own particular field. The books are
authoratative yet easily understood by those with no technical knowledge whatsoever, and the texts
are supplemented by many highly informative illustrations.
MASTER ELECTRONICS
IN MUSIC
T. D. Towers
Contents: Creating Musical Sounds
by Electricity - Making Musical
Instruments Louder - Musical
Special Effects by Electronics -

Electronic Keyboard InstrumentsElectric Guitars - Magnetic Tape
Music - The Robot DrummerMusic Synthesisers - Music by Com-

puter - Index.

9!

130 pages

0 408 00262 X

£2.50

MASTER HI -Fl

INSTALLATION
Gordon J. King
Contents: How it Works - The Amplifier - Programme Signal Sources Importance of a Good F.M. Signal The Loudspeaker - Mono, Stereo
and Quadrophonic Sound - Four channel Techniques - Room Effects
- Best Use of Controls - Terminology - Index.
0 408 00237 9

150 pages

£2.50

MASTER STEREO
CASSETTE RECORDING
I. R. Sinclair
Contents: Stereo Systems - Signal
Sources - Controls and Facilities Making the Recording - Replaying
and Monitoring - Essential Maintenance - Aids to Better Recording
- Noise Reduction Systems - Cassette Recorder and Hi-Fi.

140 pages

0 408 00238 7

£2.50

NEWNES TECHNICAL BOOKS, Newnes-Butterworths, Borough Green, Sevenoaks, Kent

PHILIPS

PHILIPS

AA_

83 PHILIPS

H141 170
The top sellers for home assembly in
Europe-now available in the U.K.

Become

Now- read all about the Philips range of
quality kits for home assembly - mixers, amplifiers,
speakers, etc, etc. Send today to
S.S.T. Distributors (Electronic Components) Ltd.,

a radio
amateur.

West Road, Tottenham, London N17 ORN

Learn how to become a radio -

amateur in contact with the whole
world. We give skilled preparation
for the G.P.O. licence.

!Please send me, quickly, the new colour catalogue.

Brochure, without obligetion to:

EEIL9

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO

a

& ELECTRONICS SCHOOL,
P.O.Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.

Eq

Name

Address

a

I

NAME
ADDRESS

SEND
(Block nape pieese):

I

TODAY! I
S.S.T. Distributors is a member of

the Philips Group of Companies.]
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YES SIR 1st class post TONIGHT!
We specialise in high spec components
with express service for phone customers

am N.

. Ns m i mi 1 s

us mum sui a

HIGH SPEC components FAST!
IAgents
for VERO - ANTEX -

ISUNINIFila
IA]
Capacitive discharge

. BIB MULTICORE SOLDER

OPEN gam-5pm, 6 days -Phone orders gam-4pm.
m S.A.E. for stock list including pots, presets, I.C.'s 7400 & CMOS.
IIII

II

ll

I1/25
1/63
1175

22/25
22/63
25/64

.

i
II
m
1
NO

electronic ignition kit

0 capacitors, plugs, sockets. switches, cable, etc.
Post free envelope included for your next order.
SUPER EXPRESS phone service -ask for details.
II Shop at keen prices 6 days per week. Late night -Fri. 7-10p.m,
TRANSISTORS + 200 OTHER TYPES IN STOCK
Capacitors
3053
25p
90
7p
157B 12p
AC128 21)p
MFDIV
17p
91
Bp
3055
60p
177
178
22p

4 7/16

47/63
5,10

6.8,25
6.8/40
8 70
10/25
10/35
10/64
15/40
18/10
20/15
20/70

ADI61

10p.
10p.

1.24

184L

10p
6p

13C108B
108C

11p
12p

108

11p. ORP12

3702
3703
3704
3705
3707
3819E

10p
45p
35p
65p

109'1:

lop.
10p
10p
9p0
10p
19p
10p
tow

10p.
22/8V3 10p

109

12

109B
109C

139
13p

262A 11/p
287
300
301

11p`

117
142
143

303
338
557

24p
249

9p BCY7I
72
10p
9p BFY50

147A
1476
148

10p*

22/16
25/25
33/50

10p

1488

12P

149C

4716V3 109 BC1"

Illp OA 47

47/16
47/25
50/10

10p

10P.

50115

159.
6p'

100/18
100/25
100/50
150/35
220/16
220/25
220/63
250/12
250/64

71

187

lip

107A 12p

CIL108

200

0014

11 p

10P`
1013*

10p
ggp

15p'

330/16
470/6V3
470/10
470/16
470/25
680/25
1000/16

15p' 1000/50
16p 1500/25
25p 2200/40
12p 2500/15
200' 5000/12

51

ZTX300
302
28p
35p
34p
502
35p 1N9145
16p* 1N4001
15

lOp

14p
25p
25p
25p

11p
52
11p' MPF102 40p'

14913

15p
12p

11p
14p
13p

ys"8-

.474,,-ia

14p.

26p TIP29A 47p
12p
30A 56p
25p
212A 13p
31A 57p
212L 15p
41A 67p IC's TTL
213B 12p
15p
214
42A SOP 7400
15p
214L 17p TIS43
35P 7401
209

28p

BC107

Ilp
10p
iop

1848 up.

MCH/PR

109
11p. AF117

lop.

1786 18p
1796 189

52p
52p

162

4002
4005
4006
4148
2N2219
2N2046

13P' 7473

309
55p

11p 7493

11°.
15P. C/MOS
4e00
4011

So

10p
5p

4016
4024

45p

741

30p LINEAR

29260 13p. NE555
2926G 15p ZN414

19p
19p
52p
759

Ill

28p
469

fk

1.40'
POLYESTER
THYRISTORS
R/LEAD
25p
60V IA
80p TAG 1 600 100VDC MFD
600V IA
14p

159' 700V 1A

1 40
BT 106
65p C10601
19p* 400V 4A
25p' 500V etA 1 85 BT 109
259*

'0022,
'001.
'0068.
'0047,
.015
01, 59*.
.022, 033, 047,
1,
Ilpp.
.068,

Smoother running
Instant all-weather starting
Continual peak performance
Longer coil/battery/plug life
Improved acceleration/top speeds
Up to 20% better fuel consumption

Sparkrite Mk. 2 is a high performance, high quality capacitive discharge,
electronic ignition system in kit form. Tried, tested, proven, reliable
and complete. It can be assembled in two or three hours and fitted in
15/30 mins.
Because of the superb design of the Sparkrite circuit it completely
eliminates problems of the contact breaker. There is no misfire due to
contact breaker bounce which is eliminated electronically by a pulse
suppression circuit which prevents the unit firing if the points bounce
open at high R.P.M. Contact breaker burn is eliminated by reducing the

40p RESISTORS 10p each .15 Tp., 22 S'.
'33109.
35p i WATT E12(5%)
47 15p
60p 1 ohm - 10m ohm
45p POTS 5k to 2m LIN & LOG
23p
45p

Post I. Packing 25p per order. VAT please add to total 125%, rest 8%.

current to about 1/50th of the norm. It will perform equally well with
new, old, or even badly pitted points and is not dependent upon the

ORCHARD ELECTRONICS

dwell time of the contact breakers for recharging the system. Spark rite
incorporates a short circuit protected inverter which eliminates the
problems of SCR lock on and, therefore, eliminates the possibility of
blowing the transistors or the SCR. (Most capacitive discharge ignitions

FLINT HOUSE, HIGH STREET, WALLINGFORD, OXON, OXIO ODE
Tolenhone 0491 35529

OM MI Ng

are not completely foolproof in this respect). All kits fit vehicles with

SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD ING-DECS
The famous DEC System of Solderless Breadboarding is Ideal for both the young
and more mature students of Electronic Engineering as it enables circuits to be

tried and tested without the use of soldering and because of the specially designed contacts allows components to be used over and over again. It is also
extremely useful for the Circuit Designer who wishes to experiment with and
perfect his circuit quickly yet economically.

S -DEC (Model PB11)
This, the most popular Board, is designed solely for the use of

discrete components and is particularly useful for basic .,"4
educational purposes.
(No. of Contacts: 70)

1,1,4

1 off E1.98
5 off E1.76

ssr

_ -

T -DEC (Model PB21)

coil/distributor ignition and up to 8 cylinders.
THE KIT COMPRISES EVERYTHING NEEDED

Ready drilled pressed steel case coated in matt black epoxy resin, ready
drilled base and heat.sink, top quality 5 year guaranteed transformer
and components, cables, coil connectors, printed circuit board, nuts,
bolts, silicon grease, full instructions to make the kit negative or
Positive earth, and 10 page installation instructions.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Electronic/conventional ignition switch.
Gives instant changeover from "Sparkrite" ignition to conventional
ignition for performance comparisons, static timing etc., and will
also switch the ignition off completely as a security device. Includes
switch connectors, mounting bracket and instructions. Cables excluded.
Also available:RPM limiting control for dashboard mounting
(fitted in case on ready built unit).

CALLERS WELCOME. For Crypton tuning and fitting service -

This Board allows 2 TO5 or I OIL IC Station to be used and so
is primarily intended for discrete work or for linear IC application where considerable numbers of discrete components may
be required.
(No. of Contacts: 208)
1 off £3.621 ,

'phone 109221 33008.

PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POST AND PACKING.

Improve performance &economy NOW

5 off £32

Note -Vehicles with current impulse tachometers (Smiths code on dial
RV1) will require a tachometer pulse slave unit. E3 35 Inc. V.A.T. p 6 p.

ti -DEC 'A' (Model P631)

E.O.A. 82 BAT

ET. WALSALL WS1 30E.

Thett-DEC 'A' Is specially designed for ease of use with IC's
and allows 2 DIL or 4 TO5 stations to be used but will accommodate discrete components with equal facility.
(No. of Contacts: 208)

Quick installation

1 off £3117

tionnainemodification
requited

5 off E3.53

mbso

µ-DEC 'B' (Model PB41)
The la -DEC 'B' Is for similar uses as p, -DEC 'A', but has two
16 lead IC sockets as part of the Board.
1 off 1847
(No. of Contacts: 208)

Electronics Design Associates, DEPT EE 5
82 Bath Street, Walsall, WS1 3DE. Phone: 109221 33652

5 off nit

Name

DEC ACCESSORIES
16 DIL adaptor (with socket) P6062
10 TO5 adaptor (with socket) P8072
Single ended leads (set of ten) P6101
Double ended leads (set of ten) P6102
1mm plugs (set of ten) P8103

11.92

Address

£1 110

£0. 90

£099
£0 45

All prices Include 8% VAT. P. & P. 25p.
Our retail counter is now open, stocking a large variety of audio and electronic
parts and accessories, branded and surplus.

WE ARE SITUATED 2 MIN. WATFORD JUNCTION STATION

THE COMPONENTS CENTRE

I enclose cheque/PO's

fore

Mk. 2 01Y Ass. Kit C11.60

I
116.

Mk. 2 Ready Built Neo9nov Earth 0 E14.97

Mk. 2 Rawly au It Positive Earth E14.97

Cheque No.

ignotson Chan9sovAr switsAos 0.30
A.P.M. limit systoms 4n above units
t.

C22
.4

Send SAE if brochure
onlysequired.

7 Langley Road, Watford, Herts., WD1 3PS.
Tel.: Watford 45335
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Elf ETROF11KIT

CRESCENT RADIO LTD.
164-166 HIGH ROAD LONDON N22 6EJ 888-3206
(also) 13 SOUTH MALL, Edmonton, N.9 803-1685
MAIL ORDER DEPT. 1 St Michaels Terrace Wood Green
London N22 4SJ Phone 888-4474
POWER PACKS

ABS PLASTIC BOXES

PP1 Switched 3, 44, 8, 7P, 9 and 12

Handy boxes for construction projects.
Moulded extrusion rails for P.C. or
chassis panels. Fitted with 1mm front

volt (4) 500 min. with on/off switch and

pilot light. Size - 130 elm x 55 mm x
75 nim
ONLY = 2550 + 8%

panels.

1005,-105mm x 73mm X 45mm= 80p
1006=150mm x 74mm x 47mm.. 80p
1007 -185mm x 124mm x 60mm= 8110
1021=106mm x 74mm X 45mm = 57p
(sloping front)
Plus 8 %VAT

CASSETTE MICROPHONE
On/Oft switch for Remote Control. Split

Lead with 2-5mun and 3-5mm plugs,
Standard Cassette Mica to suit all
types. Complete with Desk Rest.
Please state which Impedance required
200ohm ,50K.ohin.

P.C. ETCHING KIT
This kit contains all that the constructor
will nerd to etch the circuits of his own

PRICE 2180 4 124%VAT.
`Cl00" 100 WATT AMPLIFIER

design.

Contents-Plastic etching dish. Sample

All built and tested, mounted on a
plain aluminium chassis which measures 18" x 94" x 4" and which you can
mount into a cabinet of your choice.
Four Controlled Inputs, Master Volume, Treble, Middle and Bass Controls.
9/C protected output. 100 watts Clean

copper clad board. Laminate Cutter.
1

lb Ferric

Groups. PA and Clubs.
A Bargain at 248 + £1 cart. ± 8% VAT.

grammes and only 6Orrim x 24mm x
90mm. Ranges: AC volts: 0-10v, 50v,
250v, 1,000v. D.C. volts: 0-10v, 50v,

FERRIC CHLORIDE

Anhydrous ferric chloride in double
sealed one pound Poly packs.

250v,

1,000v. DC current:

0-1m/a,

0-100m/a. Resistance: 0-150K ohm.
PRICE 9.5.50 + VAT a%

OUR PRICE - 85p + PP + 8% per lb.

3 K'WATTS PSYCHEDELIC LIGHT CONTROL UNIT

MINI LOUDSPEAKERS

25" 80 ohm

90p

,

25"

90I,

--

25" 40 ohm MI

Bass.

Middle, Treble. Each

channel has its own

sensitivity control.
Just connect the in-

put of this unit to
the loudspeaker terminals of an amplifier and co 1.11,A. three ..!;10%. up to
1000W lamps to the output terminals of the unit, and

you produce a fascinating sound -light display. (All
guaranteed).
818.50 plus 75p P. R P. + 8%

U.K. CARR.
50p unless otherwise
stated

The Famous DENSHI kits

Large Plastic

T1 MULTI -METER
Ideal tester for everybody interested In
electronics. Weighing less than 100

Into 8ohm L/8. Ideal for Disco, Music

Three Channel

Chloride.

Spoon. Etch Resist Pen. Full Etching
Instructions. Complete and Big Kit
Value at 1425p + 8% VAT.

All

8 ohm

BARGAIN PROJECT BOX
A plastic box with moulded
extrusion rails for PC or
Chassis panels with metal

front plate fitted with four
screws (all supplied). SIZE
(internal) 81mm x 51mm
28mm

OCR PRICE 50p ± 8%

prices are excluding VAT. Please

add to each item the VAT
dicated to all orders
ACCESS AND BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED

rate in-

-now even better value

Be an
ELECTRONIC
ENGINEER

The kits are suitable both for the beginner to gain a wide practical

understanding of electronics and for the more experienced to
carry out many advanced experiments not available elsewhere.
Illustrated is the SR-4ADX kit-over 150 different actual working
projects can be built, dismantled and rebuilt any number of times,
plus any circuits of your own design.

Each component is beautifully encapsulated

in transparent

plastic, engraved with Its electronic symbol. No soldering is
involved with any kit and yet this fantastic versatility is provided.
The kits are complete in every respect, including educational
manuals and batteries. NOTHING ELSE NEEDED.

This is the most practical and effective way to learn about

Do something PRACTICAL about your future.
Firms all over Britain are crying out for qualified people. With
the right training, you could take your pick of these jobs.

Add-on kits and spares are available too, to increase the scope
of each kit if required.

Engineering Technology will train

electronics-the kits are also first-class testing kits for laying -out
and testing new circuits quickly. There is no danger whatsoever
in the use of these kits.

SR-3A-over 100 experiments-radio receivers, transmitters,

amplifiers, microphones, alarms, morse code, electronic birds,
cats, sirens, organs, intercoms, metronomes, photoelectric cell,
high voltage generator, circuits demonstrating Amps, Ohms,
£2645 COMPLETE
Watts, etc., etc.
SR-3ADX-over105 experiments-similar to SR -3A plus sophisticated control panel and solar cell circuits, etc., etc.
£3345 COMPLETE

SR-4ADX-over 150 experiments-similar to SR-3ADX plus
Relay and Multi -meter circuits-ammeter, voltmeter, resistance
ion concentration -, volume -, output
meter, water purity
-, field Intensity meter, illuminometer, etc., etc.

Now, the British Institute of
you in your spare time to be an
Electrical Engineer.

You risk nothing! We prom-

ise to get you through your
chosen course-or, refund your
fee!
So, join the thousands who
have built a new future through
home study Engineering courses.

Educational and Trade enquiries welcomed.

Television Servicing
Radio Maint. & Repairs (BIET)
Pratt. Radio & Electronics
Plus over 60 other
home study courses.

POST COUPON FOR FREE 44 PAGE GUIDE

£41.45 COMPLETE

PRICESINCLUDE VAT, P& P, MANUALS, BATTERIES, etc.
NOTHING ELSE TO PAY-FANTASTIC VALUE for MONEY.

Courses in

C & G Elect. Technicians
C & G Elect. Installations
Telecomms. Technicians Exams

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Aldermaston Court, Dept.TEE 24 Reading RG7 4PF.

Personal callers welcome

CHEQUEP.O. (or 11p for illustrated literature) to: DEPT. EE

NAME (Block capitals please)
ADDRESS

ELECTRONI-KIT LTD., 20 Bride Lane,
Ludgate Circus, London, EC4Y 8DX
Tel: 353-6430. Cables: Tronikit London

POSTCODE

Other Subjects
Accredited by CACC

AGE

IN
206

Member of ABCC
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A. MARSHALL (LONDON) LTD. DEPT. E.E.
LONDON - 40-42 Cricklewood Broadway, NW2 3ET

94`a peardeal /muff

Telex 21492

Tel. 01-452 0161

GLASGOW -85 West Regent Street, G2 20D
Tel. 041-332 4133

- 1 Straits Parade, Fishponds Rd. BS16 2LX
Tel. 0272 654201

NEW CATALOGUE 77

A/1 arshall'sBRISTOL

168 page catalogue with 500 new
lines, 55p post paid (40p to callers)

2N696
2N697
2N698
2N699
2N708

2N3639
2N3641
2N3702
2N3703
2N3704
2N3705
2N3706
2N3707
2N3708
2N3709
2N3710
2N3711
2N3712
2N3713
2N3714
2N3715
2N3716
2N3771
2N3772
2N3773
2N3789
2N3790
2N3791
2N3792
2N3794
2N3819
2N3820
2N3823
2N3904
2N3906
2N4036
2N4037
2N4058
2N4059
21:4060
2N4061
2N4062
2N4126
2N4289
2N4919
2N4920
2N4921
2N4922
2N4923
2N5190
2N5191
2N5192
2N5195
2N5245
2N5294
2N5295
2N5296
2N5298
2N5447
2N5448
2N5449
2N5457
2N5458
2N5459
2N5484
2N5486
2N6027

0 35
0 30
0'82
0.55
0.24

2N706A 0 12
2N708
2N709
2N718

0.21

050
0 27

2N718A 0.50
2N720A 0.80
0 35
0 30
0 38
0.25
0 26
0.00
0-60
0.35
0.37
0 36
0-80
0.33
2N2218A 0.37
2N2219 0.30
2N2219A0.32
2N2220 0.35
2N2221 0.22
2N2221A0.20
2N2222 0.25
2N2222A0.25
2N2368 0.25
2N2369 0'25
2N2369A 0'25
2N2646 0'75

2N914
2N916
2N918
2N929
2N930
2N1131
2N1132
2N1613
2N1711
2N1893
2N2102
2N2218

2N2647
2N2904

1 .40

0.36
2N2904A0 37
2N2905 0.37
2N2905A0.35
2N2906 0.23
2N2906A0.2.5
2N1907

0.21

2N2907A0.22
2N2924
2N2926
2N3019
2N3053
2N3054
2N3055
2N3390

0-15

0.13
0.55
0.30
0-641

0.70
0-25
0.25
2N3319A0-25
2N3391

2N3392 016
2N3393
2N3394

0.15

0'15

2N3439 0-U
2N3440 0.64
2N3441 0.115
2N3442 1.35
2N3638 0.16
2N3638.4 0.16

0.30 2N6101
0.20 2N6107
0.17 2N6109
0.15 2N0121
0.15 2N0122
0.15 2N6123
0.16 2N6126
0.13 40361
0.16 40362
0-18 40363
0.18 40406
0-18 40407
1.20 40408
2-30 40409
2-45 40410
2.55 40411
2.80 40594
1-85 40595
2-00 40673

0-65 BC142
0.42 BC143
11.42 BC147

0.38 B C148
0-41

0-43
0-45
0.45
0.44
1.20
0.58
0 45
0'65
0 65
0 65
2 85
0'75
0.85
0 73
2.90 AC126 0.37
2.00 AC127 0.44
3 10 AC128 0 37

4.30
0.12
0.12
0.13
0.27
6.27
0 12

BCY32
BCY33
BCY34
BCY38
BCY42
BCY58
BCY59
BCY70

0.11

BCY71

11.34

BC140
BC153
BC154
BC157
BC158
BC159

0 14 BCY72
0.50 BD115
0.511 BD118
0.12 B0131
0-12 Bo132
0.12 BD135
0.10 BD136
0.14 B0137
0.12 80138

13C160

BC161
B C167

BC168
BC169
BC170

1.70
1.54
1.20
2.06
0.80
8.25
8.25
0.25
8.26
6-24
1.20
1.20

BF245
BF246
BF254
BF255
BF257
BF258
BF259
BF459
BFR39

0 34
0.75
0.24
0.24
0.37

TIP32A 0.50 LM710N 0 60 TAD100 1 95
T1P33A 0.50 LM723C 0 85 TBA120 0.65
LM723N 0 75 TBA400 1.50
TIP34A
TIP35A 2.56 LM741C 0 65 TBA500 2-21
TIP36A 3.35 LM741N 0 50 TBA5000
2.30
0.45 TIP41A 0.70 LM741-8 0 40'
0.49 TIP42A 0.60 LM747N 0'90 TBA510 2.21
0.45 TIP29c 0.110 LM748-8 0 50 TBA5100
2.35
0.28 TIP30c 0.115 LM748N 0 50

TRIACS Plastic pack 400V

BFS61

0.30 TIP33c

THYRISTORS Plastic C106116

0-51

BFS21A 2'60 TIP31c 018 LM3301 NO 05 TBA520 2.21
BFS28 1'04 TIP32c 6.75 LM3302N1 10 TBA5200

BC172
BC177
BC178
BC179
BC182

0-20 BD140
0.23 BD239

00-.040

0.4s BFY51
0.45 BFY52

130244

0.62 BSX20
0.65 BSX21
0.54 BU105

086 AC153K 0 55
0.36 AC176 0 40
0.75 AC176K 0.60
ON AC187K 0 55

0., AC188K 0.55

0.12
BC1841. 0.14
BC207 0.12
BC208 0'11
BC212 0.14
BC212L 0.17
BC213 0.14
BC2181 0.16
8C214 0.16
BC184

BD245
BD246
BD529
BD530
BDY20

0 705

TBA530

0 40 TIP2955 0.65
0 41

-3089

TIP3055 0.55
0.30

MMCC13°3035

°405
181:955 TaA541.38
0.40 CA3020 1-78
MC1306 1'00 TBA550 3.13
1.25 CA3020A 2.29 MC1310 1 91 TBA550Q
0,34
MC1312 1 90
3.22
0-35 CA3028A
1.01 MC1327 1 54 TBA5600
0.30
MC1330 0 92
0.34 CA3028B
liS1133

.. BFY53

BFY90

1-37

1

29 MC1350 0 75
MC1351 1 20

0N BRY39 051/ CA3030 1-24
1.N CA3045 1.40

MMCC11435578

2.20 CA3046 0.89 NE555

0 45 BCY31

0 53 BC141

1

041

BF244

0 35 TIP31A 0.50 LM710C 0 60

1

60

ST2
20p
BR100 48p

BRIDGES

range of Bridge Rectifiers and
Diodes listed in New Catalogue
Full

5 amp 100V 0-35
5 amp 200V

8 amp 100V
8 amp 200V
8 amp 400V

0.40

5 am!) 400V 0.49

J0-43
0.411

0'02

OPTO ELECTRONICS
Full range of Opto devices
our New Catalogue

LEDS

3mm Red 18p, Gr. 25p, Y. 25p
5inm Red 20p, Gr. 26p, Y. 26p
TIL209 24p, ORP12 80p,
BPX25 £1.65

10.9415 TBA641131 -81

0.53

2.50

0.42 ME0402 0.20 CA3048 2.23 NE556 1'05 TBA651 1.80
0.47 ME0404 0.15 CA3049 1.58 NE565 1.20 TBA200 1.52
0-67 AD162
1.13 ME0412 0.20 CA3052 1.02 NE566 1.85 TBA7000
0'55 AF105
0.35 ME4102 010 CA3053 0.60 NE567 1 80
13F115
0.20 AF109 0'75
1.61
0.26 AF124 0.85 BC214L 0.17 BF117 0.70 ME4104 040 CA3080 0.68 SAS560 2 50 TBA72019
0.20 AF125 0 65 8C237 0.14 BF121 0-55 MJ480 1.35 CA3080A
2.30
SAS530 2.50
1 -it 76003N 2.55 TBA750 1.98
9.55
0.17 AF126 0 65 BC238 0.12 BF123 0' 55 MJ481
0.25 MJ490 1.35 CA3086 0.51 76013N 1.70 TBA7500
0.1$ AF127 0 65 BC239 0.15 BF152
2-07
0.17 AF139 0 69 BC251 015 BF153 0.25 MJ491 1.N CA3088 1 59 76013ND 1. 57
0.24 AF186 0.50 BC253 0.22 BFI 54 0.25 MJ2955 1..25 CA3089 2.52 76023ND 1.57 TBA800 1.20
0.05 AF200 0 70 BC257A 0.17 13F159 0.35 MJE340 0.58 CA3090 3.00 70033N 2-55 TBA810 1.16
TBA820 1.03
0-70 AF239 0 74 BC258A 0.17 BF160 0.30 MJE370 0 58 CA3130 0.94 TAA301 A
1-50 TTA92092001 .79
050 AF240 0 90 BC259B 0.13 BF161 0-811 MJE371 0.60 LM301A 0.65
0.55 AF279 0'80 BC261A 0-21 BF166 0-40 MJE520 0-45 LM30161 0-U TAA320A
2.99
1.15
8-70 AF280 0 05 BC262B 0.111 BF167 0-30 MJE521 0.85 LM307N 0.45
TBA940 1.62
0.60 BC107 0 15 BC263C 0.24 BF173 0.38 MJE29551 40 LM308C 1.02 TAA350A
TCA180C
246
0.70 BC108 0 15 BC300 0-U BF177 0 30 MJE30550-85 LM308N 1.17
0.75 BC109 0'15 BC301 0.45 BF178 0 35 MP8111 0.35 LM309K 2.10 TAA521 1 00 TCA18081. 35
0 35 MP8112 0.40 LM317K 3.00 TAA5221 90
0.110 BC113
0 17 BC303 0 60 BF179
1.111
0.35 BC115 0.19 BC307 0.20 13E180 0 40 MP8113 0.45 LM318N 2.25 TAA5500 GO TCA270 2.25
0 40 MPF102 0-30 LM323K 1140 TAA5601.00 TCA280A
0.45 BC116 0-10 B C308 0.18 BF181
0 45 MPSA050.23 L54339101 -95 TA A570 2.30
0.441 BC116A 11-20 BC309C 0.25 BF182
1.30
0.40 BC117 0.22 BC317 0.14 BF183 0 45 MPSA060-24 LM379N 3-115 TAA611B1.05 TCA290A
LM380-8
Ole
4PSA120.35
0
38
0.16
BC318
0.12
BF184
BC118
8.44
0 35 MPSA550.24 LM300N 0.ss TAA621 2.15 TCA42OA3. 13
0-16 BC119 0 30 BC327 0.20 BF185
1.84
LM381A 2.45 TAA661A
0 45 BC328 0'10 BF194 0 14
-15 BC121
1-32 TCA730 3'22
0.13 mpsu050 50 LM381N 111111
0.18 BC132 0 30 BC337 0.10 BF195
TCA740
2'76
0-32 BC134 0.15 BC338 0.21 BF191) 0.14 MPSU060.56 LM382N 1.25
1-.32
0.17 MPSU550.55 LM389N 1-00 TAA700 3.91 TCA750 2.30
0.33 BC135 0.15 BC547 0-12 BF197
TCA760 1.35
0.18 MPSU560.60 LM702C 0.75 TAA930A
12 BF198
0 29 BC136 0.19 BC548
1.00 TCA800 3.13
0 34 BC137 0.14 BC549 0.13 BF200 0.35 TIP29A 0.45 LM709C 0.05
UAA1702 00
0 38 BC140 0.40 BCY30 1.03 BF225J 0.25 TIP30A 0.49 LM709N 0.45 TAA930B
0.85
0.65
0.55

AD161

110

DISPLAYS 7 Segmen t

1-69

0.32

BU205

i.","" 1-.11

MC1352 0.97 TBAVOCI

0.31 CA3030A

DIACS

ON

10 amp
12 amp
16 urns

0.70
0.75
0.80

117475 TBA540 2.21

040 TIS43

SFFyX5809

0-11 80240
3.10 AC151V 0 35 BC182L 0.14 BD241
3'50 AC152V 0 50 BC183 0-11 BD242
020 AC153 049 BC183L 0.14 BD243

LM3401L3000

0 38 TIP41c 0-00 LM3906 1'00 TBA53014
0 40 TIP42c 41-115 LM3909 ON
247

0.37 BFX30
0.37 BFX84
0-38 BFX85
0.33 BFX87
0.40 BFX88
130139
020

B C171

1.11/

0'27 TIP34c 110

BFS98

054 BFX29

4 amp
6 amp
8 amp

1

05

uAAre02 00

DL704
DL707
DL747

Single Double

0L750

2.00
2.00
2-50
2 50

Display

3" Red
3" Red
5" Red
5" Red

3.00
3.00
3.40
3 40

SEE MARSHALL'S FOR CMOS
C040000-20 CD40181.01
CD4001 0.20

C D4Q19 1.10

C D40020.20 C D40201.12
CD4006 1.15 C D4021 1.01
C D4007 0-20 CD4022 0.97

C D40080.97 CD4023 0.20
CD4009 0.57 CD4024 0.79

CD4042 0.83
CD4043 1-00
CD4044 094
CD4045 1-43
CD4016 1.32
CD40471.15
CD40490-511

CD40100.57 CD40250 20
CD4011 020 CD40270-54

CD40500.54
CD45101 -54
C04511 1.54
CD4516 1.40
C04518 1.25
CD4520 1.25
CD4553 4.07

C D40120.20 CD4028 0-91
C04013 0.57 CD4029 1.17
CD4014 1 4/1 CD4030 057
CD4015 1.01 CD4031 2.28

CD4016 046 CD40375-57
CD40171-01

CD4041 0.83

Please enattire tthout CMOS not 1;41,4

PLUGS -SOCKETS -COUPLERS

PL. SK. Line
7p 10p
15p 12p 15p
10p 10p 30p

DIN 2 pin loudspeaker 10p
3, 4, 5, 6, 7 pin

COAX Standard T.V.

PHONO. Red, 131., Wh.,
10p
Gr. Yel

JACK

7p 10p

mono plastic 1111p 20p 20p
25p - 30p

mono screened

)" stereo plastic

0" stereo screened
3 5m standard
2 55m standard

25p 25p 25p

35p --

45p

10p 12p 10p
10p 1017 MAINS USA 2 nin flat 15p 15P I5P

SWITCHES
"SEE US AT THE ALL ELECTRONIC SHOW, GROSVENOR HOUSE 19-21 APRIL"
SN7400
SN7401
SN7402
SN7403
SN7404
SN7405
SN7406
SN7407
SN7408
SN7409
SN7410
SN7412

0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21

0.26
0.211

0-74
0.74
0.29
0.29

021
0.21

SN7413
SN7416
SN7417
SN7420
SN7423
SN7425
SN7427
5N7430
SN7432
SN7437
SN7438

0 51
0 81
0.61

5N7440
S N7441

0'21
0 39
0 39
0 39

5N7442
SN7448
SN7447
SN7448
SN7450

0 21

SN7451

0 39
0 55
0 55

SN7453
SN7454
SN7450

1 MATRIX COPPER BACKED BOARD
50p
3 75" x
2 5" x 5"
56P
2-5"u3-75" 42p
3.75" x 3.75" 50p
1.54

1.03
5.78
1.23
1.17
1-17
0.27
0.21
0.21
0.21
0 21

SN7470
S N7472

SN7473
SN7474
SN7475
SN7476
SN7480
SN7481
SN7482
SN7483
SN7494

0.44
0.38
0.43

SN7485
SN7486
SN7490

O58

SN7492
SN7493
SN7494
SN7495
SN7496

043 SN7491
0.51
0-45

1.10
0.57
1.33
0 85

1'65
0.41
0.81

SN74118
SN74119

3.75"x17" 1N

Spot Face Cutters 74p pkt. 36 pins 36p
Full range incl. Ind. hoard in catalogue

SOLDERING EQUIPMENT
Antex Irons Mod "C" 15 watt
Stand E1.40 Mod x 25 25 watt

£3.20
£3.20

Multicore solder dispenser

36p

Spare tips & elements available

1

00

0 49

0.98

SN74122 0 45

0.51
0.61

SN74123
SN74141
SN74145
SN74150
SN74151
SN74153
SN74154

0 511

0.74
0.70
1.03
SN74100 1.15
SN74107 0 43

MA1010E 12hr .84" display
MA1010G 24hr -84" display
Transtormers L1-50

17-00
17.00

CAR CLOCK MODULE
MA1003 Built Tested 12v supply 4

digit module
Data Sheet 5p -I- SAE

1

03

1

04
68

1

11

1

11

1

85

1

SN74157 OW SN74180 1.77
SN74160 1.41
SN74161

1.41

SN74162 1-41
SN74163 1,11
SN74164 1-23
SN74165 1.23
SN74167 3.741

SN74174 1.52
SN74175 1.35
SN74176 1.23

SN74181
SN74190
SN74191
SN74192

3.70
1 .91

1-91

1 62

SN74193 1.62
SN74196 1.17
SN74197 1-17
SN74198 2.93
SN74199

2 93

WE ALSO STOCK MOST

Built and tested -requires only switches
and transformer to complete. 12 or 24 hr
alarm modules.
11.90
MA1002F 12hr .5" display
11-N
MA1002H 24hr -5" display

Everyday Electronics, May 1977

0 99

SN74121

CLOCK MODULES

VEROBOARD
2.5"x17"

011

17-50

COMPONENTS FOR E.E.

PROJECTS"

SPST 114)p

SPDT 06p
DPDT 70p
DPDT C/off SOp

As above but micro

SPST 50p SPDT 55p
Full range of rocker,

DPDT 60p
8. rotary

slide
switches always in stock.

POTENTIOMETERS1K+2 meg
Single Double
Lin or Log (E3)
Rotary Pots (NO1K log) 25p
75p
Rotary Switched
55p
Sliders
45p
75p
PIPSOS Nor. or Vert. ,1W 9p 3W 12p

-

CAPACITORS
Ceramic 63 volt lot
to -01 MFD 6p

Pool I y -e slet Pr pC 2-8015251

Our new catalogue lists an extensive
range of components and accessories.
invaluable info on pin connections etc.
Transformers
Crystals
Cases

Heatslnks
Valves
Fuses
Indicators
Books
Chokes
Hardware
Meters
Knobs
Sockets
Cables
Data
Please remember -to add VAT to order.
Post and packing charge 40p.

33, 47, 10p 1µ117p

Full range of mica Polystyrene, Tantalurn, Polycarbonate, and electrolytic*
always In stock.

RESISTORS

10R-10Meg .25w 2p each. 5w 3p each
also 1w 2w 2-5w 5w 10w -I- metoxlche In
stock. See ^atal0Oun
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MATRIX MARKER

PROJECTS ..

THEORY

Frequently the remedy is easy, if you know how.

comes another exclusive tool designed specially

Our new series Fault Finding will help resolve
such problems in the future.

constructor when assembling components upon
a piece of circuit board, this Matrix Marker also

DON'T MISS OUT
Every day brings letters from enthusiasts who

With this copy

Of

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS

for our readers. A handy instrument for the

has additional uses, as explained in this issue
(see page 215).

have just become aware of

EVERYDAY ELEC-

ON THE RIGHT TRACK
This month's gift will help simplify construction work. As every seasoned constructor knows,

As they read through our pages, they
see references to past projects and past series
like Teach In. This prompts them to write
enquiring about the availability of back issues.
Sadly we have to tell them that back numbers

comes the moment of truth. With some trepidation the final connection is made and then the

biennial feature reappears this autumn in our

TRONICS.

after the actual building has been completed

power switched on. Some output or activity
signifies that the circuit is functioning and we

cannot be supplied.
So far as Teach In is concerned, this popular

October issue. Mark carefully!

In the meanwhile, newcomers to EVERYDAY
will find an exciting variety of
projects and other entertaining and'informative

can breathe again freely. Ah, but supposing the
results are negative and nothing, just nothing
at all, appears to be happening? Disappointing
of course, but not the end of the world.
But just how does one go about checking the
circuit? This is a problem all novices in the field

ELECTRONICS

Much is learnt through trial and error checking

Mike Kenward takes his leave of us after over five
years as assistant editor on this magazine. Mike was

of electronics have to face-once at any rate.

and testing, far better though if this is not
entirely haphazard, but follows a logical
sequence in relation to the particular circuit
undergoing fault diagnosis. Quite often new
constructors write admitting their frustrations
and sense of helplessness when a circuit con-

articles every month. To avoid missing an issue,

we strongly advise placing a firm order with
your newsagent.

STAFF NOTE
involved

in the initial planning of EE and has

throughout been a dedicated leading member of our
team. Through Shop Talk he has been adviser and
guide to countless readers. We wish him well in the
future.

structed exactly according to plan fails to work.

Our June issue will be published on Friday, May 20.
See page 227 for details.
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tuning arrangements in
this unit are designed to split
up coverage into several relaTHE

tively small bands, and at the

same time avoid the ganging or
alignment difficulties which can
arise with a multi -range tuner.
This allows maximum efficiency,
and also greatly facilitates tuning
on short wave bands.
The receiver is intended for

general long, medium and short
wave reception of ordinary a.m.
(amplitude modulated) transmissions. However, a carrier and
beat frequency oscillator is easily
added,

as

explained,

and this

allows reception of s.s.b. (singlesideband)

and

c.w.

(Morse)

amateur signals over the 80 metre
band. Even a short or indoor
aerial will bring in many amateur
signals on these frequencies.
Reference to the mixer and
oscillator circuit in Fig. 1 will

help clarify the tuning arrange.

ments which are adopted.
AERIAL TUNING

Switches Si, S2, S3 and S4 are

sections of a 4 -pole 3 -way switch.

With S1 at S, the short wave coil
L2 is in use, with Ll allowing

coupling of an external aerial.

With S1 at M, L3 is in use, and
IA is shorted by S2. Coil L3 is the
medium wave winding of the

FOR

GUIDANCE

ferrite rod aerial. When S1/2 is
at L, L3 and IA are in series for

ONLY

0.
ESTIMATED COST

long wave reception.
Capacitor VC1 is a separate

variable tuning capacitor, and is
used to peak up wanted signals

OF COMPONENTS *

excluding VAT.

in all cases. As VC1 is not ganged

with the oscillator tuning circuit,

no trimming, ganging or alignment difficulties will arise.

£17.50
excluding case

OSCILLATOR TUNING

Coils L5 and L6 are the oscillator coils, selected by S3 and S4
respectively; L5 is for short wave

reception, and L6

is for

both

m.w. and 1.w. reception.
Oscillator tuning is by the
small value capacitor VC2,

operated by a cord drive. Switch
S5 is a single pole range selection
switch. When this is at position
1, only VC2 is in use, but at position 2 C7 (50pF) is added in
parallel with VC2, while position
3 adds C8, position 4 adds C9, and
so on. As the value of VC2 (75pF)

greater than the progressive
50pF added at each switch position, the action of S5 is to break
up the oscillator tuning coverage
is

into nine smaller bands, with

some overlap at the maximum
and minimum settings of VC2. If
VC2 were also 50pF, its minimum
capacitance, and other stray
capacitances would result in small

gaps between bands provided by
the multiband switch S5.
Coils

L5 and L6 are

fixed -

inductance coils. As 1 or 2 per cent
capacitors are used for C7 to C14,

the positions of S5 can thus be
given

"ready calibrated" frequency bands.
For example, position 6 (250pF
plus VC2) provides reception from

4030kHz, and thus includes most

of the 80 metre amateur band

Designed to receive transmission on short, medium
and long wavebands.

veeiree44td

TUNER
By F. G. RAYER
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I. The mixer and oscillator circuit of the Multi -band Tuner.

Fig. 2. Circuit for the i.f. amplifier used in the Multi -band Tuner.
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R8
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330 kA'.

120k1

7.5{0

RIO
39011
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(3800

to 3500kHz).

Position

7

(300pF plus VC2) gives the remaining coverage of this particular band down to 3500kHz.
Although L5 and L6 are manufactured to a high degree of

With S1 to S4 at L, the multi -

band switch S5 is used at positions 6, 7, 8 and 9, giving reception from 309 to 125kHz long
wave.
In actual

use, tuning opera-

accuracy, slight changes in the

tions will be obvious. Selector S1

pected, but despite this the bands
should be found to be very near

Long as required. Then S5 is

exact coverages are to be ex-

those given, so that a wanted

frequency falls within the swing
of VC2.

With Si to S4 at S, the nine

positions of S5 allow tuning from
approximately 10MHz to 2985kHz.

to S4 is set to Short, Medium or

turned to the band wanted, which
is tuned by VC2. Wanted signals
are peaked by VC1.
MIXER AND OSCILLATOR
Transistor TR1 is a gate -

Tuning capacitor VC2 will need a

protected device, and so requires

similar scale, and S5 will need
marking according to the bands

protected device be used, various
equivalents perform well, but on
no account must the shorting loop

simple calibrated 0 to 100 or
obtained as shown later.

or wire on it be removed until

When Si to S4 is at M, positions

1, 2 and 3 allow reception from

1685 to 500kHz, for the usual

medium wave band. Positions 4
and 5 are not used, because these
would take the oscillator outside
the low frequency end of m.w.
band where nothing of interest
can be heard.

Components
2.2kil

R3

100kfl

R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9

I Mfg

RI2
RI3

2.2k0
47kf1
120kfl

33041
390kIl
271d1

330k11

Rl4
6.8k11
All resistors ±5% 1W carbon
Capacitors
VCI
Jackson 00 single -gang 365pF
VC2
Jackson C804 75pF
Cl
150pF plastic or ceramic
C2
0.01µF plastic or ceramic
C3
10pF plastic or ceramic
C4
0.1/1F plastic or ceramic
C5
100pF plastic or ceramic
C6
0.01µF plastic or ceramic
C7
50pF silver mica I or 2%
C8
100pF silver mica or 2%
C9
150pF silver mica or 2%
CIO
200pF silver mica or 2%
CII
250pF silver mica or 2%
C12
300pF silver mica or 2%
CI3
350pF silver mica or 2%
C14
400pF silver mica or 2%
C15
6.8/4F elect. 6V

CI6
CI7
CI8
212

lead -outs are not in the same relative positions on the actual device
as shown in Fig. 1.

No particular points arise with
TR2. It may be felt worthwhile

CI9
100k0

R2

RIO
RI I

R1, R2, R3 and associated components are wired. Note that
drain, gate 1, gate 2 and source

0.0IpF plastic or ceramic
0-1µF plastic or ceramic
220µF elect. 10V

of small diameter sleeving, as
this helps identification. Yellow is

suggested for gate 1, brown for
source, and white for gate 2 of
TR1, with drain leads left bare;
TR1 drain runs to pin 1 of IFT1
of the i.f. amplifier.
I.F. AMPLIFIER

The circuit of the intermediate
frequency

amplifier

which

operates at 465kHz is shown in
Fig. 2. There are two double tuned i.f.t.'s (intermediate frequency transformers) and one

single tuned i.f.t. giving a useful
degree of selectivity. The i.f.t.'s
are pre -tuned by the maker, and
the cores should not be disturbed,
except for possible careful touching up as described later.
This part of the receiver
occupies its own board, with pins
or flying leads from IFTI for TR1
drain, and positive supply to R5,

1. At the other end of the
board, pins are for the positive
supply, and a connection to the
Fig.

volume control.

111)

Resistors
RI

no special care. Should a non -

coding the leads with short pieces

C20
C21

C22
C23

0.01µF plastic or ceramic
47pF or 50pF plastic or ceramic
800pF silver mica 2%
0.05/AF plastic or ceramic
100µF elect. 10V

Semiconductors
TRI
40673 n -channel dual gate f.e.t.
TR2
MPFI02 n -channel f.e.t.
TR3
BF195 silicon npn
TR4
BF195 silicon npn
TR5
2N3704 silicon npn
D

I

See

Sho

Tall(

page 231

0A81 or similar germanium diode

Miscellaneous

VRI /56 IOW log. potentiometer with on/off switch
LI
8 turns coil on I Imm (7/16 -inch) cored former (see text)
L2
31 turns coil on 1 Imm (7/16 -inch) cored former (see text)
L3/4
Denco MW/LW 5FR ferrite rod aerial
L5
Wearite P05 coil f or Denco replacements (see text)
L6
Wearite P07 coil
L7
Denco Range 2 RE miniature dual purpose coil
S1/4
55

4 -pole 3 -way rotary switch
I -pole 12 -way rotary switch

SKI
SK2

on/off switch slide type
Wander socket (red)
Wander socket (black)

BI

9V type PP9

S7

Denco IFTI8/465 i.f. double tuned transformer
Denco IFT18/465 i.f. double tuned transformer
T3
Denco IFTI4 i.f. transformer
Perforated board 0.15 inch matrix size 12 x 12 holes, and II x 21 holes;
70 mm (21 inches) diameter tuning drum; 4555 drive; small pulleys, cord
and spring; PP9 battery clips; materials for case; control knobs (5 off).
TI

T2
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section can be fed into any external general purpose amplifier
(of which a number of designs

Difficulty with this amplifier is
unlikely. One possible source of
trouble depends on the spreads in

of TR3 and TR4. If

gain

have appeared in previous issues

in-

stability arises, usually shown as
continuous whistles (which may
cease on tuning in a strong

of

ELECTRONICS).

EVERYDAY

It

may be considered convenient to
amplifier on a

build a small

board for mounting inside the
case of the tuner and operating
from the same 9 volt batterysufficient space has been made

signal) then a resistor may be
placed between the junction of

R9/C16 and TR4 base; or between

TR3 or TR4 collector and pin 2
of the i.f.t. A usual value will be
about 220 ohms to 1 kilohm. An
unnecessarily high value will re-

available to accommodate such an
addition.

duce gain.

MIXER/OSCILLATOR BOARD

Diode D1 provides detection
and the usual automatic volume

If 0.15inch matrix perforated

control voltage for TR3, as strong
signals move TR3 base negative;

board is used, components can be

modulator for s.s.b. and c.w. when

50 X 50mm. Drill it to take two
6BA bolts, used to mount it on
the 255 x 100mm metal chassis;
fitting is later simplified by drilling the chassis at the same time.

placed exactly as in Fig. 3. The
board

Dl is also able to act as a dethe c.o. and b.f.o. mentioned is
added.
AUDIO AMPLIFIER

amplification in this unit, it
designed

being

simply

as

with about
clearance.

a

"front end". The output of the i.f.
Fig. 3.

approximately

Place soldering tags under the
nuts, and use extra nuts so that
the board can be locked firmly,

No provision has been made for
a.f.

measures

5

to

10mm

in

It is probably advisable to
insert a few components at a

time, turn the board over, and

solder the joints, then snip off any
excess wire. The MC connections

are to the metal chassis.

Leads will be needed for external connections and they can
be red for positive, green for TR2

drain, yellow for Ti pin 1, and
black from C5. The board fits
with the 6BA bolts near the front
and VC2, and a tag is put under
one, in contact with the chassis,
for VC2 moving plates connection.
I.F. AMPLIFIER
The i.f. amplifier

shown in

Fig. 4 is prepared in a similar way

to the mixer/oscillator board and
measures 45 X 80mm. Holes are
drilled for the i.f.t. pins and

metal can tags, and a hole is required under T1 and T2, to reach

the lower cores. The board
mounted

with

described earlier.

6BA

bolts,

is
as

Pins are convenient here, for

Layout and wiring of the mixer/oscillator board.

0e0

Photograph showing the mixer/oscillator board and the i.f.

BOARD A

0 C1

d
9

0
0
Os

O

0
0
0
0
0

C5
R4

R1

amplifier board mounted in the chassis and wired up.

aa

00

TR2

91

L5/L6
TR1

C3

O

L5

R3

46;C2

R5

C4

OlialRb 0 0

0
0
0

O

VIEWED
FROM

"X"(130ARD B)

UNDERSIDE

VC1
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x

BOARD B

O 0®0040[1.0000-M100
R7

TR1

ALTERNATIVE COILS

0

2! C19

The P05 and P07 oscillator

VR1

coils are in limited supply (see
Shop Talk) but other coils may
be used here. The original coils
are 4.8µH and 144.2µH induc-

R11

O

C16

T3
C15

R8

tance, and the easiest substitute is
to fit Denco (Clacton) Ltd. coils
of the nearest higher inductance
values, so that turns can be
removed to secure the same band
coverage as provided by the P05
and P07.
To replace the P05 in this

TR4

O
TR3

O

T1

0

T2
R9

O

wank*

O

0
0

00000000000.110:100000So
I 1111111111111111111111111

9X"

C18

+

R10

R12

B1 +ve
(VIA S6)

way the Denco "White" Range
3, 1.6MHz oscillator coil, valve
type,

R5 (BOARD A)

is

used.

Remove

15

turns from the tuned winding.
This is readily carried out by

temporarily unsoldering leads to
pins 8 and 9 (which overlap the
tuned winding) and then unsoldering the lead to pin 1. Unwind 15 turns as mentioned, and
re -solder the wire to pin 1,
cutting off the excess wire. Re -

solder the leads to 8 and 9, as
before.

Connections

are

as

follows : 1 to chassis, 3 to switch

and variable capacitor circuit, 9

to drain via switch, and 8
x

e

bi-

)c TR3 AND TR4 VIEWED
FROM UNDERSIDE

Fig. 4. Layout and wiring of the i.f. amplifier.

connections to TR1, positive, and

volume control when the interconnecting leads are wired (see
later).

The amplifier may be tested at

this stage, if desired, but the
volume control must be connected

to complete the base circuit to
TR3, and the output connected
to an audio amplifier and loudspeaker.

Once it is known that the i.f.

amplifier is working, either by
using a 465kHz signal from a

Alternatively, a test meter may
be inserted in series with the positive supply to the i.f. amplifier

and the cores adjusted, using a

strong input signal, for minimum
battery current (maximum a.g.c.
voltage).

to

positive circuit. Set the core with
about 20 threads of the 6BA rod
projecting, and afterwards adjust
as necessary to secure band
coverage required.
For the P07, the Denco
"White" Range 1, 1 -6MHz oscillator coil, valve type, is suitable,
also with 15 turns removed.
Again temporarily unsolder 8
and 9 to permit easy unwinding.
Unsolder pin 7, unwind turns as
mentioned, and re -solder. Con-

nections for this coil are: 5 to
chassis, 7 to switch and variable
capacitor, 8 to drain via switch,
and 9 to positive circuit. About

Another method is to clip a
high resistance voltmeter on a
2.5V or similar low range, from

25 threads of the 6BA rod should
project.

reading.

These coils will occupy the
positions shown for the P05 and

DI negative to chassis and adjust
the cores for maximum voltage

P07.

Continued Next Month

generator or by tuning in signals
with the completed tuner, adjustment of the cores can be checked.
A properly shaped trimming tool
is essential, otherwise the cores
may become cracked and jam in
the former. The Denco TT5 tool
is suitable.
Final adjustment can be made

by ear, in which case a signal

which is quite weak can be used
(with the volume control of the
tuner turned up); the use of

strong signals will operate the
a.g.c. circuit and give misleading
results.
214
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MAI RIX

page is designed to illustrate the uses of the
T HIS
Matrix Marker given free with this issue. To see

also provides two rulers, one calibrated in cm. and
sub -divided into mm., and one calibrated in inches

against the relevant captions.
The reverse side of the Marker carries a reference
for 0.15 inch matrix boards, this can be used in the

instrument and for marking out cabinets etc. If a
pencil with narrow lead is used-such as the Pentel
clutch pencil with 0.7mm lead-the holes can be

how to use each section, lay the Marker over the
photograph below and check each section's use

same way as that for 0.1 inch matrix. The reverse
TO18 AND TO5 HOLES

D.I.L. I.C. HOLES

Holes to suitT018, TO5 transistorand
8 and 10 pin TO5 i.c. packages. These

8,

holes can be used to align pins prior
to placement in holders, or on pre drilled boards or to mark boards for
drilling using a sharp point.

and sub -divided into sixteenths.

The basic tool and rules can be used as a drawing

used for marking out basic paper designs and boards.

This section of holes are for use on
14, 16 and 24 pin dual -in -line i.c.s.
They are useful for correcting pin
spacing before inserting the i.c.s. in
holders or pre -drilled board. They can
also be used with a sharp point to mark
out drilling holes on a circuit board.

SCREW SIZES
Two rows of holes showing screw
sizes in metric and BA. Place screws
in these holes to see which size they
are. Can also be used to check drill
sizes when drilling various holes.

MATRIX MARKER
The basic use of the tool is to provide instant designation
of rows of holes on all types of pre -drilled 0-1 inch and 0.15
inch (on reverse face) matrix boards. This facility makes the
copying of published layout drawings much easier since each
row of holes is then provided with a readily checked
designation.

Simply place the Marker against the board such that each
of the holes lines up with a number or letter designation and
check each row against the drawing. If the drawing does not
carry designations these can easily be written in in pencil.

Q.I.L. I.C. HOLES
This section of holes is designed for use with quad -in -line
packages with up to 20 pins. They can be used for pin align-

ment before placement in holders or on boards-a great
advantage with this type of package-or for marking drill
holes in circuit boards using a sharp point.
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FOR

GUIDANCE
ONLY

ESTIMATED COST

OF COMPONENTS

excluding V.AT.

£4.50
excluding bell -wire

4emst

THE

temperature -sensing

ele-

ment of this thermometer is

intended to be placed out-of-

doors, with twin bell -wire or a
similar lead running to the read-

Readi

ing instrument. As well as showing temperatures outside, clear of
the house, it could be fitted in a
heated greenhouse or elsewhere,

allowing a check to be kept on

temperatures from indoors.
The resistance of a thermistor

changes with temperature, and
Fig. 1 shows a graph which was
made by the author, using a VA

1200

1040

just

1000

under

85

ohms

at

100

degrees Fahrenheit. As this is a
very useful temperature range,
the reading or indicating part of
the circuit is designed to suit.
It is possible to use bridge and

900

0

thermistor. Its resistance

was found to change from 1200
ohms at 10 degrees Fahrenheit to

1100

BOO

6

other circuits, with very low currents and amplification, but these

z 700

in turn can introduce the need

< 600
500

for temperature compensation.
and more complication.

400

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

re

0
X

The complete circuit diagram
of the system is shown in Fig. 2.
By placing RI in series with the

ce

300
200

100

0

10

20

30

40
50
60
TEMPERATURE °F

70

80

90

100

I. Graph showing how the resistance of the thermistor
varies with temperature.
Fig.

Thermomete
By F. G. RAYER
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Components
Resistors

out
1,1

,II.

.

RI 68f1
R2 150 SZ

Both P.A1 carbon ± 5%

Thermistor
RTH 1

VA1040 disc type

13)

See

S aid
page 231

Miscellaneous

10mA d.c. moving coi I meter
SI, 2 push -to -make, release -to- break (2 off)
ME I

1.5 volt type U7
2 -way insulated; bell
wire; test tube; materials for case.
BI

Tagstrip,

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the Remote Reading Thermometer.

thermistor, the combined resistance

of

R1,

thermistor,

and

meter, at the lowest temperature
reading, does not allow current to
exceed lOmA, so that a readily
available meter is suitable. This

also allows the use of a single
cell battery, the e.m.f. of which is
approximately 1.5 volts.

As a constant current of this

magnitude is not feasible, the
push switch S1 is incorporated,

and is simply pressed when it is
required to see the temperature.
The TEST switch S2, with R2,
allows the meter to operate as a
0 to 1.5 volt voltmeter, drawing
nearly 10mA, so when the test
reading falls short of f.s.d. by a
amount the
should be renewed.
selected

battery

CONSTRUCTION

A small wooden case, about

110 X 95 x 30mm will easily accom-

hole in a block of wood, or it can

and photograph. A
plastic box or other case could
be used if available. Two strips
from an old cycle lamp battery

round the tube and is screwed to
wherever readings are required.
A piece of rubber between clip
and tube will help secure the
tube and reduce the possibility

modate the components, as shown
in

Fig.

3

are bent and bolted to form clips
for the dry cell. The cap is anode
( + ye). A tag strip provides
anchor points for the leads
running to the thermistor.

The completed case can be
painted or covered with selfadhesive material (as in the proto-

type), and fitted with a back,
which has a hole or loop so that
it can be hung on a wall in a convenient position.

The thermistor must be protected from rain or moisture. It
can be soldered to twin leads,
and sealed in a 12mm test tube,
as shown in Fig. 3, using a cork

and melted wax. This item can be
free-standing, by fitting it in a

be held by a clip which goes

of the tube breaking when the
clip is fitted.
SCALE

A full-size front panel template is shown in Fig. 4. This can
be copied and glued to the front
of the box. The markings under
the line agree with the 0 to 10mA
points of the meter scale, acting
as an extension of them. Temperatures are read off from the upper
scale.

With a new battery in place,

press the TEST button, and put a
mark level with the meter read-

ing on the lower scale. When a

Fig. 3. Layout and wiring of the Remote Reading Thermometer.

RTH1

1

0/
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Fig. 4. Front panel showing scale calibrations.

test shows a significantly lower
reading, replace the battery.
CALIBRATING A SCALE
If an individually calibrated

scale is preferred, omit the temperature readings from the template of Fig. 4. Place the ther-

mistor and a mercury or other

thermometer together, leaving
them some time so that a reliable
reading is obtained, and then
mark the correct temperature on

the scale, as shown when the
READ button is pressed. The ther-

mistor can be out of its tube for
this, provided it is not placed in
water.

A refrigerator will provide a

range of low temperatures in

various sections and the freezer

box. A closed cardboard box containing the thermometer and

thermistor (connected to its indicator unit) appears to provide

satisfactory higher temperatures,

Internal view of the Remote Reading Thermometer.
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when left for some time in a

warm position.

Either Celsius or Fahrenheit
calibration (or both) may be
adopted. It should be stressed

that if individual calibration is
used instead of the scale in Fig.
4, then the thermistor and ther-

mometer bulb should be in close
proximity, and be left for some
time under the same conditions
of heat. Radiant heating of them
should not be used:
)1

Front panel of the prototype Remote Reading Thermometer.
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By 0. N. Bishop
article is primconcerned with the

THIS MONTH'S

arily

applications of counting circuits
but we begin with two brief ideas

that will be of use to anyone
building and using digital circuits.
LOGIC PROBE

A logic probe is a device which

gives a visual indication of the
logic condition of the point to
which it is applied. In this simple

probe, an l.e.d. is used to show
when a high state is detected.

The probe is built around an

old ball-point pen. First remove
the plug from the top of the pen
and the brass tip and plastic ink

tube from the bottom. Pull the
plastic ink tube off the brass
writing tip using pliers. Discard
the plastic ink tube and clean

the ink from the tip

using a

solvent such as methylated spirit.
Next take a piece of thin

flexible wire which is about a
centimetre longer than the pen.
Strip both ends and solder one

end into the brass tip. It is easier

if the end of the wire is folded

several times to fit tightly in the
tip.
Bore

a small hole (large
enough for the wire to pass

through freely) about three centiSOLDER

D1

TIL209

metres from the upper end of
the tube. Now thread the wire

through the tube and glue the tip
back in its original position. Next
thread a long piece of the same
wire through the hole in the side

of the tube and out through the
end. Strip the end and solder a
resistor to it. The resistor must
be small enough to fit inside the
tube (use 18W type). Solder the

resistor to the cathode of the
l.e.d. so that the l.e.d. will light
when its other lead is taken to
positive.

The pen is shown at this stage
of construction in Fig. 8.1. Pull
the wire through the side of the

tube until the free lead of the

l.e.d. meets the free end of the
wire soldered to the tip. Solder
the two together and, gently

pulling the wire through the side
of the tube, push the resistor into
the tube until the l.e.d. is flush

with the end of the tube. Glue
it in place. Connect a crocodile
clip to the end of the long piece
of wire emerging from the side
of the tube and the logic probe is
ready for use.

The crocodile clip should be

connected to a convenient OV
point near the place to be
examined.
SOLDER WIRE
INSIDE TIP

RI
22011

TO CIRCUIT NEGATIVE

Fig. 8.1. The logic probe just before completion. The wire with the crocodile clip
must be pulled to bring the resistor inside the tube and the free end of the I.e.d.
must be soldered to the end of the wire.
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"low on" switch. Note that the

BATTERY SANDWICH

The battery sandwich is a device

negative line of the power switch
is connected to the negative line
of the other circuits but the positive line is not connected, since
the power comes from the radio
batteries.

and enables the set to be switched
on and off from outside (assum-

LAP COUNTER

It may happen that the con-

structor wishes to arrange for a
tape recorder or radio to be controlled by one of his logic circuits.

which fits among the batteries

ing that the set's on/off switch
is left permanently on).

Though presented here as

a

The sandwich is made from a

Fig. 8.2b. The battery sandwich of Fig.
8.2.a in position.

lap counter for use with a model

which has a piece of copper foil

The other circuits which control
the power switch are powered by

described can be used for counting any objects passing between

their own 6V battery.

a lamp and photocell.

Current from the positive side

of a radio battery flows out of
one side of the sandwich to the

the light detector and so the
phototransistor light operated

thin piece of plastic or card

or brass strip glued on either
side (Fig. 8.2a). A wire is taken
to each piece of metal and these
wires run out through any convenient hole in the case.

load

terminals of the

power

car racing set, the circuit to be
A fast response is essential for

switch must be used (see Part 5).

With this type of detector even

the shadow of a single finger
moving as fast as possible be-

PLASTIC OR CARD

tween the light and phototransistor will trigger the counter.

The output from the photo transistor light operated switch
can be fed directly to the input
of the 7493 counter i.c. as shown
in

TO SWITCH

GLUE TO

COPPER OR

UNDERSIDE

BRASS SHEET

sandwich.

put to

Construction of the battery
In

use the sandwich

placed between two batteries.

Fig. 8.4.

For the 7493 to

count up to 15 the A output and
B input must be connected (pin
12 to pin 1). The two reset pins
2 and 3 will set the counter outIs

The battery sandwich is placed

between two of the batteries or
between a battery and one of the
terminals of the set (Fig. 8.2b).
The set will not work now unless
the two wires are touching.
The set can be switched on and
off by a power switch (see Part

5) medium or high power, if it

is wired as shown in Fig. 8.3.
The power switch and radio are

powered by the radio batteries.

Fig. 8.3. To switch a radio or cassette
recorder on and off the battery sandwich is placed between two batteries
and connected to a power switch.

zero if

taken high-to

count they must be held low.
If more than 15 laps are to be
counted, a second 7493 can be
added wired identically to the
first except that its pin 14 is connected to the D output (pin 11)
of the first 7493.

switch. The current then flows
through the power transistor to
the negative line and then back

to the radio.
The current flowing in through
the positive load terminal powers

the 2N2926 transistor if this is a

It will probably be necessary
to count the laps of two cars and
for this two lap counters will be
required. The lamp can be placed

between the two tracks and a
photodetector

(Fig.

8.5a)

on

either side of the tracks feeding
the appropriate lap counter.

TO 6V FOR
6V

"RESET:
+ 6V

To OV rOR
"COUNT"

6V

4OmA

OV

C
B
LAMPS

Fig. 8.4. Circuit diagram of the lap counter. The lamp is placed on one side of the track and the light operated switch on the
other so that a passing car interrupts the light beam.
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I
LIGHT
OPERATED
SWITCH

6V

-LT

+6V

4OmA

r

7493
COUNTER

-Li 10/P1
POWER
SWITCH
(HIGH -ON)

LOUD
SPEAKER
UNIT

CLOCK

--F

PIN11)

D OUTPUT

01/

Fig. 8.5. To switch on the alarm after eight laps wire up the system as shown.

LAP ALARM

It is easy to arrange for some
sort of alarm to sound when a

fixed number of laps have been
completed. The easiest numbers

of laps to count are one, two,

four and eight as these have only
a single logic one in their binary
representation, 0001, 0010, 0100,

respectively. This means
that only one output of the
1000

counter is high for these counts
so the power switch has only to
be wired to the appropriate output.

If a circuit to sound an alarm
after eight laps is required, then
use the circuit of Fig. 8.5. Here

is connected to a "low on" power
switch and the alarm will sound
as before (see Fig. 8.6).
To get the longest possible

outputs of both counters are all
high. The 7430 i.c. contains one

NAND gate with each of its inputs
connected to the outputs of the

laps.

race on one 7493 a four -input

such gate and its pin connections

are also shown in Fig. 8.7. The
alarm will now sound after 511

contains two such gates and its

As well as sounding an alarm,
this technique can be used to do
other things. It could be used for

The alarm will now

the track so that the car auto-

If two 7493's have been used

The power to the track is fed
through a power switch but the

7493 must be used. The 7440 i.c.

pin connections are shown in
Fig.

8.7.

sound at binary 1111 i.e. after 15
laps.
as

suggested

above

the

and

longest possible race is desired
then an eight -input

NAND

gate will

be required to detect when the

a "high on" power switch is used

switching off the power supply to
matically stops after a given
number of laps.

switch must be a high power version.

8

14

to supply power to a clock and
loudspeaker unit as in Fig. 5.10
(Feb. '77).

At the start of each race reset
the counter to zero. At each lap
the count will register and at the
eighth lap the D output will go

high for the first time and the
alarm will sound. End of race!

For counting one, two or four
the power switch is connected to the A, B or C output

7440

laps,

14

respectively.

8

11 11 11 11 11

It is also fairly easy to count
numbers which have two logic
ones in their binary representations. These are three (0011 in
binary), five (0101), six (0110),

between

the

car

touch the mains connections.

LJ LJ LJ 1__J LJ u LJ
7
1

7430

Fig. 8.7. Pin connection details of the
7440 and 7430 integrated circuits.

IMPORTANT
If a mains transformer is
used to power the track, wire

the power switch between
the

transformer

and

track as shown in Fig.

+

B (PIN 9)

POWER
SWITCH

7493

COUNTER

(LOW ON)

WIN 11)

1/4 74 0 0

LOUD
CLOCK

T

the
8.8

and never interfere with the
connections between mains
and transformer.

SPEAKER
UNIT

Fig. 8.6. For an alarm after ten laps one gate of a 7400 must be used to detect when
the B and D outputs of the counter go high.
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speed

control and the track. DO NOT

connected to a two -input

output will go low. This output

E

Fig. 8.8. The power switch must be

The two appropriate outputs

gate from a 7400 i.c. When
the two outputs go high, the NAND

N

connected

(1100).
NAND

DO NOT ALTER
L

nine (1001), ten (1()10) and twelve
are

MAINS LEAD

L

V+

REACTION TIMER

This reaction timer uses the
7493

to count the number of

pulses that a clock circuit pro-

duces during the time it takes for
221

1/4 7400

LOUD

SPEAKER

CLOCK

UNIT

LAMPS

must press switch B as quickly
as possible

again. With his finger still on the
switch the output of the counter
is read to see how many pulses

OV

time will be 0.1 second. This

8.10b.

With a single 7493 only 15
pulses can be counted. If the

timer.

a person to press a switch after

hearing a cue. If the speed of the
clock is known then the time of
reaction can be calculated.
Something to start and stop the
counter is required. This design

uses two switches which could

be part of the keyboard described
earlier. One person operates one

switch and as soon as this happens an alarm note is sounded.

As soon as the second person
hears the alarm he must operate
the other switch to turn off the
alarm. The time between the on

and off is the reaction time of
the second person.
The circuit of the reaction

timer is shown in Fig. 8.9. The

output of the clock is fed through
a NAND gate to the loudspeaker

unit and also to the counter.
The other input of the NAND

gate is fed to two switches. Press-

ing either of these connects the
input to low thus stopping any
pulses through the NAND gate.
The first person keeps his
finger on switch A pressing it

down thus inhibiting the operation of the alarm. As soon as he
releases his finger the note will
be heard and the second person

experimental deck are in Fig.

quick reaction so for average

Gates IC1c and ICld form the
fast clock but it will only oscil-

the piano is 160Hz so tune the

of the slow clock formed from
ICla and IC1b so it will be high
for about 0.5 seconds and low

reaction times the clock needs to
be slowed down to this frequency
or below if it is found to be too
high. The E below middle C on
Fig. 8.9. Circuit diagram of the reaction

used to generate the

clock is running at 150 pulses per

have been counted.

would be just fast enough for a

COUNTER

clock is

noise and the other to switch the
first on and off at regular intervals. The first operates at around
400Hz and the second at about
1Hz. The circuit is shown in Fig.
8.10a and the connections on the

second the maximum reaction
7493

way to generate an interrupted
note is to use two clocks. One

to stop the alarm

clock to just below this.

If the frequency of the clock
is too high and suitable timing
capacitors cannot be found then
the output of the clock could be
passed through a flip-flop or two

to divide it down to a suitable
rate.

The alternative to setting the
clock frequency to a low value

late if pin 13 of IC1c is high. This
signal is derived from the output

for about the same time. The

loudspeaker unit thus produces
0.5 seconds pips-a much more
effective sound than a continuous
tone.

To speed up the pip rate de-

crease the value of capacitors Cl

and C2. To change the pitch of
the pips change C3 and C4. The
two capacitors in each of the

is to use two 7493's which enable
a count of 511 to be made.

clocks do not have to be of equal
value: having Cl and C2 different
will vary the on to off times.

two circuits to form a lap timer?

TWO TONE SIREN

To round off this section why
not try putting together the last

INTERRUPTED TONE SIREN

In previous circuits an alarm

system has been used which has
been made from a clock circuit
feeding into a loudspeaker unit.
It will probably have been found
that unless the tone is very loud
it does not attract attention
easily. A noise that is interrupted
-like the pips on a telephone, or
the ringing of the telephone bell
-is noticed much more readily.
On ambulances, fire engines
and police cars two-tone alarms
are used so that people quickly

hear them coming even above the

other noises in the street. The

The interrupted tone siren
needs only one 7400 i.c. so is an

economical project. A much more
interesting noise can be made
with two 7400's. With these, three

clocks can be built-one slow and
two fast but at different frequen-

cies. The slow clock switches
each of the faster ones on alter-

nately, the

outputs being fed

through two diodes to the speaker

g*A.;"

00000000000cson000coonoA

o
+CI 401

0

10

0 C2
C3

CI

4

07 f
O

GO 03
C3

047FF

0

ge
g0

0

C1

0.47/uF
g
2

4'

OUTPUT TO

LOUEVIANER
UNIT

0.,

0

g00000000 00000a00000000000000

1C1b

IC1.7400

0

(a)

TO LOUDSPEAKER
UNIT

(b)

Fig. 8.10. Interrupted tone alarm. The circuit diagram is shown at (a) and the layout on the experimental deck at (b).
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C3

C5

lOpF

0,17)JF

1pF

C2

Cd

CI

ICla

+/OpF

3

R1

C6

1PF

0.47/JF

DI

2.2k12
IN914

IC1b

TO LOUDSPEAKER
UNIT

R2

21k12

Fig. 8.11. Two-tone alarm. Circuit diagram above and layout
on the experimental deck left.

SL OW CLOCK
(1/2 7400)

01

FAST CLOCK 1

(1/27100)

+6V
LOUDSPEAKER
UNIT
D2

D2

rJ

-

* 00

FAST CLOCK 2

CLK
K

(1/2 7100)
7473

01-3 IN914

*40

D3

FAST CLOCK 3

CLK
K

TO LOUDSPEAKER
UNIT

o

000000000000000000000000000001

(1/2 7400)
7173

Fig. 8.12. An automatic tone generator. The circuit shown
could be used as a door chime.

Components

f, 11111
11 IS

HO

DI to D4 TIL209 I.e.d.s. (4 off)

Logic Probe
RI

DI

ICI
IC2

220 LI i\N carbon
TIL209 I.e.d.

Exhausted ball-point pen; thin flexible wire; crocodile clip

Interrupted Tone Alarm
RI -R4 2.2k SI (4 off)
CI, 2 10µF 10V elect. (2 off)
C3, 4 0.47µF plastic or ceramic
(2 off)

Lap Counter.
6V 40mA
LPI

7493
7400

1C3

IC4

7440
7430

Light operated switch (phototransistor type); Power switches (low on
and Loudspeaker units.

7400

Two Tone Alarm

All components of the Interrupted

Battery Sandwich

Thin piece of plastic or card; copper
foil or brass strip

Clock unit; Loudspeaker unit; Keyboard; I.e.d.s. (4 off).

unit (see Fig. 8.11a and b). With
a little experimenting with capacitor values a good imitation of
a police siren can be obtained.
ELECTRONIC MUSIC

The last circuit was very nearly

an electronic organ. It is not too
difficult to make up three or four
clocks each running at different
speeds i.e. tuned to different
notes. Each of these can be
turned on and off using the un-

used pin of one of the NAND
Everyday Electronics, May 1977

7400

Loudspeaker unit.

and high on types) (2 off); Clock

Reaction Timer
ICI
7493
IC2

ICI

Tone Alarm plus
R5, 6 2.2k SI (2 off)
C5, 6 IµF 10V elect. (2 off)
DI, 2 IN914 (2 off)

gates just as pin 13 was used in
Fig. 8.10. If each of these pins is

to different notes). The circuit is
shown in block form in Fig. 8.12.

struction was described earlier,

goes to two flip-flops. The clock
and the two flip-flops form a
counter whose output goes from
binary 000 to 111 (zero to seven).
If the three outputs are made to
operate the fast clocks the output
will be a repeated eight note tune

taken to the keyboard whose con-

then the organ can be played
though "in reverse", for the notes
will sound when the keys are
released rather than when they
are pressed. To alter this state

affairs inverters could be
placed between the keyboard and
of

the clocks.
If automatic

operation

is

desired try making four clocks
one slow and three fast (tuned

The output of the slow clock

consisting of single notes and

chords. If the notes are chosen
well it could make a pleasant
door -chime.

To be continued
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By DOUGLAS VERE

PART ONE
A new series starting this month for diagnosing and
tracing faults in electronic circuits.
SOME

years

ago

a

research

psychologist, working for the
Army, announced that he could

train cooks to trace faults in
radio sets. What's more, he said,
he could train them to'do it faster
than radio mechanics.

To prove his claim, he produced the "radio set" shown in

Fig. 1.1. The circuit blocks were
cardboard flaps which could be

lifted up to reveal a sign that a
block was working or faulty. You
don't have to be a radio mechanic

to see that the greater part of
the receiver is in the form of a
long chain of circuits, with the
aerial at the input end and the
loudspeaker at the output.

The standard way of testing
such a receiver is to feed in a
signal at the aerial end and see
what happens. If the receiver is

isn't. In tracing the progress of
the signal along the chain, step
by step, the mechanic is asking a
series of questions. Is the aerial

circuit faulty? No. Then is the
frequency

changer/local

oscil-

lator faulty? No. Then is the i.f.
amplifier faulty? . . and so on,
right to the loudspeaker
If the fault is near the beginning of the chain, this procedure
is fine. A few questions identify
faulty elements. But if the fault
lies near the end of the chain, to
the right of the dotted line, then
.

at least three questions are wasted.

The most efficient strategy is to
start in the middle. If you test the
input of the i.f. amplifier and
there is no signal then you know
it must be the frequency changer
part or aerial circuit which is

faulty, and two further tests at

the

start -in -the -middle

strategy

pays off.

This, of course, was precisely
what the psychologist taught the
cooks. The radio mechanics, who

used the begin -at -the -beginning and -go - on - to - the - end strategy,
were beaten. Naturally, the radio

mechanics pointed out that real
radio

sets

are not

cardboard

"block diagrams", and that to

mend them you need to master
all sorts of skills which cooks
don't have-soldering, operating

test gear, and so on. True, but the
fact remained that in dealing with
circuits in long chains the cooks'
strategy is the best one. No doubt

the mechanics, being intelligent
fellows, went on to use it on real
receivers.
SIMPLE TESTS FIRST

faulty, nothing happens, because

most will tell you which.

along the chain.

mechanic is his ability to find the

The moral of the story is that,
in fault tracing as in life, a little
thought can avoid a great deal of

number of tests, then, on average,

trouble.

the signal gets lost somewhere
FOLLOW THE SIGNAL

So,

if the measure of a good

faulty stage, using the smallest

One way of finding out what
has gone wrong is to follow the
signal along the chain, making
tests at each stage. When the
signal disappears, the faulty stage

identified, and the mechanic
then makes local tests to identify
the fault.
That, as I said, is one way to
find the fault. But is it the best
way? The psychologist knew, on
strictly logical grounds; that it
is
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R.E

AMPLIFIER

FREQUENCY
CHANGER

I.F.

AMPLIFIER

DETECTOR

AUDIO

AMPLIFIER

SPEAKER

LOCAL
OSCILLATOR

Fig. I.I. Block diagram of a typical radio receiver.
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Most of the circuits which
appear in E.E. are a lot less complex than a radio receiver. But, in
a simple circuit, with six components, would you clear a fault by

unsoldering and replacing each
component in turn, until at last
the fault disappeared? Or would
you first make some simple tests

Give the bronze tip a thorough

WARNING

clean to remove the traces of ink.

Readers are warned against using

the hole helps to clean the inside.
Now for soldering. The probe
tip can be a pin. Cut off the head,

TV sound. The circuitry of the
usual mains TV set is not isolated
from the mains. If you connect up

to, say, its loudspeaker you may
get a lethal 240V, 50Hz, as well as

a volt or so of audio.

tion of what the fault might be,
and also clear some of the com-

their disposal a fair amount of

test equipment. The average electronics enthusiast doesn't. In
these articles the only bit of
special test equipment called for
will be the ubiquitous multimeter,

which I'll refer to for short by
its American name, the VOM,
which stands for volt -ohm -meter.
(Many of these instruments
measure current as well, but volts
and ohms are more useful.)

However, it is often possible
to make quite useful tests without

a meter. To illustrate this we'll
work our way through the pro-

cedure of fault-finding in a simple

audio amplifier. The fault is the
usual one-no audio output!
Such an amplifier is made up
of a chain of circuits, so in theory

there's a best strategy for isolating the faulty area. However, it
often happens that the amplifier
divided naturally into
parts, see Fig. 1.2.
is

PRE-AMPLIFIER

two

POWER-AMPLIFIER

Fig. 1.2. A convenient point to "split"
an amplifier.

There's the pre -amplifier part,

which generally contains all the
controls

(equalisation,

volume,

tone, etc.) and the power amplifier

which contains everything

else (including, in mains -operated
equipment, the power supply
unit).

Even though these two

"halves" of the amplifier may not
be strictly equal, it's usually very

TEST PROBE
To detect

hole in the bronze insert with

resistor small enough to fit into

need some sort of listening de-

the plastic barrel of the ballpoint pen, solder as shown, attach
a flexible insulated lead and slide

shouldn't upset the part of the
circuit to which it is connected

lead and back into place.
To complete the probe you

the signals

you

vice. It's important that the device

the barrel of the pen along the

(e.g. by drawing too much current). To avoid this, a very high

need an "earth" lead-another

impedance listening device should
be used. The most easily obtained

is a crystal earpiece, but big oldfashioned metal diaphragm high impedance magnetic headphones
can be used (not miniature "transistor" earpieces, which are
usually very insensitive) provided
that a 100 kilohm resistor is wired
in series.

It's also advisable to include a
d.c. blocking capacitor of around
100nF (0.1µF). This should be a
non -electrolytic type, since it will
have to block d.c. of either
polarity.

For transistor work, a 100nF,
250V working is fine, but valve
amplifiers use h.t. supplies of up
to 500 volts, so a higher voltage
rating is needed for them. (However, beginners should avoid
valve equipment: the voltages

are too high for safety.)
It is very convenient to make a
test probe with a 100 kilohm
resistor built in (see Fig. 1.3 for
details). To do this you need an
old ball-point pen.

Remove the ink tube. File off
the tip of the conical end, so as

to remove the ball and expose the
hole through which the ink runs.

flexible insulated conductor, this
time terminated in a crocodile
clip. And, of course, the d.c.
blocking capacitor. It's a good
idea to mount the capacitor and
the ends of the leads on a screw
terminal block, as shown in Fig.

1.3. The block provides an anchor-

age point for the earphone leads.

As an alternative to earphones
you can connect up to an audio
amplifier such as the audio part
of a pocket radio receiver.
USING THE PROBE

To use the probe, first clip the

"earthy" lead to the earthy or
common side of the battery or
amplifier. The probe point is now

applied to various parts of the
circuit where the audio signal
should be audible. It may be very

weak in the earlier stages of the
but fortunately the
human ear is immensely sensitive
amplifier

and in a quiet room even low-

level signals can be heard.
As mentioned earlier, the most
convenient "half way point" for
the first test is the output of the
pre -amp or the input to the power
amplifier. These are, electrically,
the same point but may in prac100kfl

100nF

PROBE

convenient to start by checking
that signals are getting from one
to the other.
Even if

and run solder over the end of
the shank. Fill the inside of the
solder. Finally, insert the pin
while keeping the bronze hot with
the soldering iron, and then allow
to cool. Obtain a 100 kilohm

which will at least give an indicaponents of suspicion?
Army radio mechanics have at

Pulling a bit of thread through

PIN

you don't have an

audio oscillator, audio signals are
usually available in the home in
some form or other: from a

gramophone pick-up or a radio
receiver, for example. They can
be connected temporarily to the
faulty amplifier to provide a
signal to trace through the circuit.
Everyday Electronics, May 1977

CROCODILE CLIP

TO EARPHONE OR AMPLIFIER

Fig. 1.3. Construction details for a handy test -probe for feeding to an earpiece or
amplifier.
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tice be at opposite ends of a connecting cable.

In testing, do always bear in
mind the sad fact that a great
many faults are caused by faulty
connecting

cables,

plugs

and

sockets. The fact that a signal
goes into one end of a cable is

+

C6

no guarantee that it will come out

at the other end!

Well, let's suppose that the
audio signal which you've applied
to the amplifier from your gramophone, radio, test oscillator, or

whatever source you can conveniently lay hands on, does in
fact appear at the output of the
pre -amp and the input of the
power amp. This proves that the

fault is in the power amp, and

you must now try to find out what
part of the circuit it's in.

LS1
811

TYPICAL AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT

So let's look at the circuit of
Fig.

1.4.

I've chosen a fairly

typical circuit, such as might be
found in medium-fi audio gear
with a power output of 3 to 10
watts.

To the beginner, unfamiliar
with audio circuitry, this may

seem very complicated. At this

stage, however, you don't need to

know more than is required to
trace the signal from input to
output.

One elementary fact helps you
to do this. In a working transistor,
handling audio signals, the signals

are present at two electrodes at
least. They are always present at

the base (the input) and should
also be present at either the collector or the emitter, or both. So
the transistor lead -outs are obvious test points. They are easily
identified even in an "unknown"
piece of equipment whose circuit
diagram you don't possess.
Again, even in unknown equipment, it's usually possible to

guess which transistor is in the
first stage, which is in the second
and so on. The power transistors

Fig. 1.4. The

circuit diagram of a typical audio amplifier with test probe points

indicated by A to L.

along the chain. Once you've
identified that point you can

start searching, by other tests, for
the cause of the trouble.
That will be the subject of later

Before leaving simple signal -tracing tests,

however, I'd like to make a few
further points. First, nothing
which has been said so far proves
that there's anything wrong with
the amplifier itself. The fact that

when an input is applied there's

no sound in the loudspeaker could

be explained quite simply by a

fault in the loudspeaker itself, or
a break in the connections to it.

One fairly common fault-an
coil-can be
identified by testing at the conopen -circuit voice

necting tags on the speaker itself.
If there is audio at K but not at L
(with the earthy side of LSI disconnected) the voice coil is broken
or jammed.

Usually, faults cannot be pinpointed with such accuracy by

signal -tracing tests. This is be-

cause a fault in one stage can
easily put the preceding stage out
of
-emitter
short in TR2 will cause the signal

to disappear from the collector
of TR1, making it appear that

TR1 may be faulty.
Signal -tracing with the ears is
not a very good way of finding
faults such as low sensitivity or
high distortion. The earphone is

a poor indicator of these : one
really needs some sort of instrument. Fortunately, these faults

are often accompanied by abnor-

mal d.c. voltages in the circuit,

and these can be found by means

of simple voltmeter tests which
we"11 look at next time.

To be continued

in the output stage are identifiable because they are big, and
fitted with heat sinks or coolers.
Logically, the first test should

be made on the middle stage of
Fig. 1.4, that is TR2. But since
you can probably test all the
stages in a few seconds it's not
obligatory to sit down and rack
your brains to find the right
sequence.

Since there is a fault which has
caused lack of output, the signals

must disappear at some point
226

On average the start -in -the -middle strategy pays off
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Helps you to keep a constant tempo
traditional metronome is a

THEclockwork device widely used
by musicians. It gives
regular ticking sound

loud
at an

a

adjustable rate, which sets the
"beat" (tempo) for the piece of

music being practised.
Many designs for electronic
metronomes have appeared in
print, some with additional

features such as flashing lights,

but most use either the two transistor

astable

flip-flop

for

pulse generation or a "blocking
oscillator" using a transformer.

Both these designs are inherently
more complex, use more components, and draw a higher operating current than the circuit to be
described here, which uses a unijunction transistor. The unijunc-

tion needs only the simplest of

circuits for it's operation, and it's
short pulse output makes it ideal
for use in a metronome.

ferred to as emitter, base 1, and
base 2. The two bases are taken
to the supply lines via resistors
R2 and R3 which are of low value
and used for current limiting
and stability. The emitter is
coupled to the junction of R1 and

Cl. When the supply is switched
on, the device appears as a high
resistance between bases b2 and
bl, and only a small current

(about ImA) flows through it. The
emitter does not conduct at

all. Capacitor Cl commences to
charge through RI, and this continues until the voltage across it,
i.e. the potential at the emitter,
has reached a certain threshold
value (usually about 5 to 7 volts)
at which point the emitter suddenly becomes conductive and
rapidly discharges Cl through

e/b1 and R3. At the same time the
whole device becomes more con Fig.

THE UNIJUNCTION
TRANSISTOR

At this point, some discussion
of the operation of the unijunction is called for. Physically, it
looks like an ordinary transistor,
but here the resemblance ends;
internally it is a very different

I.

circuit.

Basic

unijunction

oscillator

ductive and a far greater current
flows through the device b2 to bl.
With Cl discharged, however, the
device reverts to it's former high

resistance state and the whole

cycle recommences.
The outputs thus consist of
short pulses, positive -going at bl,
negative -going at b2, plus an
approximate sawtooth at the
emitter, though it should be noted

that the latter is at high impe-

dance and for most applications
some kind of buffer stage (usually

a simple emitter follower) is re-

quired.
The

entirely

repetition frequency is
dependent upon the

values of RI and Cl, and the circuit will operate reliably from

sub -audio frequencies to above
100kHz.

FOR

GUIDANCE
ONLY

ESTIMATED COST

OF COMPONENTS *

excluding VAT.

animal. Without going too deeply

into theory, it's operation as an

oscillator is explained as follows.
Looking at Fig. 1, the unijunc-

tion has three terminations, re228

£3.20
excluding case
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CIRCUIT ACTION

The complete circuit diagram

of the unit is shown in Fig. 2.

Si

The basic pulse generator works
exactly as described above. Poten-

5.6k12

tiometer VR1 and RI takes the
place of RA, giving a variable
repetition rate to the output

R2
10012
LS1

pulses with R1 setting the maximum speed. The fixed amplitude
output is taken from bl and

VR1
700k/3

810 2511

rE1119j
b2

available through VR2, the
volume control. The required
is

C2

220pF
bl

amount of signal is then passed
across to the base of transistor
TR2,

T RI

TR2

2N 2646

BC108

VR2

operated in a switching

4.742

-1-

mode, normally biased off and

R3
4712

`-..- CI

passing no current but being

10pF

turned no briefly by the positive
pulses from originating at bl.
This arrangement results in
considerable savings in terms of
components used and in current
drawn from the supply. Resistor
R4 sets the minimum volume
level; if

+9V

RI

e

IVOLLME1

R4

3.9k12

the device cannot be

Fig. 2. Complete circuit diagram of the Metronome.

turned right down it is less likely
to be inadvertantly left running.
Capacitor C2 is a decoupler-a
small battery such as PP3 as used

here cannot supply the heavy

current required during the brief
periods when TR2 is conducting
at high volume, but this capacitor

can store sufficient charge to meet
the demand easily. With the value
given the circuit will in fact give

a few ticks after being switched
off.

CONSTRUCTION

The layout of the components

is not critical and may be changed

to suit requirements. The compo-

Components
Resistors
RI
R2

5.6kil

R3

4711

la

10012

3.9kfl
All I\A/ carbon ± 10%
R4

Potentiometers
100k0 lin. carbon
VRI
VR2/51 4.7kf2 log. with switch

nents in the prototype were set

14

out on a piece of 0.15 inch matrix
stripboard size 7 strips by 14 holes

See

Sho

Tali(
page 231

Capacitors
CI

C2

10/4F elect. 10V
220/4F elect. 10V

Semiconductors
TIS43 n -type unijunction
TR I
BC108 silicon npn
TR2
Miscellaneous
LSI
BI

miniature loudspeaker, coil resistance 8 to 25 ohms
9 volt type PP3

0.15 inch matrix stripboard size 7 strips by 14 holes; battery connectors;
knobs (2 off); connecting wire; case materials.
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as shown in Fig. 3 which also
shows the layout of the components within the case and complete wiring up details.
The speaker used was salvaged

from an old tape recorder but
any small speaker with an impe-

dance of greater than 8 ohms
will be suitable.

The case for the original had

Fablon covered

plywood

sides

and aluminium front and rear

panels, though many constructors

may prefer to use one of the

many commercial cases available.
The prototype case measured
135 x 70 x 40mm.
A piece of U-shaped tinplate or

aluminium fitted as shown produces a battery holder/compartment. It is always wise to build
229

Photograph showing front panel markings.
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the housing round the unit after
it has been constructed.
Calibration is simply carried

out using a watch with sweep
second hand and counting and
then marking the front panel

Fill,.

...,
.

TR1

finish can

obtained
using coloured Fablon front panel

©

LSI

®

©
e b2 bl
0 0 0 TIS43 OR 2N2646
TR1

0

0

e

0

o

snore than adequate on the prototype and with an average current

0

drain of 4mA the battery type
provide

many

hours of use before replacement
is necessary.
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Fig. 3. Layout and wiring of the complete Metronome.
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applied to the circuit. Some of these
devices can be damaged by static so
its best to be careful.
With such a large list of components

a few pence extra on each one will
greatly increase the overall cost so
watch this when buying the bulk of

styles to be made smaller-and the

New products and component

Most stockists should be able to
supply all the electronic parts for the
Remote Thermometer, the only item

buying for constructional projects.

which could provide any problem is the

I

I

more than a few readers and

I

News of 27 new watch styles from

Metronome
No buying problems with parts for

Remote Thermometer

I

is supplied ready for use and can be
obtained direct from the manufacturers
at the above address.
Texas instruments included a piece on

greater than eight ohms.

I T is with some feelings of sorrow that
sit down to write this, my last Shop
Talk. Having been with EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS since it started some 51
years ago, the time has come for me to
move on. hope that over the years
have been able to be of assistance to

costs £1.25 including VAT and packing,

the parts.

the Metronome although the speaker
may be fairly costly in comparison to
other parts. You could of course use
one from old equipment provided it
is not too large to fit inside a suitable
cabinet and that its impedance is

By Mike Kenward

prove useful to anyone doing a fair
amount of electrical wiring. The unit

test tube-however we are informed
that a number of larger stores sell
small items of chemistry equipment
including suitable test tubes. In any
case almost any suitable small tube with

a stopper will do and most chemists
will be able to supply small pill tubes.
The cost of the meter will determine
the overall cost of the project so look

improved circuit designs. These improvements enable the ladies watch

i.c.s. now incorporate a special driver
circuit which compensates for battery
voltage variations.
The new range includes four styles
aimed at the youth sports market which
feature a do-it-yourself decal design
kit-the watches in this range carry a
suggested retail price of £13.95
including VAT.
Another new catalogue has come
our way, this one from Bi-Pak, it has
127 pages well packed with components, information, equipment, etc.
The company supply a good range of
books in addition to their large stock
of general components and semiconductor devices.
Bi-Pak state that all orders are

despatched by return, except when

out of stock, and that they can supply
overseas readers provided extra is
included for air mail, which is charged
at cost. Catalogue cost is 50p plus 15p
post and packing.

around before buying.

can

assure you that Brian Terrell-who
will be taking on the task of keeping

you informed about component buying

-will continue the tradition.

We on EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS have

always tried to operate on a personal
level with you the reader and we hope

Resistance Meter
problem with buying comfor the Resistance Meter
although you may have to go to one of

No

ponents

you feel at home it our pages and know

the larger suppliers for the f. e.t. The
size of the meter will determine the

projects give you problems.

the overall cost of the unit.

that you can contact us if any of our

had better
make sure it's true and provide you
with enough information to go out and
Having said my piece

accuracy of the readout and, as above,

I

get the parts for our projects this
month.

Multi -Band Tuner
The coils used in the Multi -Band
Tuner are now very limited in supply.
Home Radio have a few in stock but
once they are gone constructors will

New Products
A fuse checker has recently been
introduced by Moulds For Plastics
Ltd., Watchmead, Welwyn Garden
City, Hertfordshire, AL7 IAP. This
simple item will provide a quick check

on fuses from IA upwards. It should

have to"use the alternative Denco coils

and modify them as described in the

text. Denco advertise in our issues and
you will find their address in later
pages.

The only other problem which may
occur is the supply and fitting of the
dual gate MOSFET. For supply we suggest

you contact one of the larger firms
specialising in semiconductor sales-

there are a couple that advertise only
semiconductors in our pages.

As far as fitting the device is concerned if an alternative with no gate

protection is used we suggest you wind

some thin wire around all the connecting wires to short them out and
only solder the device with an earthed

or low leakage iron, without power
Everyday Electronics, May 1977
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Physics
is FUN!

By DERRICK DAINES
WATER

TINPLATE STRIPS

Sound Wave Transmission
When sound travels through the air,
what exactly is it that travels? The
answer is illustrated quite beautifully

by means of a "Slinky" spring, a toy

that is designed to utilise kinetic
energy in walking downstairs by itself.
For the wave transmission demon-

stration two people may stretch the

spring some 5 to 6 metres quite easily
without distortion. One then gives

a push at the end he holds, when a
wave is seen quite clearly traversing
the length of the spring and returning
backwards and forwards several times
before it decays.

So what has travelled? The spring
ends up in exactly the same position
and condition that it was before, but
something goes down the spring-you
can see it. Clearly, the answer is that
energy has travelled and the people

holding the spring will feel the dif-

ference each time the wave reaches
them; they will feel the arrival of the

energy, see Fig. I.
The spring is also useful in the study
of how the energy travels and one may
observe the compression and expansion

of the rings of the spring. The front of
the energy wave has compressed rings,

whilst immediately behind it the rings
are expanded, subsequently quickly
settling down to their normal condition, see Fig. 2.

111111111 111111111111

BELL

MOVEMENT

like to play around with the spring for
some time before the concept of the
transmission of pure energy is really
assimilated.

Of course, the spring transmits
energy in only one dimension. Moreover, if a continuous stream of pulses or
waves is transmitted, the reflected

waves interfere with the arriving ones
and the result is a hopeless jumble.

Water Tray
Now when this old greybeard was
trying to grow his first whiskers, he
saw in a school laboratory a simple

water,

thus

sending

a

continuous

stream of waves radiating outwards.
Adjust the voltage and vigour of the
movement so that the waves are so
small as to be almost decayed by the
time they reach the far end of the tray.

Now cut lots of strips of tinplate

about 35mm wide and bend them in a
variety of shapes. Any shape may be
placed vertically in the path of the
waves and the resultant reflection of
of the waves studied.

Application

tray. By its aid one could study the
transmission of waves in two dimen-

This is not just a toy. For example,
one may bend the strips into a scale
cross-section of a hi-fi speaker reflex
cabinet to study the efficiency of the

sions and what is more send a continuous stream of waves. see no reason
why anyone should not have enormous

design. Again, one might wish to make
a scale cross-section of a particular hall

or theatre to study dead spots or

learn an awful lot about acoustics.

a water tray will give the answers in

fun with one and at the same time
waterproof tray of
enamel or tinplate, the bigger the
Take

By analogy we may compare the

repeatedly touches the surface of the

piece of apparatus that seems to have
gone out of fashion. It was a water

I

Fig. 2. Shows compression pattern for
wave travelling along a spring.

Fig. 3. Details of water tray construction for sound experiments.

a

large

travelling wave to that of a single sharp

better, place it on a level surface and
pour enough water into it to fill it

sound such as a hand clap, and although

about 25mm deep. The "sound source"

the demonstration is quickly accepted,
it is my general experience that folks

is the movement from an electric bell
or buzzer arranged so that the clapper

standing waves. It is not suggested that

every case, but it will certainly provide
a
starting point for more careful
analysis.

For greater ease of observation or for
showing to a larger audience such as a

group of students, a spotlight may be
arranged inclining at an angle onto
the surface of the water and so reflected

up onto a suitably -placed and inclined
screen.

The transmission of sound through

an aperture distant from the sound

is particularly interesting and
readers are invited to place two strips

source

at right angles to the flow of waves.
Fig.
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I. An "energy packet" travelling along a Slinky spring.

Start with a wide gap between the ends
of the strips and gradually close it.
Some surprises are in store!
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Corrosion
An

interesting

point often

over-

looked is that battery technology is a
sister to corrosion technology. When
you put two pieces of metal in a conductive

fluid

or

electrolyte,

they

corrode away and this is what produces electrical power.

Although more is being understood
about corrosion every day, many of its
subtleties are still a mystery. For instance, although it makes sense to

expect rust or corrosion on a car
where two different metals, for instance steel chassis and aluminium trim,

join and produce a corrosion cell when
it rains, it makes far less sense that

By ADRIAN HOPE
IT'S BECOMING an
pensive business

more than their expendable equivalents. You also need the correct
charger for the cell in question, to

recorder or even a calculator can now
cost you up to LI and, with careless
use, can need replacement in a very
short while. Some tips and spin-off
thoughts may thus be of interest.

correct current for the correct period
of time. Great care must be taken not
to over -charge, that is push into the
cell too much current for too many

Calculating Costs

a valuable investment, and they have
the added advantage of being virtually
leak -proof. But ignorant mis-use of

increasingly exto use battery powered equipment. A full set of
batteries for a portable cassette

Before buying a calculator, (or, for

Monster Batteries

hours, as this can damage it irreparably.
Used sensibly, rechargeable cells can be

All this makes an interesting lead -up
to a question that few people can
answer. What's the biggest battery in
the world? The answer is that it's an oil
rig in the North Sea. These metal
monsters, resembling several Eiffel

cells, for instance by crossing
your fingers and trying to recharge
nicad

out displays that are now available.

them with a car battery charger, can be

These fall into two broad groups. Light
emitters, such as light -emitting diodes,
or I.e.d.s, and electroluminescent displays, actually produce light themselves,

and thus show in the dark. But they
also consume a considerable amount of

battery power. Light controlling displays, such as liquid crystals, do not

produce light, and thus cannot be read
in

the dark; but they are far more

economical to run.
Portable radios drain their batteries
far more slowly than cassette recorders, because whenever a recorder
is used the motors as well as the

amplifier must be running and consuming

extra power.

But

a

useful

economy can be made by rewinding
tapes either by hand, using, for instance,

the little manual mechanical rewinder
marketed

by

Bib, or

on

a

mains -

powered recorder if you have one. It
makes sense to consider the
possibility of investing in rechargeable
rather than expendable cells, as
advertised for instance in the pages of
also
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Expensive Metals

water, the steel won't rust.

deliver the correct voltage and the

that matter a digital watch) do give
thought to the different types of read-

steel on its own rusts in water. The
short answer is that different electric
potentials arise, dependent on the
slightly different amounts of oxygen
dissolved in the water which is in
contact with the steel. If you can get
rid of all the oxygen dissolved in the

an expensive folly. And by the way,
bear in mind that expendable and
rechargeable batteries which are supposedly exact equivalents are often of
slightly different physical size. This
may make it necessary to pack them
into a battery compartment with a
wedge of conductive foil, to avoid
intermittent contacts.

Sleep On It
If you feel, (quite understandably)
deterred from investing in rechargeable cells, don't forget the valuable
trick that is as old as the hills but still
works surprisingly well. This is that if
you keep a torch under pillow at night
it will last far longer than one kept on
the shelf or in the cupboard. It works
but why?
One of the odd things about battery
technology is that anyone who really

knows the subject admits that the
more they learn the less they really
understand about what actually happens at the chemical interface of the
electrodes. It is an immensely com-

plicated business, but the "pillow"
effect is almost certainly due to the

Towers standing on the sea bed and
and supporting a platform, are effectively giant steel electrodes in salt
water which is a highly corrosive
electrolyte. All kinds of attempts are
being made to prevent the North Sea
rigs from functioning as batteries and
rusting in the process!
One possibility is to coat the steel
with special epoxy resin paint; but just
as a pinprick hole in the undersea) of a
car will enable a rust patch to start and
flourish under the seal, so it is impractical to rely on 100 per cent perfect
rig leg coating. Another idea is to form
the legs of concrete, but inevitably

the concrete piles contain a massive
amount of reinforcing steel, which is
also rust -prone.

Most successful so far are the electrical methods adopted. In one case the
rig is treated like a cell on trickle

charge! Sufficient current is pushed
down the rig legs or "electrodes" to
prevent them from rusting away, and
producing their own discharge current.
On the other hand, BP use a sacrificial system. The structure itself is
regarded as the cathode and zinc anodes
are dangled in the sea. These are eaten
away, just as the electrodes of a battery

in your portable recorder or pocket

calculator are eaten away every time
you switch it on. BP, like everyone

concerned with the North Sea op-

Rechargeable (sometimes called secondary) cells use the expensive metals
nickel and cadmium as their electrodes,

fact that a warm, rather than cold or
hot, environment helps the depolarisers incorporated in a battery function.

eration, is decidely but understandably
reticent about discussing the corrosion
countermeasures adopted on their rigs.
So it is sadly impossible to take this

whereas ordinary, expendable (sometimes called primary) cells use the

train of thought further and work out

the amount of electric power available
from those monster corrosion batteries

or zinc and steel for their electrodes.

These prevent the congregation of gas
bubbles at the electrodes which
bubbles would otherwise increase
internal resistance and decrease battery

So rechargeable cells cost several times

efficiency.

country with North Sea oil.

much cheaper materials zinc and carbon
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that are now starting to supply this
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RESISTANCE

METER

PRE

By R. A. PENFOLD

Capable of reading 100 ohms to 1
megohm on a linear scale in four
switched ranges.
of the first pieces of
equipment to be purchased

AS ONE

by most electronics enthusiasts is

a multimeter, most readers will
have some type of resistance

measuring gear. However, the

resistance ranges of an ordinary
analogue multimeter leave something to be desired in two
respects.

Firstly, the scale reads "in re-

verse", the zero being on the right
hand side rather than on the left.
Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, the scale is not linear.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

With a knowledge of Ohm's

law, the basic operating principle

of the resistance meter is easy
to understand, and Fig. 1 helps

to illustrate this. As will be seen
from the diagram, the resistor un-

der test is fed from a constant
current source, and a high impedance voltmeter is used to
measure the voltage produced

across the test resistance.

tremely cramped at the other

PRECISION

end.
This non -linearity tends to
make resistance measurement

CONSTANT

CURRENT
GENERATOR

somewhat awkward and, moreover
accuracy suffers badly at the high

HIGH

IMPEDANCE

UNDER TEST

produce a very inaccurate result.
On the basic resistance range of

the author's multimeter, for example, the distance between the
2 kilohm and 10 kilohm markings
is less than 2mm.

Obviously, a forward -reading
linear scale resistance meter

would be more satisfactory, and
it is

such an instrument that

forms the subject of this article.
The unit covers four ranges: 1,
10 and 100 kilohms and 1 meg-

OV

Fig.

I.

Method of operation of the

From Ohm's law, we know that

V = I X R, and so the voltage
across the resistance is proportional to its value. If we take a

simple example and assume that

the voltmeter reads 0 to 1 volt
and that the constant current
feed is lmA, then a 220 ohm re-

current consumption is less than
a couple of milliamps, these have
virtually their shelf life with normal usage of the meter.

820 ohm resistor would produce a
reading of 0.82V (0.001 X 820 =
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microamps, for example, a test

resistance of 10 kilohm is needed
to produce full scale deflection of
the meter (0.0001 X 10,000 = 1).
volt-

meter sensitivity used is not important, provided that they match
up. If the voltmeter has a sensitivity of 1.2V f.s.d., for instance,
then using a feed current of
1.2mA will provide a 0 to 1 kilohm range.
It is essential for the voltmeter
to have an extremely high input
verted

through the

voltmeter

circuit and the level of this cur-

rent would increase in proportion
to the meter reading. This would

Resistance Meter.

ohm f.s.d. (full scale deflection).
Power is obtained from two 9 volt

PP3 type batteries and, as the

Further ranges can be obtained
by using a different feed current.
By reducing this current to 100

amount of current would be di-

RESISTOR

only a small pointer error will

OTHER RANGES

impedance, otherwise a significant

+ VOLTMETER

resistance end of the scale where

duced.

The exact current and

IYe

While it is very broad towards
the zero end, the scale is ex-

0 to 1V, a forward reading linear
scale resistance meter is pro-

sistor would produce a reading of

0.22V (0.001 x 220 = 0.22). An

0-82). By simply calibrating the
meter 0 to 1 kilohm instead of

FOR

GUIDANCE
ONLY

0.0

ESTIMATED COST
OF COMPONENTS

excluding VAT.
£6.00
excluding case
and probes
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prevent a constant current from
being fed to the test resistance
and would seriously degrade lin-

SKI

earity.

RESISTOR

On the 0 to 1 megohm range.
the constant current feed is only

UNDER TEST

S2a

L-1

SK2

a little over 1 microamp, which is

far too small to operate a conventional voltmeter circuit

I

any-

53

...1=L.

RI

way.

10k11

B1

9V

PRACTICAL CIRCUIT
Using modern semiconductor

devices, it is possible to produce
a very simple practical circuit, as
can be seen from the circuit diagram of the unit in Fig. 2. A field
effect transistor (f.e.t.) forms the
basis of the constant current
generator. This type of device is
very different from an ordinary
bipolar transistor, one of the
main differences being that a
f.e.t. will conduct quite heavily
unless it is reverse biased. An
ordinary bipolar transistor will
not conduct significantly unless its
base is forward biased.

Here, TR1 is reverse biased by
having its gate terminal connected to the negative supply and a

resistor connected in its source
circuit. Current flowing through
the d -s terminals of the f.e.t. and

through the source resistor thus

a positive potential
across the source resistance. This
makes the gate negative with respect to the source.
The f.e.t. will tend to stabilise
the current flow when connected
in this manner because, if the

produces

drain potential were altered and
an increase in current occurred,
the voltage across the source resistor would increase. This causes

an increase in the reverse bias

which counters the original current increase.
Connected to TR1 are four
source bias resistors (VR1 to

VR4), any one of which can be
selected by switch Sl. This gives

four different selectable currents.
one for each range covered.
A type 741C operational amplifier i.c. is the active component
of the high impedance voltmeter.
This has a 100 per cent negative

feedback loop, the inverting (-)
input being connected direct to
the output. The circuit thus has
unity voltage gain between the
non -inverting (+) input and the

output, but only an extremely

small input current is required
as the device has an input im-

pedance of hundreds of megohms
when used in this configuration.
Everyday Electronics, May 1977

erB2
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VR2

S2b

VR3

50kfl

9V

50010

Fig. 2. The complete circuit diagram of the linear scale Resistance Meter.

The output of the i.c. is connec-

ted via R1 and S3 to the 100
microamp meter ME1.

the non -inverting input and the

output of the i.c. go below the OV
supply line and a positive deflec-

tion of the meter takes place.

Presets VR1, VR2, VR3 and VR4

ACTION OF VOLTMETER

With the two test prods (connected to SK1 and SK2) shorted
together, the non -inverting input
and the output of the i.c. will be
at the central zero potential, as is
the positive terminal of the
meter. The meter will therefore

read zero. However, with a resistor connected across the test
prods (i.e. between SK1 and SK2),

Components
Resistor
RI

I OW

are adjusted to produce the correct full scale deflection resistance for each range.

It is necessary to connect the

meter circuit to the i.c. output by
way of S3 because, with no resistor connected across the test terminals,

a current greater than

the f.s.d. of the meter would be

passed. This would be insufficient

to harm the meter in the short
term, but could be damaging if

ni

± 10%

Potentiometers
VRI 51d2 standard horizontal preset
VR2 501(11 standard horizontal preset
VR3 500k1 standard horizontal preset
VR4 5Mi2 standard horizontal preset

See

Sho

TalKp
page 231

Semiconductors
TR1 2N5457 n -channel field effect transistor
ICI

741 operational amplifier (8 pin d.i.l.)

Switches
SI
S2

I -pole 12 -way rotary with adjustable end -stop
2 -pole on/off rotary

S3

miniature push -to -make, release -to -break push button

Miscellaneous

100/zA d.c. moving coil meter
SKI, 2 wander sockets ( 2 off)
131, 2 9V battery type PP3 (2 off)
Stripboard 0.1 in matrix 31 holes by 12 strips; plastics case size 47 x 75 x
113mm or larger-(see text); two test probes with leads and.plugs; control
knobs (2 off); battery clips (2 pairs); wire; solder.
MEI
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RESISTANCE METER
d

sg

0 0 0 TRI VIEWED
FROM UNDERSIDE

3. The layout of the components on the stripboard and
Fig.

the breaks to be made along the

tracks on the underside of the
board.
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panel

(below, left) and inside (below,

right) of the completed prototype Resistance Meter.
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long

very inexperienced constructors

pressed.
Power is obtained from the

slightly larger case.
The general layout of the prototype can be seen from the photo-

it were

maintained

for

periods. The meter is therefore
not connected until S3 is deequal positive and negative sup-

plies usual with op -amps, with S2
functioning as the on/off switch.
COMPONENT PANEL

All the small components are

mounted on a 0.1 inch pitch

stripboard, which measures 79

X 30mm (12 strips x 31 holes);
Fig. 3 shows the full wiring details of this panel.
Construction should be started
by cutting out a panel of circuit

would be well advised to use a

graphs, but the exact layout is
not critical. Any layout can be
used that enables all the components to fit reasonably neatly.
WIRING

The external wiring, to components mounted on the case,
required to complete the unit is

shown in Fig. 4. All connecting
leads are insulated with sleeving

and the whole of the wiring is

a hacksaw. Then make the 15
breaks in the copper strips (see

perfectly straightforward. When
the wiring has been completed,
the unit is finished by mounting
the component panel on the

mounting holes using a No. 31

batteries.

board, of the size described, using

diagram) and drill the two meter

drill. The panel is mounted on the
meter terminals when it has been
completed, and if a type of meter

other than that employed in the
prototype (HeneDec 38 series) is
used, the positions of the mounting holes and the relevant breaks
in the copper strips may need to

be altered accordingly.
The components and link wires
should then be soldered

ing the f.e.t. and i.c. until last.
Take care not to bridge any adjacent copper strips with blobs

meter and connecting the two

SETTING UP
Four close -tolerance resistors

Fig. 4. Wiring up details from panel
mounted components to component
board locations.

pectively to provide the calibra-

tion points. The meter is then
ready for use.

Resistors of other values can be

used for calibration if they are

available and can provide calibra-

tion points at more than about
half f.s.d. The nearer the calibra-

tion point is to f.s.d., the better

the calibration accuracy is likely

ohm.

a digital multimeter, no change in

(fully anticlockwise), S2 in the

tween zero and f.s.d. of the meter.
The accuracy of the finished unit

10 kilohm, 100 kilohm and 1 meg-

With S1 switched to position 1

"on" position and the four pre-

THE CASE

prods and depress S3. Then adjust
VR1 to produce exactly full scale
deflection of the meter.

case was used as the housing for
the prototype. This makes an inexpensive and compact enclosure
for the unit, but as it is only just
big enough to take all the parts,

K-20

ME1 4 -ye

are required for calibration, and
these should preferably have a
tolerance of 2 per cent or better
(5 per cent should be regarded as
an absolute maximum tolerance).
The values needed are 1 kilohm,

of excess solder, especially when
connecting the i.c.

A 47 x 75 X 113mm plastics

ME1,-ve

set resistors set at about their
midway rotation, connect the 1
kilohm resistor across the test

The other three ranges can
then be calibrated in the same
way, using the 10 kilohm, 100 kilohm and 1 megohm resistors res-

to be.
Accuracy is extremely good on

the prototype, and the constant
current generator is highly efficient. When monitoring the current fed to the test resistor using
current could be detected

be-

is thus mainly dependent upon

the accuracy of the calibration resistors and the meter linearity.
It is recommended that the
type of test prods used should be

those that can be clipped to the
leadouts of the test resistor. This
will leave the operator's hands

free to operate S3. Crocodile clips
are an inexpensive alternative. 1:j

JACK PLUG &
WELL, YES, SIR, I DID CONSTRUCT THE ELECTRON C

...MUSCLE IN ON YOUR RACKET.

DICE, AND I HAVE INVITED A FEW FRIENDS ROUND
OCCASIONALLY TO PLAY, BUT HONESTLY SIR, I'M
NOT TRYING TO...
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A KH electronics officer checking out a
receiver in the radio room of "Esso
Mercury".

all major fighting ships have a
computer complex which analyses the threat position at

all times, makes decisions on the

best countermeasures and may

even fire the ship's weapons.
And submarines, operating in
their underwater environment,

have a different set of problems
demanding yet another range of
equipment.

SEA DRILLING RIGS
In recent years off -shore oil

and gas exploration and the big
oil platforms have developed an
entirely new electronics business
includes high -precision
navigation for exact placement
of rigs and data -transmission
which

Your Career in
Electronics

from platform to shore as well
as ordinary communications. And

the old manned lightships are
manned

by Peter Verwig

MARINE ELECTRONICS
earliest form of
HE

radio direction finder are still
elec-

tronics, wireless communication, found its first application in
I

ships. One recalls that Marconi
established his first coastal wireless telegraphy station at the

Needles Hotel, Alum Bay, Isle of
Wight as early as 1897, and that
in the following year he was
getting Lloyds, the marine
insurance people, interested and

also that the Italian navy signified its intention of adopting the

Marconi system of wireless
telegraphy, the first navy to do so.
The next big breakthrough

was the use of wireless as a
navigational tool. The directional
properties of aerials had been

noticed from the beginning and

by 1907 Bellini and Tosi had pro-

duced a successful method of

wireless direction finding and the
Bellini-Tosi patents were bought
by the Marconi Company in

1912. By receiving signals and
measuring their direction from
two

known

points

such

as

coastal stations it was now possible for a ship to fix its approximate location at any time and in
any weather state, including fog.
The ships radio station and its
238

with us in greatly refined form.

But although they are still the

fundamental equipment required
by law, they form only a modest
part of the total electronics fit of
the larger merchant vessels which
will also have at least one radar,
one or more echo sounders and
one or more of a whole selection
of electronic navigational aids

now available.
In addition, there might be
electronic control and monitor-

ing of engine room machinery,

Doppler speed measuring equipment for docking purposes,
closed circuit and multi -channel
television for entertainment, and
a public address system.
If we address our attention to
naval vessels we find that a
modern warship is packed tight
with electronics.'A guided missile
cruiser may have 150 transmitters and receivers of various
types if one includes all the
radars, beacons and sonars.

An aircraft carrier may have
100 or mare items of radiating
equipment not counting all the
electronic

communication

replaced by unautomated structures

slowly being

and

navigation equipment carried on

each of the embarked aircraft.
And in the naval environment

which do the same job but can
be controlled remotely from the
shore.

Yet another area of activity
is playing a major role in the

exploration and study of the
ocean depths.
All this activity can be

grouped under the general head-

ing of Marine Electronics. The
subject has cropped up from
time to time in previous articles
in this series. For example, we
devoted a whole article to a
career as a ship's electronics

officer. And on the manufacturing side marine electronics has

received mention as part of a
company's total activities, as, for

example, in the February 1977
issue when we discussed briefly
the

marine

eleclionics

capa-

bility of Redifon as part of their
business.

Practically all the large electronic companies have a marine
division. EMI, Plessey, Marconi,
Redifon, MEL (part of Philips),
Decca,

all have their maritime

connections, some mainly in the

naval field including weapons
control, others serving both
naval and merchant marine
requirements.

This month we shall look at
marine electronics a little more

through the eyes of
Kelvin Hughes, a company which
closely
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operates exclusively in the
marine sphere.
The company is now a division
of Smiths Industries Ltd. but

operates independently from its

showrooms and
offices,
factories, as befits a specialist
own

company serving the needs of a
specialist clientele.

KELVIN HUGHES-HISTORY

The Hughes part of Kelvin
Hughes was established in 1752
and was thus in existence long
before electronics was thought

of. The company made precision
instruments and perhaps the
best remembered today of their
early

customers

Bligh

of

was

H.M.S.

Captain

Bounty who

a chronometer from
Hughes. The story of the mutiny
on the "Bounty" and Bligh's
extraordinary voyage of 4,000
miles in an open boat in 1789 is
well documented in literature
and on film.

bought

The Kelvin part of the name
comes from Kelvin, Bottomley
and Baird another great corn -

a distinguished history or such
illustrious forebears as Kelvin

Hughes and some of the aura of
the old days still clings. Not that
the

present

company

compasses.

The German Luftwaffe brought
the two companies together
following the "blitz" in World

War II and they reformed as a
single

unit

with

common

interests as Kelvin Hughes.
Kelvin was the influential
scientist, Lord Kelvin after

whom a scale of temperature
was named. He was intensely
interested

in

wireless in

the

early days and was one of the
first visitors in 1898 to Marconi's
Alum Bay coast station.
Few companies can claim such
Everyday Electronics, May 1977

old-

fashioned, far from it, but when
you visit the company or look at
its products there is a deep feeling that everybody is conscious
of a distinguished tradition that
is worth preserving in this helterskelter age and, above all, that
craftsmanship is not yet dead.
PARENT GROUP

The parent group, Smiths Industries, is strong in automobile
components

and

is

a

world

leader in aerospace with Smiths
equipment flying in 450 airlines
and air forces round the world,
the

last

tally

showing

170

different types of aircraft flying
in 138 countries. The last Smiths
balance sheet showed a turnover
of £180.8 million with a pre-tax
profit of £16 million. The total
number of employees is 20,000.
Within the group Kelvin
Hughes has a workforce of 1,400

thus

may be
regarded as a well -established

and

operation of medium size within
a successful British -based group
selling to international markets.

In fact the group's last year's
total sales of £180 million, 44 per
cent was sold overseas and Kelvin Hughes' export performance

is considerably higher than the
group average.

South

in ports in the U.K. and subsidiary companies in Singapore,
Malaysia, Norway and Sweden.
A world-wide chain of agents
provide back-up sales and service
on all Kelvin Hughes products.
As well as supplying specialist

hardware for marine use, the
company is the world's largest
agent for Admiralty charts. A

complete set, covering the world,
consists of some 3,000 charts all
of which need constant updating.
As well as standard navigational

charts Kelvin Hughes supplies
radio navigation charts for the
Loran, Decca and Consul radio
navigation systems.
SURVEYS

For marine surveys Kelvin
Hughes is in partnership with

the French Compagnie Generale
de Geophysique in a company
called

Anglo

French

Offshore

Surveys Ltd. AFOS has its own
geophysical survey ships for data

collection, and on -shore computer

DEPOTS

Hughes

centres for analysing the data.
One of the AFOS specialities
is precise underwater positioning
as required by the off -shore oil
industry. Oil platform positioning, well -head recovery and pipe
laying all need extreme accuracy
and a system devised by Kelvin
Hughes engineers can determine
position in good conditions to

within 2 metres.

Sea bed data is obtained by a

number

PRODUCTION PLANTS/
Kelvin

in

at the KH training centre.

people and a turnover of £14
million

Ystradgynlais

Wales. There are eight depots

Smiles all round by students on a course on Situation Display

Type 21 marine radar console under test.

pany with historic connections in
marine navigation, especially

is

and

production

units are at Hainault in Essex,

of

methods including

seismic techniques for exploring
the underlying bed rock and
underwater television for close
inspection. This branch of marine
electronics is of increasing im239

together with interswitching of
duplicated radar sets in which
field the company did pioneering

work, and a high export level,
all contributed to the Queen's
Award to Industry won by Kel-

vin Hughes in 1967. The follow-

ing year KH won a

Queen's

Award for technological innovation with the Humber fish detection equipment. In 1975 Kelvin

Hughes had

a third win for
technological innovation with the
successor to the Photoplot radar
known as the Situation Display.

SITUATION DISPLAY

In the Situation Display many

of the special features of the
Photoplot have been retained but
instead of a photographic projec-

tion of the radar plot the Situa-

Study in concentration in the radio room of "Baltic Enterprise".

portance

as

under -water pros-

pecting expands beyond oil and
gas

to

other

mineral

riches

beneath the seas and oceans.

UNDERWATER ACTIVITY
No company has a higher

reputation in echo -sounding than

Kelvin Hughes. The three main

applications of the technology
are in depth measurement for

navigational purposes in which

the traditional term of echo sounders is still used, in fish finders, and in sonar which is the

underwater equivalent of radar
and generally associated with
defence
against
submarines,

torpedoes and the detection of

underwater mines.
All in fact operate on the same

principle of emitting an underwater impulse

and

measuring

the time interval of its reflection
from an underwater object
whether it be the sea bed, a
shoal of fishes, or a submarine.
There is however a great
difference

in

sophistication

between the systems, depending
upon their application. A hydro -

tion Display uses television tech-

can, for example detect single

fish at

considerable depths as

well as shoals. The efficiency of
modern fish -finding equipment is

so high that the element of luck
has all but disappeared.
With the W.G. Fishsounder you

can not only look down below

and detect fish but also, with the

aid of a net monitor, see

fish

above and below the trawl head.
line and the echoes from the sea

bed and the

surface.

Today's

professional fisherman no longer

works in the dark and this

is

one reason for the decimation of
fish stocks and the need for con-

servation if future supplies are
to be maintained.
Kelvin Hughes does not manu-

facture ship's radio stations but
buys in individual transmitters
and receivers, some designed to
KH requirements, and engineers

them into systems. The company
is thus able to offer complete
radio packages and, through Sea
Staff Services, the radio and
electronics officers to operate
and service the equipment at
sea.

finding

Kelvin

Hughes

offer

several new systems including a
long-range all-round fish finder
and a precision equipment which
240

One of the problems of radar
is the difficulty of interpretation
of the data displayed on the conventional radar screen. There are
many classic cases of the "radar assisted collision" where faulty
interpretation of radar information

and

subsequent

avoiding

action has actually resulted in
collision rather than avoiding it.

The Situation Display consider-

ably simplifies interpretation by
presenting all situations in a real -

world manner as if the observer
was high overhead and looking
down on all the shipping movewithin radar range. A
unique feature is that with the
long "tails" rapidly built up on
ments

the display it is possible to esti-

mate the speed as well as the
track of all other vessels in comparison to one's own speed which
is,

of course, known. But there

are also many other features
which puts Situation Display
ahead of other types and, although

expensive, it has found considerable favour in the market place.
Originally designed for use
with radars of Kelvin Hughes

manufacture it can now be supplied with interfacing to radars

graphic echo -sounder like the

MS 48 which has been approved
by the Hydrographer of the
Navy for marine survey is of far
higher sophistication than those
bought, for example, by amateur
yachtsmen. Similarly, for fish -

niques.

ACHIEVEMENTS

It

is perhaps in radar that
Kelvin Hughes has shown the
greatest originality. It was KH

who

invented

the

Photoplot

radar which used a rapid photographic process to give a bright screen display of
versatility.
The

remarkable
Photoplot,

of many other manufacturers and
it seems likely that Situation

Display will be selling strongly

right through the 1980s. The
Situation Display can also be used
effectively in harbour radar appli-

cation such as that of the Forth

Ports Authority providing a
shore - based navigation service

for the busy Firth of Forth.
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Assembly of Type 1006 navigation radars developed for the

.The Under Secretary of State for the Royal Navy, Mr. P.
Duffy, M.P., examines microwave components during a visit
to Kelvin Hughes engineering department.

EQUIPMENT
Kelvin Hughes

Royal Navy.

gineering has to withstand the
is

one

of

Britain's major suppliers of conventional marine radars with com-

binations of scanners, transmitters/receivers and displays in all
the most popular powers and

sizes complete with interswitch-

ing on dual installations of X band (3cm) and S -band (10cm)

systems.

As a generalisation rain and

sea -clutter are less bothersome on
S -band while X -band provides

much better resolution on small

targets. With an S -band radar

with high -mounted scanner and
an X -band equipment with a low
scanner there are few radar
navigational problems which can-

marine environment. This is not
just a question of whether equipment will survive exposure to salt

spray and other forms of corro-

but also of
standing up to the peculiar vibration characteristics of ships. Many
an equipment found quite suitable
for use on land has come to grief
after a few hundred hours at
sea, sometimes only a few hours.
sive environment

OPPORTUNITIES

If marine electronics with its

not be successfully resolved.

produces equipment developed in

Hughes but similar work is done

association with the Admiralty

Surface Weapons Establishment
approved for use on both fighting
and support surface ships and in
submarines.

In general, marine electronics

has followed the general trend
in

electronic engineering with

extensive use of modern semiconductor circuit technology. In

addition marine equipment has to

satisfy rigid international stan-

dards and the quality of the en Everyday Electronics, May 1977

We

have

described

nised qualification but for you,ng-

sters there is always the chance
of joining as an apprentice.
Don't despise the Royal Navy
as a first-class training ground
where you can earn as you learn.
There

are

few

organisations

where you can get so much
experience and it is a fact that

civilian employers look kindly on
Navy -trained men, not only be-

cause of the high level of technical training and experience of

special engineering requirements
and exciting operational possibilities appeals to you, there are
many career opportunities open
to you.

In naval radar Kelvin Hughes

ence on the part of employers
towards those holding a recog-

Kelvin

by other companies so there is

plenty of choice. There is variety,

too, in the type of work from

designing in the laboratory,
through manufacture, testing,
field installation and servicing.
There is also opportunity for the

globe trotter as a marine electronics officer on board ship or
as a technician supporting survey teams.

Like other branches of elec-

tronics there is naturally a prefer-

ex -ratings and officers but because

they value the responsible attitude which is a natural result of
Navy life. After all, when, as a

service engineer at a port, you are

called out at two o'clock in the
morning to service a radar on a
tanker with a fast turnround you
need self-discipline and an appre-

ciation of sea -faring and seafarers.
Marine electronics is a specialist

activity looking for people who

really want to become specialists.
In many ways it is more demand-

ing than other branches of electronics but it has the great virtue
of being an expanding activity
and despite the present recession

in the shipping industry it has
good growth prospects and job
opportunities.

rr
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The Extra
ordinar
Experiment5
of

Profe55
Ernes
Evemure
by /inthony John Bassett
THE PROF. was engaged in mak-

ing an experimental contact
microphone using a thin slice
from a crystal of Rochelle salt.
Although the materials which
he was using were more expensive than the aluminium foil
which Bob had used to make his
experimental pick-ups (described
last month), the amount required
to construct each contact -microphone was very small.

CONDUCTIVE PAINT
To make sure of good contact
to each face of the crystal slice,
the Prof. was using electrically

conductive silver paint which consists of finely divided silver

powder suspended in a liquid.

"That smells rather unusual,
Prof.", remarked Bob, "what is
it?"

"What you can smell, Bob, is
the vapour of a substance called
toluene, which is the chief liquid
constituent of this electrically conducting paint.

The paint consists of a suspen-

sion of very fine flakes of pure
silver metal in the liquid toluene,
and I am applying it to the oppo-

site faces of this crystal slice of
Rochelle salt. As the toluene
evaporates, the microscopic flakes

of silver metal adhere together
to produce a continuous film of
242

metal which is in close contact
with the surface of the Rochelle

earlier

changes in the electrical condition

available from T.V. repair specialists, and engineering supply

salt.

of the surface of the Rochelle

salt, caused by vibration, and con-

vey the corresponding electrical
signals to any electrical conductor which is in contact with the
metallic film."

"As you will know from our
experiments,

graphite

paint is used quite a lot, and is
houses, but does not conduct as
well as copper or silver.
Conductive copper paint can be
prepared by suspending finely

divided copper in a liquid such
as toluene, but is more difficult to

"Can ordinary silver paint be
used, Prof.," Bob asked, "or is it
only possible to use this special

prepare and store than conductive silver paint. A big problem
is corrosion, and because copper

seems rather expensive to me?"
"Other materials can be used,
Bob, such as electrically conduct-

silver, the copper paint will not
last as long as silver, unless it is
protected from air and moisture

paint with real silver,

which

ing paint containing finely -divided
copper or graphite, as the
conducting medium instead of
the more expensive silver, but

ordinary 'silver paint' does not
usually contain any silver at all,
and will not conduct electrically. This is because the silver
colour is produced by fine flakes
powdered aluminium, and
although aluminium does conduct
electricity, each flake is insulated
of

by a fine, transparent coating of
aluminium oxide, so that electrical current does not pass from
one flake to the next. With electrically conductive silver paint,

copper paint or graphite paint,
there is no insulative coating of
this nature, so the paint conducts
quite well."

corrodes much more rapidly than

by a

layer of plastic film or
lacquer. Copper conductive paint
is used commercially in circumstances where it is protected from

corrosion, and where the lower
electrical conductivity of copper
is acceptable."

"But Prof., I thought that the

electrical conductivity of copper

is high-surely that is why it is

used for wiring?"
"Yes, Bob, but silver is an even
better conductor of electricity
than copper, which is another

reason why professional people
and many manufacturers of high
quality electronic equipment, feel

that the extra expense is very

well justified, especially where

the quantity needed is very small.

Now I think that the small
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CRYSTAL SLICE

SPRING SOLDERED TO COPPER

AT ONE END ONLY

NEW COMPONENTS SERVICE
Resistors 5% carbon E12 2.70 to 10M OW 1p.

1W 2p. Preset pots subminiature 0.1W E3 1000
to 4M7. Vertical 9p. Horizontal 9p. Potentiometers 0.25W E3 4K7 to 2M2 log or lin. Single
24p. Dual 75p. Polystyrene capacitors E12 63V
22pf to 823001 33p. Ceramic capacitors vert. 50V

E6 22pf to 47000pf 3p. Mylar capacitors 100V
001, .002, -005 4p. 01, -02, 02543}p. Polyester
capacitors 250V ES -01 to Imf 5 -Sp. 15, 22mf
7p, 47mf lip. Electrolytics 56V -47, 1, 2mf Sp.
25V 5, 10m1 Sp. 16V 22, 47mf 6p. 100mf 7p. 220mf
Op. 470mf 11p. 1000mf 11Ip. Zener diodes 400mW

E24 3V3 to 33V Sip.
SCREENED WIRE TO
AUDIO AMPLIFIER

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
6-0-6V 100mA 94p. 9-0-9V 75mA 94p.18V IA
£1.95. 0/12/15/20/24/30V IA £3.65. 12-0-12V 50mA
94p. 0/12/15/20/24/30V 2A £4.95. 6.3V 13A £2.10.

6-0-6V 1)A £255. 9-0-9V 1A £2.19. 12-0-12V 1A
£2.49. 15-0-15V 1A £269. 30-0-30V 1A £3.39.

PRINTED -CIRCUIT BOARD

CUT COPPER HERE

PRINTED CIRCUIT KITS.

Fig. I. The simple mounting the Prof. made for the crystal.

quantity of silver conductive paint

on my Rochelle crystal slice is
nearly dry, so I'll prepare the remaining parts necessary to complete the contact -microphone."

MAKING THE
MICROPHONE
The Prof. cut a piece of thin
fibre - glass

copper

laminated

printed -circuit board about 3cm
square and used a craft knife to
remove a few thin strips

of

copper to give the pattern shown
in Fig. 1.
From a piece of very thin

springy sheet metal he cut

a

small spring, and carefully bent
the ends up slightly as shown.
Next he soldered the spring in
place on the printed board at the
point shown in Fig. 1, and connected a screened audio cable

from the board to the input of

an audio amplifier. By carefully
slipping the

crystal slice into

place underneath the spring, the

Prof. made sure that the metal
spring

contacted

one

silvered faces, and the

of

the

circuit -

board contacted the opposite face.
He also made sure that the spring

1

as guitars, banjos and so on?"
Bob asked.

S-DECS AND T-DECS

crystal contact -microphones are
produced commercially by a number of companies for use as
musical pickups. To obtain maximum efficiency, the crystal slices

u-DeCB f.6 - 97.

"Yes," the Prof. replied, "and

are carefully cut at angles which
are specially selected for the pur-

pose. The slices are then lami-

nated together with alternate
layers of silver foil, which gives

a further increase in output.

Although the simple contact

microphone which I have just

made is not as sophisticated as

some of the commercial products,
I can suggest
interesting

use for it. You could test a number of other materials very easily,
for piezo-electric activity, by cutting slices from materials such as
copper sulphate, quartz and other
crystalline materials, and also
non -crystalline substances such as
wood, bone, amber, plastics. Each
slice of

material can then be

tested very easily by slipping it

underneath the spring, and check-

ing for an audible output from
the amplifier when the slice is
subjected to vibration."

the crystal firmly in place, but not

so tightly as to break it.

By turning up the volume con-

-

I

iw.

16 di! Et 91. 10T05 £1.79.

SINCLAIR CALCULATORS, WATCHES
AND POCKET TIP)
Sinclair pocket TV £165. Cambridge Scientific

£0.95. Cambridge Memory £5 -ES. Oxford Scientific £1330. Mains adaptors (State model) £3.20.

BATTERY ELIMINATOR BARGAINS

3 -WAY MODELS
With switched output and 4 -way multi -Jack
connector. Type 1: 3/43/61/ at 100mA £2.30.
Type 2: 6/79/9V 300mA E290.

100MA RADIO MODELS
With press -stud connectors. 9V E3-45. 6V £3.45.
9V + 9V 15.45. 6V + 6V £5.45. 43V + 4SV £545.

CASSETTE MAINS UNIT

7W with 5 pin din plug 50mA £3.65.
FULLY STABILIZED MODEL L545
Switched output of 3/6/73/9V 400mA stabilized.
CAR CONVERTORS £5.10
input 12V DC. Output 6/7)/9V DC 1Amp stabilized.

BATTERY ELIMINATOR KITS
Send sae for free leaflet on range.
100mA radio types with press stud battery
terminals. 41)/ £2-10. 6V £2.10. 9V £2.10. 43V +

4W £2.56. 6V + 6V E2 -S0. 9V + 9V U.N.
Cassette type 7)V 100mA with din plug £2.10.
Transistor stabilized II -way type for low hum

3/49/6/79/9/12/15/18V. 100mA £3-20. 1Amp £6.50.
Heavy duty 13 -way types 43/6/7/83/11/13/14/17/
21/25/28/34/42V. 1 Amp £4 -ES. 2 Amp £7 -OS.

Car convertor kit Input 12V DC. Output 6/71/9V
DC 1A transistor stabilized £.1.95

Stabilized Laboratory power kit Switched to
1 to 30V in 0.1V steps. 1Amp £12. 45. 2A mp £14.95

SINCLAIR PROJECT 00 AUDIO MODULES
PZ5 £4.95. Z40 E5-75. Project 8050 E211.95.

BI-PAK AUDIO MODULES

S450 tuner £20.95. ALSO 14-110. PA100 £14.95.
MK60 audio kit E31.95, Stereo 30 £15 -SO. SPM80

£3 65. BMT f..332. Send sae for free data.

SAXON ENTERTAINMENTS MODULES

SA 1208 E16 - N. SA1204 £11.95. SA608 £1145.

SINCLAIR 1C20
IC20 10W -1-10W stereo integrated circuit amp kit
with printed circuit and data EC 95.
PZ20 Power supply kit for above £3.05.
VP20 Volume, tone control and preamp kit £11.95.
Send sae for free leaflet on the whole system.

circuit £195

Also new JC40 20W
model with pcb

was amplified and heard as sound
from the loudspeaker, so that the

£3.95. Send sae for free leaflet on both models
and associated power supply and preamp kits.

ticking sound made by an old-
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sockets: -

.

JC12 6W IC audio
amp with free data
and printed

found that the vibration of anything in contact with the board

"Could this be used with
acoustic musical instruments, such

,

I

IC carriers withof

JCI2 AND JC4O AMPLIFIERS

trol of the amplifier, the Prof.

ACOUSTIC GUITAR
PICK-UP

S-DeC £194. T-DeC 13361.
u-DeCA 43-97.

PM1201/8 £10.95. PM1202/8 £1595.

to be continued

pressure was sufficient to hold

fashioned mechanical wristwatch,
which he held in contact with the
board, could be heard clearly
through the loudspeaker.

Contains etching dish, 100 sq Ins of pc board,
lb ferric chloride, etch resist pen, drill bit and
laminate cutter £3.65. 100 aq Ins pc board 75p.
1 lb FeC1 95p. Etch resist pen 75p.

z s:

%ilz,4

4:4411

-0110V
"It's a self-winding clock. I simply rotate
this handle, depress these buttons, set the
dials to zero, put these switches on, elevate
these bars, turn those shafts and the clock
winds itself" up.

FERRANTI ZN414
IC radio chip £1.44. Extra parts and pcb for radio
£3.85. Case EL Send sae for free data.

SWANLEY ELECTRONICS

Dept E.E. PO BOX 68,
32, GOLDSEL ROAD,
SWAN LEY, KENT BR8 8TQ.
Mall order only. No callers. Send sae for free data
on kits. Post 30p on orders under £4.25, otherwise

free. Prices include VAT. Official orders welcome. Overseas customers deduct 7% on items
marked and 11% on others.
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GEORGE HYLTON

brings it

own

To see how an ordinary audio preamplifier can rectify a.c. signals you
must look at the transistor characteristic curves. If the base -emitter voltage is
less than about 0.5 volts (for a silicon
transistor) very little collector current
flows (Fig. I.). At higher voltages the
current increases rapidly.
Now, in audio preamplifiers the
first transistor is commonly operated

provided.

at

to try, an arrangement with a tuned

a very low collector current (30

microamps) to reduce noise. So the
SOME of the readers' questions
sent

am
up so

by the editor crop

I

frequently that I've come to regard
them as hardy annuals. (A hardy annual

base -emitter voltage is near 0.5 volts.
If a large a.c. signal is applied, negative
voltage swings reduce the collector
current a little but positive ones in-

it

lot. The result

net

In the present case the
aerial was the loudspeaker leads. The
fact that there was a speaker at the end
probably made very little difference.
Our Sheffield reader wonders if the

effect can be put to use to turn the
tape recorder into a proper radio
receiver tunable to many stations.
rather doubt it, but if anybody who
I

experiences accidental reception wants

circuit aerial and earth and a separate
coupling coil (Fig. 2) might be worth a
try. But it is unlikely to provide much
selectivity.

in gardening terms, is a plant which
grows from seed, flowers, and dies,

crease

increase in collector current.

Lowpass filter

all within a year leaving behind a crop
of seeds for the next generation.)
Just such a question is the one which
says something like: "My audio amplifier, with the volume turned right up,
plays Radio I. Why?"

If the a.c. signal is an a.m. radio wave,
the net increase varies with the

To prevent r.f. breakthrough (which
can put unwanted noises into an audio
system) some sort of low-pass filter at
the amplifier input is needed. A
capacitance of about I nanofarad (I nF

The latest example comes from a
Sheffield reader, P. Sherman, who has
been experimenting with his tape

recorder. He finds that if he plugs a

loudspeaker
socket and

into
an

the microphone
earphone into the

a

is

a

modulation, which means that an audio
frequency (the programme) is produced.

= 1000pF) connected between base

Aerial
To get the radio

and emitter leads of the input transistor
signal

into the

amplifier some sort of aerial has to be

monitor socket he can hear foreign

3.) often helps to by-pass r.f. A
series resistor of about
kilohm as
(Fig.

I

shown increases its effectiveness.

AERIAL

radio stations. How, he asks, can more
stations be received?

Sensitivity
1k11

A tape recorder contains a sensitive
amplifier. The output of a microphone

TAPE
RECORDER

INPUT

TRANSISTOR

may be only a millivolt. To monitor

this, it must be increased to perhaps

volt for earphone listening. A voltage
gain of around 1000 is required. If an
a.m. radio signal gets into the amplifier
and is somehow rectified in the first
I

stage the resulting audio
amplified and made audible.

Zt

is

then

MP

Fig. 2. Tuned circuit arrangement for
experimentation.

Fig.

3. Low pass filter to reduce un-

wanted r.f. signals.

40

20

OS
VOLTS

CBE

Fig. I. Graph showing collector current
against base/emitter voltage.

t
ea
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PLEAT

TAKE NOTE
We apologise to our readers and Ferranti Ltd. for an error on the Instant
Info. chart given free with the March issue of E.E. Regarding transistors
ZTX300 and ZTX30I, /c max should be 500mA and not 200mA as printed.

In the Guitar Practice Amplifier, Feb. '77 issue, there is an omission on
Fig. 2. There should be a link wire connecting ICI (pin 5) to C4
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Bring 'scope/to your interest.
'There's only one way
to master electronics...
to see what is going
on and learn by doing.
This new style course will enable anyone to
have a real understanding of electronics by a
modern, practical and visual method. No
previous knowledge is required, no maths, and
an absolute minimum of theory.
You learn the practical way in easy steps
mastering all the essentials of your hobby or to
further your career in electronics or as a selfemployed electronics engineer.
All the training can be carried out in the

comfort of your own home and at your own
pace. A tutor is available to whom you can
write, at any time, for advice or help during
your work. A Certificate is given at the end of
every course.

1Build an oscilloscope.
As the first stage of your training, you
actually build your own Cathode ray
oscilloscope! This is no toy, but a test
instrument that you will need not only
for the course's practical experiments, but
also later if you decide to develop your
knowledge and enter the profession. It
remains your property and represents a
very large saving over buying a similar
piece of essential equipment.

Read,draw and
understand circuit
diagrams.
In a short time you will be able to
read and draw circuit diagrams, understand the very fundamentals of television,
radio, computors and countless other
electronic devices and their servicing
procedures.

All students enrolling in our
courses receive a free circuit

out over 40
3 Carry
experiments on basic

circuits.
We show you how to conduct
experiments on a wide variety of different
circuits and turn the information gained
into a working knowledge of testing,
servicing and maintaining all types of
electronic equipment, radio, t.v. etc.

To find out more about how to learn electronics in a new exciting and absorbing
way,just clip the coupon for a free colour brochure and full details'of enrolment.

board originating from a
IVVrite to:- British National Radio & Electronics School,
Computer and containing
P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.
many different components
NAME
that can be used in experiments and provide an
I
excellent example of current (ADDRESS.electronic

practice.
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SMALL ADS

CONDITIONS OF ACCEPTANCE

OF CLASSIRED ADVERTISEMENTS

The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 14
pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number
40p extra. Semi -display setting £9.00 per single
column inch (2.5cm). All cheques, postal orders, etc.,

1. Advertisements are accepted subject
to the conditions appearing on our current
advertisement rate card and on the express
understanding that
the
Advertiser
warrants that the advertisement does not
contravene any Act of Parliament nor is it

to be made payable to Everyday Electronics and
crossed "Lloyds Bank Ltd." Treasury notes should
always be sent registered post. Advertisements,
together with remittance, should be sent to the
Classified Advertisement Manager, Everyday Electronics, Room 2337, IPC Magazines Limited, King's
Reach Tower, Stamford St., London, SE1 9LS.

an infringement of the British Code of
Advertising Practice.

2. The publishers reserve the right to
refuse or withdraw any advertisement.
3. Although every care is taken, the

Publishers shall not be liable for clerical
or printers' errors or their consequences.

(Telephone 01-261 5918).

MISCELLANEOUS
STYLI.

CARTRIDGES

DIY BURGLAR ALARM EQUIPMENT

LEADS ETC. For the best at keenest

prices send SAE for free illustrated
RECEIVERS and COMPONENTS

COMPLETE DIY INSTALLATION KITS

AUDIO

&

list to: FELSTEAD ELECTRONICS,
(EE), Longley Lane, Gatley, Cheadle,
Cheshire SK8 4EE.

Magnetic switches. Pressure Mats. Bells if. Bell
Housings. Junction Boxes. Control Panels. Foil.
etc.

Send s.a.e. for lists:

DACH ELECTRONICS, 13 Hamilton Square,
Birkenhead, Merseyside, L41 GBP
Tel. 051 647 5030

Three assorted meters 2.210. T.V. convergence

Panel. 2xAC.128. 3 slugged coils, 3 slide switches.
11 W.W. Pots, 3 Carbon Presets, 2 Ferrite Chokes
etc. £1 -40. Small audio amp. 3 Transistors,

Equiv. AC128.0072 with circuit 40p, 3 for £1.

Talking Page Panel 12 silicon Transistors, SCR,
2 pots etc. Et 100 assorted C280 polyester caps
£1 15. 71b. assorted components £2.75.
List 15p, refund on purchases. Over LI Post paid,
under add 20p. Insurance add 10p.

J. W. B. RADIO,

2, Barnfleld Crescent, Sale, Cheshire M33 1NL

NO LICENCE EXAMS NEEDED
To operate this miniature, solidstate Transmitter - Receiver Kit.

Only £8.25 plus 20p P&P.
'Brain -Freeze' em with a MINI STROBE Kit, pocket -sized 'lightning
flashes', vari-speed, for discos and
parties. A mere £3.80 plus 20p P&P.
Experiment with a psychedelic

DREAM LAB, or pick up faint

speech/sounds with the BIG EAR
sound -catcher; ready-made multifunction modules. £5.00 each plus
20p P&P.
LOTS MORE! Send 20p for lists.
Prices include VAT. (Mail order
U.K. only).

BOFFIN PROJECTS
4 Cunliffe Road, StoneleIgh
Ewell, Surrey. (E.E.)

RECHARGEABLE NICAD BATTERIES

'AA' (HP7)-£1.26. Sub 'C'-£1-29. 'C'
(HP11)-£2.38. 'D' (HP2)-£2.92. PP3£4.98. Matching chargers, respectively,
£4.48, £4.48, £5.24, £5.24, £3.98. All

prices include VAT add 10% Post &
Package. SAE for full list, 1 plus, if
wanted, 50p for 'Nickel Cadmium
Power' Booklet. Sandwell Plant Ltd.,
1
Denholm Road, Sutton Coldfleld,
West Midlands B73 6PP. Tel. 021-354
9764.

BARGAIN BOX for BEGINNERS containing
Relay, 1
Transistor/component panels,
Rectifier, 1 earphone Insert, 1 mike insert, 2 diodes,

2

1

buzzer, 3 core cord, 1 salvaged tool -an Ideal
collection for experiments: Et -AO Inc. VAT
P.P. 5 digit counter. 10 digits/sec., 24-48v. non 1

reset, brand new GPO type 1115p Inc. Also 3, 4, 5,

6 6 9 core cords many other telephone Spares at
give away Prices!

Trade enquiries welcome. S.A.E. for lists or
orders to:

FUZZ KIT £1, AC128 10p, C60's 50p.
All inclusive. Delos Electronics, 76 Ber
St., Norwich, Norfolk.

GLASS FIBRE P.C.B'S.
From your own tape, film or ink masters. Send
s.a.e. for quotation.
Everyday Electonics P.C.B'S in glass fibre, tinned

and drilled. Dec. 76 Mini Organ E2.40. C.W.O.
please. Practical Electronics P.C.B'S.
Send S.A.E. for list. R. S. Components. All of these
well known suppliers components available.

PROTO DESIGN, 4, Highcliffe Way,
Wickford, Essex, SSII ILA.

B. B. SUPPLIES
141, Shalmsford St., Near
Canterbury, Kent. CT4 7QZ .

I.C. EXPERIMENTER'S KITS
Learn about modern electronics with our new
series of Kits on digital logic techniques. Each
Kit contains specially selected I.C.s, Holders,
Veroboard, LEDs and Instructions.
Available E400 each (including P & P)
Kit One -Gates
Kit Two -Flip -Flops
Kit Three -Shift Registers.
Kit Four -Counters
Kit Five -Displays
S.A.E. for further details to:

AUTOMATED HOMES

69 High Street, Ryton, Coventry CVO 3FJ
(Mall order only)

-p TREASURE TRACER
MK III Metal locator
Britain's

best selling
locator kit; 4,000 sold

BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICE for
plus SAE. Colour TV Service Manuals
on request. SAE with enquiries to
BTS, 190 King's Road, Harrogate,

Faraday shield

Speaker and earphone operation
Knocks down to only 17in

Prebuilt search coil assembly
Thoroughly professional finish
As seen on BBC1 and 89C2 TV
You only need soldering iron,
screwdriver, pliers and snips
Five transistor circuit

N. Yorkshire. Tel: 0423 55885.

Leonards, Sussex.

Send stamped add r

nyloo for leaflet

co.pim,. £14.75

Kit
Post 1.1 00-11 18 VAT (8

BOOKS and PUBLICATIONS
SIMPLIFIED TV REPAIRS. Full repair
instructions individual British sets
£4.50, request free circuit diagram.
Stamp brings details unique TV publications. Ausee, 76 Church Street,

Larkhall, Lanarkshire.

BUILD 5 TRIED AND TESTED CIRCUITS. Digital Precision Timer (2-30

Min). Sensitive burglar alarm. Voltmeter/Ammeter. A. F. Circuit tracer.
Metal Detector. Diagrams 50p each +

SAE (£2 for 5). Buildit, 100 Coltstead,

metal

Weighs only 22oz. Fitted with

service sheets of Radio, TV etc. 75p

SERVICE SHEETS. Radio, TV etc.,
50p and SAE. Catalogue 20p and SAE.
Hamilton Radio, 47 Bohemia Road, St.

A UNIQUE

Varicap tuning

SERVICE SHEETS

131111' & tested 219.75
Pus: El 00 II 55 VAT (8%)

OPPORTUNITY

We can show you how to earn a lot of

money working part or full time from home.
We are the ONLY company in the U.K. offering this unique information. A basic interest
in electrical engineering is necessary.
Government Departments are making use
of our system, why don't you. For complete
return of post details send a large stamped
addressed envelope to: -

MAGNUM

Dept. E.E., Brinksway Trading Estate,
Brinksway, Stockport.

MINIKITS ELECTRONICS
6b CLEVELAND ROAD,
(Mail order only)
LONDON, Eli 2AN

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
swg
14-19
20-20
30-34
35-40

1

lb

2.4/

2.41

rill
2-U

tor

lioz
1.11

40:

1-141

112

19

-19

-114

1.71

-II

'II

I-94
1-14
-I/
Inclusive of pip and VAT.
SAE brings Catalogue of copper end resistance
wire. in ell coverings.
THE SCIENTIFIC WIRE COMPANY
PO Box U, London /I4 SEW
Rep: office 22, Coningsby Gardens.

NOTICE TO READERS
When replying to Classified Advertisements
pleas ensure:
(A) That you have clearly stated your requirements.

(B) That you have enclosed the right

re-

mittance.
(C) That your name and address Is written In
block capitals, and
(D) That your letter Is correctly addressed to
the advertiser.
This will assist advertisers In processing
and despatching orders with the minimum of
delay.

New Ash Green, Kent. DA3 8LW.
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4111

INTRODUCING

or

0
FROM

00

0

$

A New Miniature
with

220 -240 Volts
16-18 Watts

7*

FEATURES

Insulation tested at1500 V ac

* Lightweight

BIT TYPE

* Slim, easy to hold

19 1 5mm

* Four tip sizes
* Complies with

20 3 Omm

0

21 4 5mm

Consumer Protection

22 6 Omm

Regulations B.S. N93456 2/14

*All parts easily replaced
* New bit securing method
* Built in suspension hook

0
0
0
0

0

to Practical 111-Fl&Andio

Soldering Iron

0
0

TURN on the SOUND

PRICES: IRONS £3.70 each
BITS 41p each
Trade enquiries welcome. (Inc.VATand P& P)
Cheques & Postal Orders to Manufacturers & Distributors

S. & R. BREWSTER LIMITED
86-88 UNION STREET, PLYMOUTH, PL1 3H6

Telephone : 0752 = 6 5011

for TURNTABLES
Eleven models compared in the May issue. See what the
experts have to say on the Monitor audio direct drive,
Sansui, Shure, Trio, Pioneer and other models.

TECHNICAL TRAINING
IN ELECTRONICS AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ICS can provide the technical knowledge that is so essential

for BUDGET BUYS

you are studying for an examination ICS guarantee coaching
until you are successful.

Reviews on the new Lecson AP3 power amplifier and the
A and R A60 amplifier
Reviews every month on the latest records.

to your success; knowledge that will enable you to take advantage of the many opportunities open to you.. Study in your
own home, in your own time and at your own pace and if

City & Guilds Certificates
Telecommunications Technicians
Radio, TV, Electronics Technicians
Technical Communications
Radio Servicing Theory
Radio Amateurs
Electrical Installation Work
MPT Radio Communications Certificate
Diploma Courses:
Colour TV Servicing
Electronic Engineering and Maintenance
Computer Engineering and Programming
Radio, TV, Audio Engineering and Servicing
Electrical Engineering, Installation

First of a new series of monthly guides to budget buying
- nothing over £300.

for REVIEWS

\ TRY

COMPETITION
Garrard turntables
& cassette decks
to be won

and Contractin
POST OR PHONE TODAY FOR FREE BOOKLET.

ICIp To: International Correspondence
Schools

Dept 710F Intertext House. London
SW8 4UJ or telephone 622 9911
Subject of interest_....
Name

makes sound sense
OUT NOW

on sale Friday April 15

35p

,r-cldress
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THE 0 - EN DOOR TO QUALITY
4th ISSUE INCLUDES NEW METERS

THE COVER
IS BLACK
& WHITE

This 144 page catalogue-Electrovalue Catalogue No. 8 (Issue 4, up -dated)

offers items from advanced opto-electronic components to humble (but

essential) washers. Many things listed are very difficult to obtain elsewhere.

The Company's own computer is programmed to expedite delivery and
maintain customer satisfaction. Attractive discounts continue on many

purchases; Access and Barclaycard orders are accepted. FREE POSTAGE
on all C.W.O. mail orders in U.K. over £2.00 list value (excluding V.A.T.) If
under add 15p handling charge.

144 Page

40p
inc. refund
voucher worth
40p

BUILD WITH THE EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS

TEACH -IN KIT nett

15.75 inc. V.A.T.

from Electrovoluo as described in this journal
All communications to Dept. EE4.
28 ST. NUDES RD., ENGLEFEELD GREEN, EGHAM, SURREY

yr, .
I g.

GREENWELD
443 Millbrook Road Southampton
SO1 OHX

Tel:(0703) 772501

44 Page Illustrated Catalogue only

26p POST.
RESISTORS
Miniature }rd

1 N4001, 25p; 1 N4003, 46p; 1 N40057P ;

Watt Carbon Film
Hl -stabs, 5% (Over 1M 10%). All
ohm to 10 Megohm.
values from
Up each.
1 Watt Metal Film 5%. All values from
27 ohms to 10 Megohms 2 p each.
1

70p -I-

large S.A.E. FREE with

orders over E3.
DIODES & LEDS

1N4006 Sp; 1N4007 Sp; 1N4140 4p;
0A81-91 etc. Sp; BYI27 12p; 100V3A
128; 400V 3A 15p; Bridges 400V 1A

35P; 800V IA 40p; 250V 2}A 45p;

2}W Wirewound, All va ues from

200V 5A 70p; TIL209 Red LED 15p;
0.2" Red, green or yellow 24p.
VEROBOARD
100sq Ins asstd. size offcuts, In 4 cliff.

5W Wirewound, All values from 0.47
ohms to 47k. lap each.
15W Wirewound from lohm to 100k

plain. All packs E1.20 each. 17 x 31-"
boards 0.1" E1 1111. 0-15" E1-641;

0.22 ohms to 4.7k. Op each.

15p each.
Sub -min presets,

all values from
22 ohms to 4.7 Megohms 7p each.

Standard Pots 22p each.

TRANSFORMERS

e -0-5V 100mA Sop; 9-0.9V 75mA Pep:
12-0-12V 50mA 110p; 12.0-12V 100mA

£1; 6-0-8V 1}A £2 70: 12-0-12V 1A
E290; 5 9V 1
El 30; MultItapped
type 0-12-15-20-24-30V 1A OM; 2A
ES. N; 20-0-20V 2A £4.20; 55-0-55V 5A

AC127 15p BC184
AC126 15p BC212
ACI78 16p BC213
AC187 15p BC214

12p 2N2926G
14p

12p

14p 2N3053 15p
14p 2N3054 49p

AC188 15p BCY70 15p 2N3055 Up
AD161 35p BCY71 15p 2N3440 54p
AD162 35p BCY72 15p 2N3442
BC107
BC108

10p 130131

Sip

E1 - 20

10p 80132 44p 2N3702 10P

BC109 10p 13E1'50
BC109C 15p BFY51

15p 2N3703 10p
15p 2N3704 10p

10p BFY52 15p 2E3705 lop
lop TIP41A 66p 2N3708 10p
BC149 lip TIP42A 75p 2N3819 22p
BC147
BC148

8C157

111P T1P295596p 2N4059 10p

BC158 10p TIP305542p 2N4418 10p
BC159 108 2N2219 26p 2N5295 34p
sciei
BC182 128 2E2369 22p 741
BC183 12p 2N2646 OP 555

25p
401,

Shop hours both aldresQes 9-5.30 p.m.' 1 1,, Sats.

(CLACTON)
LIMITED
Dept. E.E.

357-8-9 OLD RD.,
CLACTON -ON -SEA
ESSEX C015 3RH
Our components are
chosen by technical
authors and constructors throughout
the world for their
performance and reliability, every coil
being inspected twice

Plain 0.1" E1-441.

DEVELOPMENT PACKS

Save L£££'s by buying a full range of
components at one go! All full spec.

marked devices, no rejects or old
stock.

plus a final test and

50V Ceramic plate Capacitors, 5%.

10 of each value from 22pF to 1000pF,
Total 210 for E2.70. Save E1.501

Carbon Film Min. resistors, .}rd watt

5%, 10 each value 10 ohms to

1

E3.151

TRANSISTORS AND IC's

MD) 1NA. Phone (081) 432 4945.

packs: Pack A: All 0.1" Pack B: All
0.15" Pack C: Mixed Pack D: All 0.1"

Megohm, total 610 for 01.110. Save

E11.011.

BRANCH: 680 Burnage Lane, Burnage, Manchester

I

DENCO

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK, 9 to 6.
Callers Welcome.

VAT INCLUSIVE PRICES-NO
EXTRAS TO PAY, JUST ADD

TWO OHB. Phone Egham 3803. Telex 284475.

Electrolytics, 10 each value 1, 2.2,
4.7, 10, 22, 47, 100uF, All 25V. Total
70 for Ole. Save E1-101
CAPACITORS
Miniature ceramic plate from 22pF to
1000pF 5% 2p; 1500pF to 047 4p.

Mylar 1000pF to 8200pF 5p each.
Polyester -CM to 0 luF 4p; -15 , -22 Sp;
33 IlPi 47 OP; -58 10p; luF 12p; 2.2
18p.

Electrolytic, 25V working: 1, 2-2, 4 7,
10, 22, 47uF All 6p; 100uF 7p; 220uF

0p; 470uF 18V flp; 470uF 25V 11p;
470uF 83V lip ; 1000uF 15V 15P;
1000uF 25V tip. 1000uF 50V 32P;
1000uF 63V 42p 2200uF 15V 26p;
2200uF 25V 29p 2200uF 40V 421);
4700uF 16V 43p 4700uF 25V Sip;
All the above are wire ended. Tag
ended 4700uF 40V 72p.

near spot-on alignment.

General Catalogue showing full
product range 34p. Overseas Customers 70p, Air -Mail Post Paid.

U.K. & OVERSEAS MANUFACTURERS/STOCKISTS
ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Australian Readers Please NoteOur Complete Range of Coils are
available from Hobipak, Box 224,
Victoria,
South Carlton, 3053,
Australia and Watkin Wynne Pty.
Ltd., 32, Falcon Street, CROWS
NEST, 2065, AUSTRALIA. P.O.
Box 392.

cs.IrsurAnc..nr..r.r-muraurvuraurxramcn-x2==ract

IT'S EASY WHEN YOU KNOW!
To avoid missing your copy of EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS-simply complete
this order form and hand it to your newsagent.
ORDER FORM

To

(name of newsagent)

Address

Please reser/W*1PM every month one copy of EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS
until further notice.
My Name

Address

Ff

PLEASE MENTION

EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS
WHEN REPLYING TO
ADVERTISEMENTS

Published approximately the third Friday of each month by IPC Magazines Ltd., Fleetway House, Farrhudon St., London EC44AD. Printed In England by Index Printers Ltd., Dunetabl e
Beds. Bole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordan and Gotch (AiSia) Ltd. South Africa-Central News Agency Ltd. Everyday Electronics is sold subject to the following conditions
namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers first given, be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling
price shown on cover, excluding Eire where the selling price is subject to V.A.T., and that it shall not be lent, resold, or hired out or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in
any unauthorised cover by way of Trade, or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.

NEWS FROM JOSTY KIT
JOSTYKIT-a product from Denmark

The makers of the famous
Viking and Probe detectors
bring you...

H 61-2 DIODE MEDIUMWAVE RECEIVER

THE SID
DETECTOR KIT

By means of a very simple technique
a reasonable reception is attained.
HF 61 is built on a small circuit board
of the same size as the general pur-

i1
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.

g

4

'5
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Enjoy one of the world's most exciting hobbies with this
high quality metal detector. Use it to search for gold, silver,
coins, jewellery and other valuable articles. The kit is
simple to assemble and contains the latest in
electronics and design features. It's performance is
comparable with detectors costing up to twice as
much. The kit includes all components, circuit hoard
speaker and aluminium frame incorporating search
head with
,n
faraday screen.

:,

.

"

pose

,

amplifier AF 380. The two

assemblies should be connected to

', produce power for a loudspeaker.
HF 61 is especially useful for beginners, who have not tried to assemble
electronic kits before.

£430
a

HF 305 VHF RADIO -CONVERTER
Extend the range of your tran-

,-

sistor radio. Listen to Ama-

...

teurs (2 metre band), Aircraft, Trawlers

etc. Two transistor circuit with printed # 4
circuit coils, varactor diodes
and superior circuit design.
Converts radio signals in the
100-200 MHz range to output signal at
100 MHz. Pipe this into your VHF

C 11465p P&P

jog

-

\\...,:.

A

receiver and you're in a new
dimension.
Oa II

17

AT 365 3 -CHANNEL DISCO LIGHT
A new concept In psychedelic lighting. Uses built-in microphone. Avoids awkward connections to amplifiers. Position

Mail Orders to:81 Moorgate Street
Blackburn, Lancs. 0254 62561 & 664789
Showroom:3 Sudell Cross, Blackburn,
Lancs. 0254 56917

-
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best

to

advantage

without long trailing leads, just
plug in to nearest power point.
Circuit combines latest integrated
circuit techniques with solid -

i

,

74

light -show

- '7":..4
-"--1

state power control. Quad op.
amp. makes selection of bass,

midrange and treble frequencies easy. Three thyristors (SCRs)
control three separate lampbanks. Kit includes fused dc power
supply and FET zero light adjustment. WARNING. Only exper-

ienced persons should attempt the

£17.00

interconnection of mains equipment.

uero

X

HF 385-2 VHF/UHF AERIAL AMPLIFIER

A quality, printed circuit, no
trimming, aerial amplifier.
Fantastic frequency range
due to use of printed coils,

21 dB amplification at 400
MHz. Two separate inputs
for UHF and VHF. No loss

NEARLY ALL CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS REQUIRE
SOME TYPE OF CIRCUIT BOARD.

iti 6.

-

of signal or intercommuni- £5

VEROBOARD is offered to you in 15 sizes, 0.1" x 0.1"
and 0.15" x 0.15" matrix. Every square inch of 0.1"
Veroboard has 100 accurately placed holes for maximum
versatility (imagine drilling those yourself!)
Vero also manufacture boards for integrated circuits,
strip boards, plain boards, tools, pins and a superb range
of plastic and metal cases. All these products are available
from your local shop or mail order company.

cation problems.
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NT 410 AERIAL AMPLIFIER CURRENT SUPPLY
NT 410 is a current supply, specially
IA 7S2809
built for aerial amplifiers, such as
8

I.

Nrs

,...
_..,

_. I

,,

cl

'''

HF 385-2, but can also be used for other
aerial amplifiers.

NT 410 is supplied with in- and output
clamps for 75 Ohm or 50 Ohm aerial
cables. It is therefore not necessary to

solder-just cut the aerial cable and

attach to NT 410. The aerial signal from
the aerial amplifier to the receiver passes without complications
and the current to the aerial amplifier passes through the same
cable. NT 410 describes how to use NT

I
Send for our booklet describing these products. S.A.E.

7" x 9" plus 10p to:VERO ELECTRONICS LTD. RETAIL DEPT.
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, CHANDLERS FORD, HANTS. S05 3ZR.
Telephone Chandlers Ford 2956

410 together with HF 395 and HF 385-2.

£4 .50

0

JOSTY KIT (U.K.) LTD.
16 BOROUGH ROAD,
MIDDLESBROUGH,
CLEVELAND.

SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE

The only organ you can build in stages and
tailor to your requirements as you go
along-and at each stage you'll have a fully
working instrument! We haven't got the
gimmicks (yet-they're coming soon), but we
have got the most beautiful sounds-you
won't find them on any organ less than twice
our price. So get our MES50 series leaflets
now! 65p buys the three available so far.

(

:-,. ,,,,,

MIMED IIIMil

This high quality Graphic Equaliser will enhance even the most
sophisticated system at a fraction of the cost of a ready-made
equaliser of equal quality. You can get all the parts from us
(except woodwork) including drilled and printed metalwork.
Construction details in our leaflet: 15p.

sess
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W e stock a wide range of switches

including a really low-priced high
quality interlocking push-button
switch system, which is extremely
versatile. We've got toggle
switches, slide switches, push
switches, rotary switches-there
are dozens to choose from, but It's
only a tiny part of our fantastic
range.

A completely sell -contained pedal

unit. 13 -note, 2 -octave range,

4 organ stops. It can be added to
any organ! A really unusual extra
is the bass guitar stop which uses
four envelope shapers to give a
real bass guitar sound. A must for

the solo guitarist. Full construction
details in our catalogue-post the
coupon below nowl

Play fascinating games NOW on
your own t.v. in your own living
room. The kids will think it's magic
when the scores pop up on the
screen. Lay your bets-anyone

could win-with Maplin's prices

everyone can win. All parts at
remarkably low prices (I.C. alone
£11 .99), send for our latest

newsletter for details. All prices
include VAT and P & P.

IT'S A FANTASTIC BESTSELLER!
216 big (11" x 8") pages! Over a thousand illustrations!
Over 30 pages of complete projects to build!
Thousands and thousands of useful components described
and illustrated! No wonder it's a bestseller!

DON'T MISS OUT! SEND 50p NOW!

r
Our bi-monthly newsletter keeps you up to date with latest
guaranteed prices - our latest special offers (they save you
pounds) - details of new projects and new lines. Send 30p
for the next six issues (5p discount voucher with each copy).

POST THIS COUPON NOW FOR YOUR COPY OF OUR CATALOGUE
PRICE 50p

Please rush me a copy of your 216 page catalogue by return of post.
I enclose 50p, but understand that if I am not completely satisfied I may
return the catalogue to you within 14 days and have my 50p refunded
immediately.
NAME

MAPLIN ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES

ADDRESS

P.O. BOX 3 RAYLEIGH ESSEX SS6 8LR
Telephone: Southend (0702) 715155
Shop: 284, London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex
(Closed on Monday) Telephone Southend 10702147379
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